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PREFACE

THE following pages were already in type when

Lord Halifax's "Letter to the Bp. of Winchester"

appeared. It will be found that most of his representa-

tions have been refuted by anticipation, as for example his

treatment of the two statutes 24 H. \'ni, c. 12 and 23

H. VHI, c. ig. In the latter case his Lordship quotes

the astounding statement made by Bp. Blomfield that

"This statute determined the course of appeals without

"reference to the royal supremacy'' {Letter, p. 44). Lord

? Halifax himself adds that the Court of Delegates " was

J"
"established on the distinct understanding that the king

a " should adjudicate on spirituals through the spiritualty,

" but that all the Old Canons and constitutions of the

!5 "Church were to remain in force" {Letter, p. 14). The

i-. words of the statute itself are a complete refutation of

p both these absurd allegations. In support of the latter

liJ his Lordship suggests that the Reformatio legum was
'^ " the recommendation of the Commission appointed

i^ " under the powers and in accordance with the contents

;^ "of the same act," viz., the 25 H. VIII, c. ig {Letter,

^ P- 5)- Abp. Benson, with more reason, pointed out that

the Reformatio was only commenced in I54g,* and when

completed by Abp. Parker was published in 1571, i-c,

forty years after the passing of the 25 H. VIII, c. ig, the

* Jtidgmcnt in Read v. Rfj. of Lincoln, Roscoe's Report, p. 33.
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Commissioners having been appointed under a different

act, and enormous changes in both doctrine and discipline

having been meantime effected !

If Lord Hahfax had read the Reformatio he would have

seen internal evidence that it could not date, as he

pretends, from 1534, nor have originated with the com-

mission which he supposes to have drawn it up. It

expressly repudiates, with terms of contempt, not only

Transubstantiation, but " the Real presence " also, and in

reference to Peckham's constitution bidding the laity

worship the host when carried in procession, it says

" we neither suffer this Sacrament to be lifted up, nor

'* carried about through the country, nor to be reserved

"for the morrow, nor worshipped." It denies any

reception of the body of Christ by the wicked, any greater

veneration to the eucharist than to Baptism and the

Word of God, and any greater holiness inhering in the

bread and wine than to bread in daily common use,

except in the scriptural use ofCommunion {couiniunicationis).

In short while \'iscount Halifax holds the theories pre-

valent in 1534, the framers of the Rcforniatio explicitly

condemned them. However valuable therefore the

Reformatio may be as indicating the standpoint of the

Edwardian and Elizabethan reformers, it could not

possibly have been drawn up, as he supposes, under

Henry VIII ; and the fact that its legislative proposals

were decisively rejected, shews that it cannot be accepted

either as an interpretation of the intention of the legisla-

ture, or of the recognised meaning of any of Henr}"s

statutes.

As to the Court of Delegates Lord Halifax reproduces

the old mis-statements which have been refuted again and



again. He tells us (p. 7)
" there is, I believe, no single

" instance among the 1080 cases brought before it, of the

" Court of Delegates having finally determined ... a case

"of doctrine or ritual" {Letter, p. 7).

I have shewn (pp. 62, 66, 90 below) that this by no

means suggests that such cases had not been brought before

the Delegates, and also that we have positive evidence

that such appeals were regularly carried to the Delegates.

In 1882 the following facts were brought to the notice of

the Eccl. Courts Commission by the Council of the

Church Association, yet were entirely suppressed by the

Commissioners in their Report.

" It appears from Mr. Rothery's preface to the Return of Appeals

to the Delegates, that until the Civil War (1641) the Records of the

Delegates afford extremely scanty information as to the cases

brought before them. From 1544 to 1585 there are no records what-

ever, and between 1586 and 1641 there are eleven cases of correction

of clerk, Nos. 2, 3, 6, ir, 12, 21, 28, 34, 39, 42, 45, and one of duplex

querela, No. i. All or any of these may have invohed questions of

doctrine or ritual.

Immediately after the Restoration in 1666, the Delegates deprived

a clergyman for blasphem}-. The following later cases also involved

doctrine or ritual :—
No. 63 (1670). Jones ;•. Jones, not reading service in accustomed

place.

No. 67 (1675). LewysT'. Cleeter, marrying without banns or license.

No. 79 (16S2). Clewer v. Pullcn, neglecting preaching, reading

prayers, baptisms, and burying.

No. 97 (i6()i). Salter •:•. Davies, preaching in favour of Popery.

No. 118 (1704). Jones v. Pusey, speakings against Prayer Hook.

No. 132 (1713). Pelling ?'. Whiston, heresy.

No. 162 (1742). Keith V. Trebeck, officiating without a license.

No. 173 (1773I. Havard v, Evanson, impugning Creeds and

Articles.

No. 174 (1775). Robertson v. Hutchinson, neglect to perform burial

service.

No. 192 (1833). Wilcox ;'. White, officiating in unconsecratcd

building without a license.



VI

This list docs not include No. 58, Hayt v. Carey, 1668-9,

*' disaffection from the Church of Ent^land " (Report,

II-2g),nor a.d. 1700, Lncyw. Wahon, in which the Bishop

was deprived by five Peers, five Judges, three Doctors, the

Admiralty Judge and a Master in Chancery sitting with

the six Bishops who were also Delegates of the Crown.

In Whiston's case, 171 j, a case of heresy, three Judges

and five Doctors sat with six Bishops as Delegates. " The

" Common Law Judges sat in, at least, two out of three of

"the Ecclesiastical appeals from 1660 to 1703, and after 1703
'' w^ere always present " [Brodrick and Frcinantlc, p. Ivi).

Lord Halifax repeats and adopts [Letter, p. 51) the

statement of Bp. Blomfield " that during the reigns of

*' Henry VHI and Elizabeth there is no trace of any of

" the nobility, or common law Judges, in any Commission

" of Delegates, nor afterwards in one Commission out of

" forty till the time of the Great Rebellion."

But that statement is wholly untrue. Under Henry

from 1538 to 1544, "the Commissions are exclusively

^' composed of civilians. It is true there is no ' footstep
'

" (to use Bp. Gibson's term) of temporal peers or common-
" law Judges, but neither are there any footsteps of

"Bishops or other dignitaries of the Church " [Brodrick

and Freuiantle, p. liv). In the only case known under

Elizabeth an appeal from the Bishop of Winchester was

heard by two judges joined apparentl}- with some civilians

[Brodrick and Frcniantlc, p. Iv).

The " 1080 cases " to which Lord Halifax refers were

oiot the total number of suits, but only those for the years

1619-39. During those twenty years

—

"The nobility and Common-law Judges were present in 182 Com-
" missions out of the 1080, viz., rather more than one in six, and, in more
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'' than one case out of ten they formed the only clement in the Court

" beside the civilians. On the other hand, the Bishops were present in

" about ninety Commissions out of 1080, viz., one in twelve, and in but

" twenty-four of these cases, viz., one in forty-five of the whole number

"of appeals, were they alone with the civilians. The civilians were

"present in all but two of the Commissions, and in more than four

"cases out of the five composed the whole Court" (Brodrick and

Fi'L'inaiitlc, p. Hi).

Those who wish to learn Lord Hahfax's real opinion

should turn to the evidence of the Hon. C. L. Wood in

the second volume of the Eccl. Courts Commission. He

there states that Doctrinal suits ought not to be tried in

any court, but in Synods^ and that no appeal lies dc jure

to the Crown. He said, " I should object to any appeal

" to the Crown from the decision of the final court

"

(Q. 939). Lord Coleridge put before him the common-

sense views that "the authority of the State should from

" time to time say, not whether these opinions are true or not,

"but whether these opinions are held or not by persons

" who accept civil status and enjoy the properties"—but

all in vain. It is less than candid therefore to quote to

" wily Winchester" (as John Foxe termed his predecessor)

the authority of certain lawyers in the Whiston case while

concealing the fact that they are dead against him on this

far more vital point of an appeal to the Crown.

For the Opinion from which he quotes ran in these

words

—

" We are of opinion that of common right there lies an appeal from

"all the ecclesiastical courts in England to your Majesty, in virtue of

"your supremacy in ecclesiastical affairs, whether the same be given

" by express words of act of parliament or not: and that no act of •

"parliament has taken away the same. And, consequently that y
" a prosecution in Convocation not excluding an appeal to your
" Majesty is not inconsistent with the statute i Eliz., c. i, but reserves

" the supremacy entire."

If Lord Halifax admits an appeal from the " Sacred
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** Synod " to the Crown, cadit quacstiu ; but, if not, it was

hardly fair to poll this " Opinion." For Abp. Tait had

expressly called the attention of the Hon. C. Wood to this

very point. The Primate then heckled the President of

the E. C. U. as follows (Report, II-31) :

—

O. S41. But subject, did il not say, to an appeal to the Crown ?

—

I believe so.

O. i>4-'. Tliat is rallicr important is il not'.' It is.

And what is no less " important " is that Lord Halifax's

theories were sifted by two of the most friendly tribunals

he could select, and were decisively rejected by both.

Mr. Scott Holland in his " Summary"' of the Commission

of i88j says (p. 199),
'' Convocation as a court of law has

" been practically disposed of by the Commission"; and

the Judgment of Abp. Benson on the question of Jurisdic-

tion, delivered May nth, 1889, was a death-blow to the

" synodical " theories of Lord Halifax.
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^uiutem of t^t (B^foxmadon:

($.n Examination of f^e ** (Bccfesiaeficaf (j}rocebure

O^iff" an'^ (^n (^nafgete of f^e (gepoxt of f^e

(Sccfestaeficaf Courfe Commission of 1SS3.

CHAPTER I.

Introduction.—Origin of the Royal Commission.

THE characteristic features of the " Ecclesiastical

Procedure Bill " submitted by the Primates to the

Convocations of Canterbury and York (and which

is merely the draft Bill withdrawn by Abp. Benson after

its first reading in 1888) are avowedly adopted from the

Report of the Royal Commission of 1883. Its details will

be considered in the last Chapter. That Report, however,

had deliberately exceeded the terms of the Commission

given to the Commissioners, which purposely restricted

their enquiry to " the constitution and working of the

" Ecclesiastical Courts as created or modified under the

" Reformation statutes of the 24 and 25 H. VIII, and any
" snbsequent statutes." It is important to note these words,

because they had been carefully chosen in order to exclude

any attempt at reviving pre-Reformation precedents.

'



Abp. Tait, in moving the Address to the Crown, said

expHcitly, " I may be told by some that in asking for the

" issue of this Commission, I have not gone beyond the

" Reformation statutes ; but in my own name, and in that oj

" the Bishops, I beg to say that we have no intention whatever

'^
of going back beyond the Reformation. I have a very

" distinct and strong opinion that an}' interference with

" that form of religion which was established in this

" country by the Reformation, would be as grievous an
" injury to the country as it is certainly distasteful to the

" great majority of its inhabitants."

The Lord Chancellor gave similar pledges.^

Abp. Tait's unshaken Protestantism is seen throughout

the Report, in his shrewd exposure of the sentimental

grievances of the priest party. [See Vol. ii, especially .

Qq. 5902, 5961-2, 5975, 6176, 6240-1, 6251, 6873.) His

views were known to be favourable to the retention of the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, for reasons

which he published in his preface to Brodrick and

Fremantle's Privy Council Judgments, and again in 1877,

in The Church and Law. But his health was also known
to be failing, and he died on December 3, 1882. A reso-

lution to postpone the consideration of the final Court of

Appeal till "the spring of 1883" was moved by the Marquis

of Bath on July 21, 1882. That resolution was lost : but

that was the last meeting of the Commissioners which

the Archbishop was able to attend ; the sub-committees

for drafting the Report having been appointed only the

day before. His Grace's absence was a grievous loss to

the Church, for we can hardly doubt that many obnoxious

proposals which were carried by narrow majorities—seven

to five, nine to eight, and nine to seven [see minutes of

subsequent meetings)—would have been rejected had the

chair been occupied by Abp. Tait.

But Mr. Gladstone had selected the members of this

' See Hansard, \'ol. 259, pp. 3S3, 386, and see Report, Vol. II, Oq.

2224, 2297, 5120, 514S-9.



Commission with the express object of giving effect to his

own intense dishke of the Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council and of the Reformation Settlement as

regards the Royal Supremacy. Ever since the public failure
'

of the attempt in 1849 to expel Mr. Gorham from the

ministr}' of the Established Church, Mr. Gladstone had

set himself to get rid of the Crown Court of Appeal. In

1850, he published a pamphlet on The Royal Supremacy,

which he reprinted in 1865, 1877, and 1879 ; and when
nominating the members of the Commission he knew he

could count entirely upon Professor Freeman, Dr. (now

Bishop) Stubbs, and Bp. (afterwards Abp.) Benson.

Professor Freeman, being a fervent admirer of " S.Thomas
"of Canterbury," was eulogised in The Church Times as

" a High Churchman whose services to the Church are
' invaluable." He attended only sixteen out of the forty-

seven meetings before the draft Report was presented, and

we learn from the Minutes of the second meeting that

Mr. Gladstone had given him beforehand a dispensation

for this non-attendance. The "mutual admiration" of

Professors Freeman and Stubbs had long been a standing

joke. Their brother-Professor Thorold Rogers had
described how

—

" from rival tubs

"Stubbs butters Freeman, Freeman butters Stubbs."

Both historians, indeed, were saturated with the spirit of

the mediaeval church, and Dr. Stubbs had been for some
years a member of the E. C. U. But these trusty leaders

were also provided by Mr. Gladstone with a reliable backing.

Two members of the English Church Union, viz., the

Marquis of Bath, and the Earl of Devon, the father-in-law

of \'iscount Halifax ; Sir Robert Phillimore, who, years

before, had been in consultation with Mr. Gladstone

as to this very subject,- and who, in the Bennett case

had pronounced an "extra-judicial opinion" in favour

2 Life of Bp. S. Wilberfui'ce, 1 1 -288.^



of the "adorable sacrifice of the Alass'V;" Bp. Mackarness

(an ex-member of the English Church Union, who claimed "^

to have " vindicated the old historical independence of the

"Church courts " by vetoing the Clewer Case) ; Dean Lake,

and Prebendary Ainslie, signatories of the "Remonstrance"'

against the Purchas Judgment ; Sir R. Cross, and Mr.

Whitbread, both of whom voted against allowing any

appeal from the Bishops' veto when the Public Worship

Regulation Bill was before the Commons ; Mr. Charles

and Dr. Deane, the counsel of the English Church

Union ; Lord Blachford, described in The Guardian

(November 27, 18S9) as " one of the founders, and long

"one of the principal directors of this journal"; Chancellor

Espin, the sole clerical judge then extant ; and against

these, who would of themselves form a solid majority

whenever a critical division might be called, there were

appointed only two Evangelicals, viz., Lord Chichester,

then ait. 77 and very deaf, and Dean Perowne, who, not

being specially conversant with the subject, would be

unlikely to issue a separate Report.

The object of this careful packing of the Commission

was to ensure such a report as should condemn the appeal

to the Queen in Council, and restore the "personal" juris-

diction of ecclesiastics, following reverently pre-Reforma-

tion precedents in lieu of those designated by Abp. Tait

and designedly included in the terms of the Royal Com-
mission. With the same object a systematic agitation

had been kept up for years, stimulated by controversial

writers, who attacked each judgment of the Privy Council

in turn, accusing Lords Selborne, Cairns, Hatherley,

Chelmsford, Kingsdown, and their colleagues^ of ignorance,,

incompetence, and dishonesty. Meetings had been held

in various parts of the country, at which these incrimi-

nating statements were reiterated, until, being seldom

^ See p. 18 of Is Lord Pcnsance fit to succeed Sir R. Phillimore?

(London, Marlborough.)
•* Report, \'ol. II, p. 196.



contradicted, they came to be regarded in some quarters

as beyond contradiction !^ The result was the production

of considerable discontent.

The Ro3^al Commissioners very properly invited repre-

sentative men to explain the grounds of their discontent,

but unhappily no attempt was made to tabulate the

curiously-inconsistent and conflicting replies. That the

evidence did not furnish an adequate basis for the recom-

mendations of the Commission is shown in the Analytical

Index, which exhibits the extravagant incoherence of the

views professedly entertained by the witnesses. (Sec below,

p. 126.)

The attack upon the Judicial Committee commenced
on July 22, 1891, when Dr. Stubbs moved for eight returns,

the first of which he "offered to make himself" to

elucidate " the constitution and working of the Ecclesi-

" astical Courts as created, modified, or otherwise recognized

" under the Reformation Statutes of the 24th and 25th

"years of King Henry VIII, and subsequent statutes."

The interpolation of " otherwise recognized " enabled the

abolished procedure and the suppressed courts to be

included, as well as those indicated in the terms of the

Royal Commission.

The second return moved for, and furnished by Dr.

Stubbs, was a list of trials for heresy " UP to the year

" 1533-" That seemed a cuiious way of illustrating the

working of courts " created or modified" at that very date

or by " subsequent statutes."*^ But, whatever the intention,

' Many of these canards will be found described in Mr. Clements'

Priest and tJie Privy Council, each with its appropriate exposure.

(J. F. Shaw &: Co. Price 4(7'.) It will be noticed that in their

evidence before the Commissioners neither Dr. Littledale nor Canon

MacColl ventured to adduce any of these " putid fables " which arc

so effective with less instructed audiences.

" It should be understood that the list gives a mere percentage of

the recorded cases. It excludes men like James Bainham and the

"purser" who suffered with him (Wriothesley's Chronicle, I-I7)i



it led to the exclusion of the case of Lambert, who, in

1538, appealed from the Court of the Archbishop, and

was tried for heresy by the King sitting in person, witli

the whole peerage and the twelve judges acting as assessors.

It enabled also the trials for heresy in the reign of iMary

to be hidden from consideration, for though subsequent in

date, they illustrate the received theory of the Un-

Reformed Anglo-Roman Church, seeing that Mary sought

throughout to go back to a.d. 1529, the "twentieth year"

of H. VIII. Such details would have been fatal to Canon

Stubbs' theory ; because, as Mr. Droop brought to his

notice [Report, Vol. II, p. 94, Q. 2165], Cranmer was

examined by the commissary of the Pope who sent his

sentence of condemnation for heresy direct from Rome ;

and as it was essential to Dr. Stubbs' argument that the

jurisdiction of the Pope in heresy should be denied, the

economy of excluding this evidence by limiting the return

to the period prior "to the year 1533" will be obvious.

[See below, p. I2-|.)

burned only a few weeks after "the Great Statute of Appeals"

(Brewer's State Papers, V-772), upon a sentence given only by the

Vicar-General, April 20, 1532. It excludes also the burning of

Andrew Huett and John Frith, the indignation at whose death is

supposed to have occasioned the passing of 25 H. VIII, c. 14 (Foxe,

Act and Man., V-66, note), and scores of others. A list of burnings

for heresy in the reign of H. VIII omitted by Dr. Stubbs from his

Report will be found in TJie Cliiircli of England Altnanack, for 1893.

Others are mentioned in Dasent's Act of the Privy Council, p. 418,

Strype's Eccl. Mem., III-ii-8, 137. Trials for heresy before the

Chancellor or Vicar-General (which Dr. Stubbs denies) are mentioned

by Strype Eccl. Mem., I-i-113, 118, 131, 132 and III-i-539.

Wolsey was burned at Y\y in 1555 on the sentence of the Vicar-

General, the suffragan Bp. Shaxton merely assisting, (Burnet,

III-ii-536, 546.) Fuller acquits the Bishops and blames the Diocesan

Chancellors for the trial and condemnation of divers burnt " heretics."

{Hist., Brewer's Edit., IV-181, 187, 188, 196. Cf. Foxe, Act and Afon.,

VIII- 146, 428, 504.) By suppressing such facts as these the

" personal " jurisdiction of the Bishops is supposed to be bo'stered

up.



On comparing pp. xvii to xlv of the Commissioners'

Report with Dr. Stubbs' " Historical Appendix, No. i,"

it will be seen that all the theoretical portion of the

Report was taken verbatim from his draft. That draft

had for its primary object the discrediting of the Queen
in Council as a Court of Appeal.

Strong feeling is shown in the suggestion (on p. 48-ii)

that the Delegates suppressing the " grounds of their

" decisions had at all events the effect of saving the

"country from the infliction of an authoritative exposition

" of law from inexperienced judges." On p. xl, the Com-
missioners omit a similar attack upon '' prelates like

Parker, Andrewes and Laud" for being "content to act

"under such commissions" as are irreconcilable with Dr.

Stubbs' theories (p. 50-ii of his Draft). Jn summing up

he repeats his own contemptuous estimate of the Judicial

Committee, by saying the Act appointing the Privy

Council in lieu of the Delegates did not make " any
" provision for the trying of such points by judges who had
" either spiritual authority or theological competence^ He
suggests that the existing state of things has been brought

about by " the assumption of successive generations of

"lawyers, and the laches or want of foresight on the part

"of the Clergy." His final conclusion, to which all the

paper has been working up, is " that under these circum-
" stances the maintenance of the existing jurisdiction of

" the Judicial Committee of Privy Council as a final

" tribunal of appeal in matters of doctrine and ritual, is

'not to be regarded as an essential part or necessary

"historical consequence of the Reformation Settlement."

These conclusions were not formally endorsed by the

Commissioners ; but the whole of this so-called " His-

"torical Appendix " is the pleading of an advocate anxious

to establish a theory, rather than to ascertain and develop

the whole truth : and it is an unusual instance of deference

to ecclesiastical " authority " that the Commissioners

should have accepted implicitly as " irreformable " the



series of historical m3'ths contained in this " Draft

"report."

Dr. Stubbs' theory is this : the " Reformation " was
merely an anti-Papal movement ; the Pope had then no

appeals in heresy or discipline ; the King merely suc-

ceeded to the dc facto then existing powers of the Pope
;

consequently the King had no appeals in heresy or

discipline. Therefore the King's "Delegates" could not

try heresy, the King's powers being merely visitatorial,

analogous to the appd comnic d'ahus; and all beyond this

was due to a claim of "headship" which is undefined,

and was laid aside as " unconstitutional " by Elizabeth.

From all which he deduces the welcome hypothesis that

the Crown is not the source of ecclesiastical jurisdiction,

but merely exercises, as from without, a visitatorial or

corrective superintendence over an independent set of

courts, the judicial authority in which "proceeds from
" and resides in " the Bishops. It was to give effect to

this theory that the recommendations of the Royal Com-
missioners were framed, and in view of its momentous
consequences, it behoves us to examine in detail the

theory itself.



CHAPTER 11.

Canon Law v. The Reformation Settlement.

Few laymen realise the fact that the Reformation in

England failed to effect any revision of pre-Reformation

canon law.

That law had never emanated from either Crown or

Parliament, but was made exclusively by clergymen. By —
far the greater bulk and the most important portions of

it had been made in foreign countries and by foreign

ecclesiastics. It was international rather than national,

European rather than English, because common to all

Western Christendom which owned the Papal sway.

Professor Maitland in his Roman Canon Law in

England (published by Methuen) has shown that

Papal Decretals and Legatine Constitutions were received ^^

as the very highest known authorities by every English

ecclesiastical judge.

Yet in order to make out the desired " continuity " of

the Reformed with the unreformed Church, and to obtain

recognition for the system which the Reformation had

supplanted, the Report of the Royal Commission of 1883

actually asserted that " the Canon Law of Rome was not

" held to be binding on the [English] ecclesiastical

"courts" (p. xviii). It was pretended that only national

and English provincial canons had any legal force.

Nothing could be more utterly untrue. Professor Mait-

land shows from Lyndwood, the Archbishop of Canter-

bury's own Official Principal, that not only did the
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Roman Canon Law override all merely insular constitu-

tions, but that it was with a very few trivial exceptions

the only law which the Enj^lish Ecclesiastical Courts

recognised. No continental Ultramontanist could exceed

Lyndwood in the clearness of his teaching that the Papal

decretals were only a little less than Divine. His com-

mentaries on the English canons all alike assume, as

matter of course, that the provincial constitutions were

merely supplementary and subordinate to the higher law

of Western Christendom of which England then formed

but one of many departments. The Pope exercised also

an ordinary jurisdiction throughout the realm, subjecting

even the Primate himself to the jurisdiction of his own
"subjects."^ The more important cases were submitted

directly to this foreign court in order to save time and

expense, because an appeal from the ordinary Courts

would otherwise have had to be carried to Rome in

addition to the long vexations and costly delays of our

own Diocesan and Provincial Courts.

' All that was needed before enforcing Roman canons in

this island was their publication by the presiding bishop

in an English synod. To take a crucial test- case—the

Canons of the Fourth Council of Lateran (which made
auricular Confession compulsory, made also the denial of

" Transubstantiation " a capital offence, and denounced a

death penalty against all heretics, excommunicating every

civil governor " who refused to enforce these punishments,

and absolving all his subjects from their allegiance), were

formally promulgated in a long series of English Pro-

vincial and Diocesan synods. In that celebrated General

Council of the Fourth Lateran, a.d. 1215, three Scotch

bishops and the Primate of England, with an ambassador

from the English Court were present. And the Synod of

Oxford, A.D. 1222 (in which the Cardinal-Legate Langton,

fresh from the Lateran Council, himself presided, and at

' Maitland, pp. in, 113.

^ Evans' Statutes of the Fourth Council of Lateran, p. 30.
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which the Lateran decrees were formally promulgated

and so made part of the Canon Law " binding '' in this

country) is the authority upon which in a.d. i8go

Abp. Benson, assisted by the present Archbishop of

Canterbury and four other bishops, in their notorious

" Lambeth Judgment " in Read v. Bishop of Lincoln rested

the lawfulness of burning "lights before the sacrament,"'

a practice sanctioned by Pope Innocent III, the President

of the Lateran Council.

This recent illustration of the actual application of pre-

Reformation Roman canon law to the "burning" ques-

tions affecting our English Church at the present day

illustrates the grave importance of the proposed " re-

" habilitation " of the ecclesiastical courts, ^or as noT

portion of the pre-Reformation Canon law was expressly

repealed, and as unrepealed canons may be revived at any

time by the Ordinaries, the only criterion as to whether

an ancient canon is now in force lies in the discretion ^
the JudgeJ If therefore the appeal to the Crown could

only be got rid of, or reduced to a mere " appel covime

" d'abus,'' there is no restriction or limit to the practical

revival of Papal canon law. It is true that canons whic

conflict with Royal prerogative or with the statute or the

common law of England are inoperative and invalid

But this alleged " conflict " must always be matter ofj

inference, and mere inference will ahvays depend on the

animus and the traditions of the Court itself.' For a

time, individual bishops may select only the mildest and

most reasonable of the Constitutions of olden time : but

the very same authority which would enable them to

vindicate the " lawfulness " of altar lights, or the " duty
"

of fasting communion, is equally good for enforcing com-

pulsory Confession before an Easter communion, or

drinking the rinsings of the priests' fingers.

Already we have proposals to found a chair of Canon

law, and the present Bishop of Salisbury has offered to

^ See Bp. Burnet as quoted below, p. 52 and p. 98.
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contribute one-half of the endowment of such a chair :

already, too, some half-dozen books have been published

by Anglican admirers of the mediaeval Canon law.

Mr. Gladstone, we are told by his friend the Bishop of

Oxford, " looked forward to clerical Chancellors, when the

" cleri^y are educated for it hereafter." "^ Meantime, as a

provisional step, the diocesans arc revising the patents to

be given in future to their legal Chancellors so as to

reserve to the bishop "personally" many of the powers

hitherto entrusted to a trained lawyer. And when Canon
law is being pleaded before a Clerical judge, it will seem

but reasonable that the bar should consist of students in

Canon law, i.e., of clergymen who have made it a hobb}-

to become " experts " in mediaeval precedents and text

books. {See below, p. 107.)

In consultation with Sir R, Phillimore and Bp. S.

Wilberforce, Mr. Gladstone proposed, as far back as 1855,

to repeal the Act of Wm. IV, which constituted the

Judicial Committee of Privy Council ; also to " give a

" reference which need not be binding, to the bishops of

" the Province ; letting the lay Court, as a lay Court,
" decide the individual cause, and trying to guard the

" precedent." These latter features are substantially

embodied in the "Ecclesiastical Procedure Bill" of

Archbishops Temple and Maclagan. Of course, the three

gentlemen who originally evolved this scheme contem-

plated also a revival of the Canon law. But, as Mr.

Gladstone shrewdly remarked, the "discrepancies of the

" law might be dealt with at an after time, the rule in our
" time being, as to all Church matters, to put the cart

" before the horse." '" It was evidently felt that if ecclesi-

astics could be substituted for Judges, and the control of

the Crown Court of Appeal could be got rid of or rendered

illusory, it would need no fresh legislation to revive

(cautiously, of course, at first, and gradually, but) with

' LifeofBp.S. Wilberforce, II-288.

5 Life of Bp. S. Wilberforce, 1 1 1- 105.
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pitiless logical consistency the entire Roman code of

"spiritual" discipline. The Report of the Royal Com-7
missioners of 1883 shows that "the corrective discipline'

" formerly exercised over laymen has never been formallyi

" withdrawn." (App. I-180.)
~

The Commissioners recommend that " imprisonment for

"refusal on the part of a clerk to obey the order of an
" ecclesiastical court shall be abolished" (p. lix), but in

the case of the laity they suggest that the process of

sigmficavit and the issue of the writ de contnmace capiendo,

whereby contumacious persons are sent to prison, " should

" be simplified " so as to make the remedy swift and sure,

(p. Ix.) For, as Lord Halifax told the Commissioners,
" Whereas formerly the Ecclesiastical Courts were

"employed by the clergy as instruments for enforcing

"discipline upon the laity, they are now utilized by the

" laity for prosecuting and imprisoning the clergy.''

(Report, 11-44-) Sir Walter (now Lord Justice) Phillimore

told the Commissioners—" I do not know what could be

" done in the case of the laity— except imprisonment."

(Report, Vol. II, Q. 1872.)

The Commissioners themselves record in their Report /

(p. xxii) that— /

" Ecclesiastical jurisdiction in its widest sense covered . . the morality

" of the laity, their religious behaviour, their marriages . . the main-
"

" tenance of the doctrines of the faith by laity and clergy alike, and the

" examination of all contracts in which faith is pledged ov alleged to be

" pledged, the keeping of oaths, promises, and fiduciary undertakings
;

"
, . no matter touching the government of souls should be tried by a

" secular tribunal." " This jurisdiction," they add, " was exercised as

" 3 part and result of the visitatorial and penitential discipline of the

" Church on the information by presentment at visitation, or by express

" complaint of a party injured or ivilling to give information. It is

" with causes of this kind that the records of the Consistoriai Courts

"are filled, and it was no doubt the unpopularity of this part of the

"ecclesiastical procedure, and the array of spies and informers which

" it tended to create, that gave rise to the petitions against the

" system which helped to bring about its downfall. The procedure in

" this material was simple and summary, the penalties imposed were
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"of a penitential character, and were cajJdhle of comniiifatioii /'or

r^jmaui'v at the discretion of the Court.'' (Keport, p. xxiv.)

Hence it is a vulj^ar error to suppose that laymen are

not concerned in this revival of mediaeval Canon Law.

Lord Halifax, addressing the English Church Union at

Bradford on September 26, 1898, said :

" In the Church of Enorland there is that Canon of Abp. Peckham
" (of Canterbury) in tiie thirteenth cenlur}-, commanding that in every

" parish church the Blessed Sacrament should be reserved and renewed
" from week to week ; that It should remain, so that, if any were sick,

" they might receive It. And that Constitution of Abp. Peckham has

" never been repealed. As I said before, the Church of England is the

\A "same Church as existed before the Reformation. The laws that the

" Church had before the Reformation, if not repealed, are in force

" now. As this custom and rule of Reserving the Blessed Sacrament
" was neglected and dropped, entirely illegally, at or after the time of

*' the Reformation, so it may be legally restored now ; no permission is

" required to restore what was illegally disused." {Bradford Specsli,

published by the E. C. U., p. 18.)

But that is even an w/Jif^r-statement of the theory. For

should a bishop monish one of his clergy under this Canon
to reserve the Host, the latter would be bound to obey,

and a purely spiritual court would be bound to convict

the clerk on the hypothesis here broached. The very

same "canon" quoted by Lord Halifax goes on to bid :;

light to be carried and a bell to be rung before the wafer

in procession, to excite the people to " prostrate them-
" selves wheresoever the King of Glory is carried about
" under his lurking-place of bread {ad prosterncndiun sc

" ubicunqueRex glories sub panis latibulo cvcnerit deportari ").''

Three months' suspension was the lightest punishment

which awaited any breach of these directions.

* Lyndwood's Provincialc, p. 250.



CHAPTER III.

Spiritual Jurisdiction.

Before plunging into the details of the " Historical
"

Appendix, it is necessary to appreciate the root fallacy

which underlies the whole Report. Dr. Stubbs had

urged upon the Commissioners " the extreme im-

" portance of ... . careful limitation of the terms
*' used." (p. 22.) Yet neither his " Draft" nor the Report

pays the slightest attention to the fundamental import-

ance of the two words "spiritual" and "jurisdiction"

to which their attention had been formally called by

a " Memorial " (of which, by request of their secretary,

a copy had been sent to each Commissioner in December,^

1881). The Commissioners at their twenty-second meet-

ing refused to print this Memorial, although they had

already reprinted from The Church Times of June 24th,

1881, an Address by the President to the members oi li^j^i/^

the Enghsh Church Union of double the length oi^^-yj^.

the " Memorial," and this in addition to giving his -

"evidence." By ignoring all attempt to clear up the

meaning of technical terms, it became possible to describe

"moral and consensual authority" as working "through

' " Memorial of Laymen's Defence Association to the Royal Com-
" missioners on Ecclesiastical Courts," published by Marlborough,

51, Old Bailey, London. Price 4^?'. A still more valuable Memorial

(drafted by Mr. Droop, perhaps the most learned ecclesiastical lawyer

of his da)'), was presented on Ma}' 4th, 1882, by the Council of the

Church Association, and suppressed by the Commissioners.
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"voluntary obedience and the use of simply spiritual

" authority," and in the same breath to call it " the

"jurisdiction of ecclesiastical judicature." (Report, Vol.

I, p. 22-i.) Such language is neither " historical '' nor

accurate. "Voluntary and consensual " obedience depends

entirely upon the will of the person who chooses to obey

;

recognizes no "law" but such as he willingly chooses and

consents to acknowledge ; it begins when he chooses, is

changed as he chooses, and ceases when he pleases. It

has no more to do with "jurisdiction" than has the

tossing up of a coin by which two schoolboys agree to

determine a dispute.-

" 'Jurisdiction,' which is a term of the Civil Law, was not adopteJ

"into the Canon Law as applied to Bishops until the I2th century.

"'Jurisdiction' was never attributed to Bishops until Emperors and
" Kings had conferred on the Bishops a power of exercising, in their

" own Courts, an external coercion over the bodies and goods of men.
" Then, and not before, we meet the term ' spiritual jurisdiction.' "

—

Df. Stepliens^ Correspondence with the Arclibishop of Armagh , p. lo.

Dr. Littledale in his" Plain Reasons" (Preface, p. xxvi)

cites Dupin for the

" Remarkable fact that during the eight first centuries of the Church,
" whenever mention was made of Church authority, these terms

"' Jurisdiction, sovereignty {inajestas) or tribunal' were not em-
• " ployed, but only that of ministry of the chair."

The Church Times, in an editorial answer to corre-

spondents, January 5th, 1883, says :—

•

" Jurisdiction has nothing to do with Orders. A newly-elected Pope
" even if still a layman, receives at once jurisdiction over the Roman
"Church before his ordination or consecration, and the same holds

"good of any priest or layman nominated to be Bishop of a Roman
" diocese, for he enters at once on all legal powers within it. It is thus
" a mere creature of human law."

An Anglican bishop, as such, has no jurisdiction : on
the other hand, a clerk duly elected to a bishopric

receives and exercises episcopal jurisdiction prior to his

- Bracton calls these " judicia dclusoria," lib. iv., fol. 407.
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consecration, from the moment of his " confirmation " by

the Royal Commissioners. The Irish Act, 2 Eliz. c. 4,

<^ave by the Royal letters patent the same powers " as

" though the conge d'cslire had been given, the election duly
"" made, and the same confirmed." Our English lawyers

have always claimed for the Crown exclusive "jurisdic-

"' tion," i.e., the power {juris dicendi) of defining those^'

CORRELATIVE RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS WHICH ARE THE

CREATIONS OF LA\V.

"'Jus is tlie scheme of rights subsisting between men in the rela-

"' tions, not of all, but of civil society," says Mr. Gladstone, quoting

jC'icero. "Jus hominum situm est in generis humani societate."

—

Royal Supremacy, p. 26.

This sense of the word, Mr. Gladstone says, was that of

Lord Coke, and he adds :—

•

"excludes altogether that of the canonists and [is] also a sense

" which appears to have been the genuine and legitimate sense of the

"word in its first intention. Now, when we are endeavouring to

"'appreciate the force and scope of the legal doctrine concerning

"ecclesiastical and spiritual jurisdiction, it is plain that we must take

"the term employed in the sense of our law, and not in the different

^' and derivative sense in which it is used by canonists and theologians.

" But canonists themselves bear witness to the distinction which I have

" now pointed out. The one kind is ' jurisdictio coaciWa, prop rie dicta,

" principibus data; ' the other is 'jurisdictio improprie dicta ac mere
•" spiritualis, ecclesire ejusque episcopis a Christo data.'"^

—

Royal

Supremacy, p. 25, citing Van Espen.

This distinction was clearly perceived by Henry VIII.

'[sec Letters of the Spanish Ambassador, under dates

February 14 and May 13, 1532. Report, Vol. I, pp. 8g,

93.] He pointed out to Bishop Tunstal (p. 36-i) that

" as to spiritual things, meaning by them sacraments . .

" forasmuch as they be no worldly nor temporal things,

" they have no worldly nor temporal head, but ojily CJirist

*'who did institute them, by whose ordinance they be

•' "Coercive jurisdiction, properly so-called, given to Princes," and

"jurisdiction, improperly so-called and merely spiritual, given by
" Christ to the Church and its Bishops."

2



" ministered here by mortal men . . who /ok the time they

" do that and in that respect ' tanquam ministri versantur in

" his, quae hominum potestati non subjiciuntur ; in quibus

**si male versantur sine scandalo, Z)ew;» idtorcm hahent

;

" si cum scandalo, hominum cognitio et vindicta est.' " *

Hence " all spiritual things by reason whereof may arise

" bodily trouble and inquietation be necessarily included

'* in the prince's power," while the persons, laws and acts

of priests " be indeed all temporal, and concerning this

" present life only." ^

This was a clear and statesmanlike view, viz., that the

" ministering of the word and sacraments " (Art. 37) as

such, was not a matter of "jurisdiction" at all, but was

reserved to God and the day of His Judgment; except,

and so far as it produced a "scandal," which overt act

brought it AS A scandal within the sphere of "juris-

" diction."

The utter confusion which results from neglecting this

plain distinction was well illustrated by some of the

" spiritual " witnesses. Canon Liddon, for instance, cited

Bishop Andrewes as saying '^ Docendi mitniis vcl dubia Icgis

'' explicandi, rex non assumit.'"' (Q. 7390.) Now, at page

380 of " Tortura Torti," to which Canon Liddon refers, it

will be found that Legis is printed with a capital " L,"

for which, in correcting the notes, Canon Liddon had

unadvisedly substituted a small " 1," and thereby concealed

from himself the distinction which Bishop Andrewes is

• " As ministers are employed in things which be not subject to the

"power of men: in which, if they act amiss witJiout scandal, ihey

"have God for an Avenger: if with scandal, the cognizance and
" punishment belong to man."

'" It should be noticed that this letter of King Henry is " curiously

"reticent as to the exclusion of Papal authority," as Dr. Stubbs

" notes (p. 36-i) ; the King "had not formally broken off relations with

" the Pope ;

" but his relations witli liis own Clergy were the subject

of " Reformation."
'' " The king does not assume the office of teaching, not of explain-

" ing doubtful matters of the law."
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careful to make in that very passage between the Divine
'' Law " and human "jus." The former is not the subject

of "jurisdiction;" the latter is; and Bishop x\ndrewes

goes on to assert, as the Royal prerogative, " Omnibus s
'" omniiun ovdinnm jus dicendi : . . . ctiani Ahiathav ipsum, si

" ita nicritns, pontificatu abdicandi.'"^

Dr. W. Phillimore similarly confounded "jurisdiction"

with power to "bind and loose" (Q. 1353), or "the
"power to bind consciences" (Q. 1892); and Canon
Jenkins, referring to the same fancy, says (Q. 2906),
" when we gave up the Sacrament of Penance we kept, as

" it were, the whole framework which had been built upon
" it remaining still ; although u.<c had destroyed the founda-
" tion, we proceeded as if we still had the same jurisdiction

" remaining which was transferred to tJie Crown and the civil

"courts :" whereas, urges Canon Liddon (Q. 7323), "Our
" Lord Jesus Christ has given no authority to laymen to

" rule authoritatively questions of Christian discipline and

"doctrine." But doctrine, as doctrine, cannot possibly

be the subject of "jurisdiction," so as to be "ruled
" authoritatively " by litigation in " Courts " to be either

true or false. As Mr. Bod}- says, " Judicial power resides in

" the Church's Head " (Q. 3725), which is, of course, quite

true in the sense of King Henr}-, " Deum idtoreni habejit.'"

The Royal Commissioners are themselves guilty of the

same confusion : they speak (p. xvii.) of a "jurisdiction"

in " disputes which did not admit of or require legal

" decision," yet which was exercised, they tell us, in

a " proper Ecclesiastical Court;" yet, on the preceding

page, they take credit for using " language of definite

" import !
" No wonder that the witnesses lost themselves

in such a fog. Mr. Mackonochie said, " I do not think

"that coercive jurisdiction ought to exist at all in

"a Christian Church." (Q. 6164.)

Mr. Wood (now Viscount Halifax) declared that at no

' " Of declaring 'Jus ' to all men of all orders . . . even of dismissing ^
" Abialhar from the High-Priesthood if he so deserved."

2 *
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time would doctrine have been "tried in the Ecclesiastical

''Courh." (O.971.) Mr. B. Compton, on the other hand,

is clear that the Bishop's '^forum domcsticwn is noforum at

• all." (O. 2719.) Canon, now Bp., Wilkinson expresses

the same thought with charming ndivctf', " My bishop is

" very busy ; he has not had the leisure that I have had
" to study the history and teaching of the Church,
" however great and good he may be as a bishop. Over

'•the bishop is the Church with all her long history of

"precedents. I have studied them, and taken advice

•'from men who have studied them even more deeply

" than myself. . . . So, my lord, while I respect you
" personally, I do not recognize in what you have now-

"said spiritual authority." (Q. 1832.) That is an

amusing illustration of the distinction between " spiritual

"authority" and "jurisdiction:" the former depends

evidently upon subjective assent, notwithstanding all its

hne professions of abstract deference ; while the latter in

no way rests upon such assent, but is exercised for the

most part " in invitos," the " stubborn and evil-doers " of

the 37tli Article.

The other word which the Commissioners omitted to

define was the term "Spiritual;" yet a good deal of

(jbscurity and glamour is created by the use made of it.

If we simply substitute the word "clerical " for it where-

ever it occurs in the Report we shall not have altered the

meaning of the sentence, but we shall often completel}-

shatter its force. The mere selfish professional traiies-

^ unionism stands naked and bare when the claim for

" spiritual independence of the Church " is seen to mean
in plain English the "clerical independence of the clergy."

Before the Reformation, the word " Church " had come
to mean ^ " clergy," and in this sense it is used on the

^ See below p. 95. So Ilcnry VIII in his letter to the York clergy

wrote, " the Church, i.e., the clerg-y of England. Which manner of

"speaking in the law ye have professed ye many times find."

(Welkins' Concilia, III-763.)

II
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very first page of the Report, " Religion " had come to

mean monkery; and "Spiritual" naturally fell to the

priests. Thus, in the Statute 9 Ed. II, St. i. c. i, " If

"a clerk or a religious man do sell his tithes ... if the

" money be demanded before a spiritual judge, the King's

"prohibition shall lie ; for by the sale the spiritual goods

" are made temporal,'-^ and the tithes turned into chattels."

So by the 13 Eliz. c. 10, "fraudulent deeds by spiritual

"persons shall be void." And by 21 H. VIII, c. 13,

" spiritual persons abridged from plurality of livings.''

The 28 H. Vni, c. 13, was "A bill for non-residence of

" spiritual men/' and 5 and 6 Ed. \T, c. 12, repealed

laws which forbade " marriage to spiritual persons."

Being thus established in the usage of the day and

employed in older statutes it was retained in this narrow

and inaccurate meaning in the earlier " Reformation
" Statutes." But " subsequent Statutes" have recognized .^

that " the Church " means noic the assembly of the

faithful (Art. 23, 37, &c.) and modern usage assigns to the

word " spiritual " its older and natural sense of relating

to either the Divine or the human "spirit.'' Doctrine

(and its vehicle, Ritual), and, in a less direct way,

Discipline, are " spiritual " matters in both senses of the

word. But "jurisdiction" has nothing to do with them

in the last-mentioned sense. Only spiritual weapons

—

argument, persuasion, appeals to the reason, conscience,

heart, imagination, and to hopes and fears which relate

to the unseen, and the future world—these dire" spiritual,"

in the true sense of that word ; but on that very account

they are not, and cannot be made subjects of human
"jurisdiction," " Dcum idtorcni habcnt.''^'^ In reading the

Report, therefore, it is necessary to bear in mind that the

only legitimate applicability of the term "spiritual" to

' The tide then set just the other way, for " nearly lialf the Knights'

;
"fees in England had been transferred to Ecclesiastical holders."'

(Rev. S. Robins on Royal Supremacy, p. 153 )

1° " They have God for their Avenger."
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Courts is in the narrow and obsolescent sense of "clerical.''

Yet, even so, ambi^^uity is not got rid of. What is a

clerical court ? Is it (i) a court dealing with the pro-

fessional concerns of clergymen (and in a less degree with

laymen who are acting in their concerns) ; or (2) a court

presided over by a clergyman ; or (3) a court deriving its

authority from clergymen ; or (4) a court of the Crown
" sanctioned by Convocation," or by some other clerical

organ ?

The Commissioners do not seem to have agreed at all

as to the true answer. Archbishop Tait put to Dr.

Stubbs this awkward question (Q. 1103) :
—

" Is it the

" person who exercises the authority, or the person from

" whom the authority proceeds, that constitutes it

"spiritual?" To which came this modest reply:—
" I should* not like to answer. It is rather out of my
" line, and it is a question to which there is a good deal of

" theory attaching." (Compare Vol. I, p. 40, col. ii.)

How much " theory" there is may be discerned from the

list given in the Index, p. 126. Dr. Walter Phillimore,

however, was clear that a Spiritual Court means a Court

having a clerical judge. [See Qq. 1929, 1892.) As a lay

Chancellor himself, and the son and grandson of lay

Official Principals, the following touching confession can

only have been wrung from him by the power of

conscience. (Q. 1360.) "The true court was a court

"where the Bishop sat, with a select number of his

" clergy, and that every derogation from that is a deroga-
" tion from the true standard, and that a court where an
" official principal sits is the furthest possible deviation

" from that standard." Yet in a very instructive passage

of arms between him and Lord Chief Justice Coleridge

(Vol. II, p. 82), Dr. Phillimore was compelled to admit

that even a Bishop cannot absolve, except after process

in Court, and in accordance with the judgment of

a "Judex," who may be a layman. To get over this

scandal, this learned civilian invented a distinction
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between an " Ecclesiastical " and a " Spiritual " Court

(Q. 1929), which added still further to the confusion.

On the whole the third " theory " seemed most popular.

The fourth was largely favoured until it was pointed out

that the first two Canons of 1604 sanctioned the Court oi-^

Delegates and the Judicial Committee, and so gave " the

"sanction of Convocation." (Qq. 3707-11.) The Pro-

locutor of York Convocation, however, said, " The Canons
" of 1603 are very little authority. No one knows exactly

"what authority they have." (Q. 4530.) (Compare

X

Hope, Q. 6412.)

It is amusing to notice in this connection the mani-

pulation of mere English canons in this Report. The

Commissioners mention " The canons of 1571 ", though

they were never sanctioned by the Lower House of

Canterbury, ^^ and even those of 1597, which were never

so much as submitted to York Convocation at all, nor

perhaps to the Lower House of Canterbury ;
^~ but the

Canons of 1606 though passed in due form by Canterbury

Convocation, acting under license from the Crown, and

under the presidency of the same Abp. Bancroft who

drafted the Canons of 1604, are entirely ignored. To the

first book of these Canons are appended the subscriptions

of the Archbishop of Canterbury, and those of the

President and members of York Convocation also. The

remaining canons are also vouched by the signature of the

Prolocutor-Overal, afterwards Bishop of Norwich, as

having been "unanimously approved on the third reading

" in the Lower House of Canterbury Convocation". The

entire collection was pubhshed by Abp. Sancroft in 1689

and again in the Anglo-Catholic Library. Whatever

authority can be conferred by merely " spiritual " or

" synodical " approbation belongs to this collection of

abortive bye-laws. Their non-recognition by the Commis-

sioners is the more marked because these canons dealt

" Cardwell, Synodalia, p. iii.

^- Lewis' Reformation Settlement, p. 310, note.
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directly and expressly with the very subject of this

chapter. In opposition to the claim of Papal Supremacy

put forth by the Jesuit emissaries, Parsons and Sanders,

these Canons asserted the Royal Supremacy in terms

strongly condemnatory of the theories of Professor

Stubbs. For instance, Canon 5 (Book II) condemns the

" Catholic " theory of the " Unity of Christendom," pro-

nouncing it a " great error " to affirm that

—

" All the particular churches in the world are otherwise termed onc

" church, than as He Himself is the Head of it, and as all the par-

" ticular kingdoms in the world are called One Kingdom, as He i'^

" the only King and Monarch of it ".

Another "great error" condemned in Canon 29 was to

assert (with Lord Halifax) that under the Jewish Princes
" The priests both high and low, had not grievously sinned, if they

" had not submitted themselves in the said ecclesiastical causes to the

" direction of those their civil governors ".

It may seem strange that a Royal Commission should

pronounce upon " Spiritual Courts" without ascertaining

or defining what was meant by the term. But they had

left themselves in the hands of Professor Stubbs ; and

.

he, as we have seen, felt that "a good deal of theory"

is needed to account for the plain historical fact, that

Spiritual Courts of every grade have been " created and
" modified by Staiutes,'" have been presided over by lay-

men, under Ro3'al Commissions, and have suspended and
deprived Archbishops, Bishops, and other clergymen, and
inflicted upon them the censures and excommunication
of "Holy Church." ^•'^ None of the transcendental

"theories" would fit these facts, so nothing was left but

to use the word "jurisdiction" in a loose sense, some-
times for the mere terrorism of superstition, sometimes
for the due administration of " jns'' in the "King's.

"Ecclesiastical Courts;" while "spiritual" could be

used throughout the Report so as to cast upon laymen

'•' Parliament even decreeing excommunication, as in 5 and 6 Ed.
\'I, c. 4, sec. 2.
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and their laws the impHed censure of being less Divine

than canons, constitutions, and other clerical bye-laws.

What feats of deception cannot be played even upon

Royal Commissioners when verbal ambiguities are

permitted to the sophist ? At least let us recognize the 7

need of using the same words in the same sense, and of \

defining the technicalities upon which we propose to build_y

our theories.

At p. liii of their Report, the Commissioners have

given (incidentally) a very fair definition of "jurisdiction,"

viz., the "deciding whether impugned opinions or practices
,

" conflict with authoritative formularies in such a sense as

"to require correction or punishment."

The "authoritative formularies" and the " punisli-

" ment " are both alike fixed by "jus." For instance,

"Heresy" was defined by statute i Eliz. c. i, sec. xx

;

Clerical Subscription by 13 Eliz. c. 12, and 28 and 29 Vic.

c. 122. Ritual by i Eliz. c. 2, and so on.

The "function" of all judges, whether of diocesan,

provincial or other courts is simply this, and nothing

either more or less. Whether the judges are lay or

clerical does not affect this point ; both alike are to

declare and apply

—

not theology, but "jus.'" An elementar}^

and almost infantine proposition, but one apparently lost

sight of by the Royal Commissioners.



CHAPTER IV.

The Reformation Settlement.

It is interesting to notice by what means the pre-

Reformation Canon Law (which as we have seen was

strictly Papal) was got rid of. The aboHtion of the Pope's

Supremacy cut away the very root of the jurisdiction

hitherto exercised in courts, which, hke the laws they

administered, were supposed to derive all their authority

from "above," i.e., from "the Apostolic See."

Fortunately the very same feudal theory which gave

such strength to the Papacy proved also its weakness
;

for the King's enemies had thus but one neck.^ Cardinal

Pole said ''on withdrawal of the obedience, the authority of

"the ecclesiastical laws was simultaneously abrogated."-

Fuller expresses the same thought in these words, "When

' Johnson in his Canons, II-469 says, "all constitutions, decretals

"and decrees are made by the authority of one man, viz., diocesan

'constitutions by the bishop, provincial constitutions by the Arch-
" bishop, decretals and decrees by the pope ; so that the priests in the

"diocese, the suffragan bishops in the province, the cardinals in the

"conclave, were only applauders." Lyndwood lays it down that

"the clergy are bound by their oath of obedience to obey such con-

" stitutions as the bishop brings to the synod and publishes therein."

{Provinciale, p. 70, col. 2, note R.) Bp. Christopher Wordsworth in his

Visitation Addresses (p. 164), says, " the truth must be spoken how-
" ever unpleasing it may be to men's ears. During sixteen hundred

"years after Christ, a diocesan synod was called the synod of the

" bishop. The canons and constitutions published therein were said

" to be promulged by the bishop."

- Venetian State Papers, VI -348.
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"the Pope's power was banished out of England, his canon

"law, with the numerous books and branches thereof, lost

" its authority in the king's dominions." ^ By royal decree

the study of canon law was banished by Henry VIII from

both universities and that of the old Roman imperial or

"civil " law was substituted. Now the ruling principle of

this latter code w^as that the Emperor had of Divine right

the supreme jurisdiction inherent in his office even qitoad

sacra, i.e., the civil rights of clergymen and of churches.

" The emperor fixed the faith of his subjects by reference

" to the standard orthodoxy of the Bishops of Rome and
" Alexandria. What an emperor did, a king who had 'the

" dignity and_jrQ^l estate of an imperial crown ' could

" undo." *
I

Under Henry, a new code of canons was

proposed, and successive Royal Commissions were

appointed to effect the necessary revision. Mean-

time, the bishops obtained the addition of a proviso

under which the old canon law (with such modifications

as the king's judges might hold to be needful) would

continue to retain the authority which it previously had,

but NOT to receive any Parliamentary sanction unless and

until "the king's most royal assent under his great seal

"be first had to the same." (25 H. VIII, c. 19 § 2.) The
result was that under the Tudors the ecclesiastical judges

administered portions of the old canon law with trembling

lips, not knowing at what point they might be tripped up

by prohibitions, or subjected to the dreaded penalties of

praemunire. But to enable even this enfeebled enforce-

ment to obtain, it was necessary to devise a new basis

instead of the abolished papacy. Professor Maitland hits

this off in a few pregnant sentences. He says :
—

" For more than three centuries past our spiritual

" courts have been required to administer, and have

" constantly administered, certain acts of Parliament.

^ CJi. Hist., p. 420.

* Maitland's Roman Canon Laiv, p. 94.
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"We too easily forget that this is the result, the not

" unimportant result, of the Reformation. To Lyndwood,
" 'the king's ecclesiastical law' would have been a con-

" tradiction in terms.""' " These acts of Parliament which
" the ecclesiastical courts must now administer are

" imposing upon them not merely new law but a theory

"about the old law, and it is in substance just that theory .

"the truth of which is here in question. Henceforth

"a statutory orthodoxy will compel all judges to say that

" ' it was only by their own consent ' that the people of

"this realm ever paid any regard to decretals or other

" laws proceeding from 'any foreign prince, potentate, or

" prelate.' " (25 H. VHI, c. 21.) It is obvious that this

theory was necessary to furnish a temporary basis on

which the old canon law might still receive even a

provisional, though not a statutory recognition.

Thenceforth it was on the ground of insular custom, as

part of the civil common law (as distinguished from the

jus comumnc of Western Canon law) that any of the old

constitutions obtained any sort of recognition at the hands

of the lay judges, who in despite of the canon law obtained

a statutory jurisdiction in all the ecclesiastical courts of this

island. The pre-Reformation precedents are based on and

naturally reek with sacerdotalism. Archdeacon Ayton in

the fourteenth century testified that "the only constitutions

" that are enforced with any alacrity are those which bring

"profit to episcopal purses."" And accordingly "the
" statutory Reformation of the English Church began

"with an act aimed not at Rome but at Canterbury."

(23 H. VIII, c. 9.) Indeed, Henry cared more to subjugate

his own clergy than to fight the Pope. He was at heart

an ardent Papist and if he could have made terms, as his

ancestors had done, with the reigning Pope, he would

have preferred to have used their Pontiff as a convenient

means of controlling and llcecing the "sacred order."'

'' Mailland, p. 81. '' Maitland, p. 27.
I!
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When the rupture with Rome became inevitable, Henry's

legislation was directed to the subordinating both canon

Jaw and clerical courts to the supremacy of the Crown,

and in this Reform the two Convocations never took any

Avilling part, but were reluctantly dragged at the heels of

the "secular" Parliamentary Reformers: Mr. Joyce's

fables to the contrary being refuted by a simple com-

parison of dates. Convocation has never since recovered

its ancient position as a supreme legislature, but is happily

reduced to its normal position of being an advisory board

to the Monarch and to Parliament in ecclesiastical

legislation. _,_

The treatment which the Statute book received at the

hands of the Commissioners is a striking proof of their

hostility to the Reformation Settlement.

The following is a List of Statutes whose treat-

ment BY the Commissioners is Discussed in this

Chapter.

5 Richard II, st. 2, c. 5, p. 37
2 Henry IV, c. 15, p. 38.

23 Henry VIII, c. 9, p. 39.

^3 Henry VIII, c. 20, p. 40.

24 Henry VIII, c. 12, p. 43.

25 Henry VIII, c. 14, p. 64.

^5 Henry VIII, c. 19, p. 51.

25 Henry VIII, c. 20, p. 66.

25 Henry VIII, c. 21, p. 66.

26 Henry VIII, c. i, p. 67.

27 Henry VIII, c. 20, p. 55.

28 Henry VIII, c. 7, p. 67.

28HenryVIII,c.i9(IreIand),

31 Henry VIII, c. 14, p. 68.

,32 Henry VIII, c. 26, p. 68.

34 & 35 Henry VIII, c. i, p.

35 Henry VIII, c. 5, p. 69.

P-34-

69.

p. 69.37 Henry VIII, c. 17

I Ed. VI, c. I, p. 71.

I Ed. VI, c. 2, p. 72.

1 Ed. VI, c. 12, p. 73.

2 & 3 Ed. VI, c. I, p. 73.

2 &3 Ed. VI, c. 13, p. 55,

2 & 3 Ed. VI, c. 21, p. 75,

2 & 3 Ed. VI, c. 23, p. 55,

3 & 4 Ed. VI, c. 10, p. 75.

3 & 4 Ed. VI, c. II, p. 76

3 &4 Ed. VI, c. 12, p. 75

5 &6 Ed. VI, c. I, p. 77.

I Eliz. c. I, pp. 35, 82.

1 Eliz. c. 2, pp. 35, 55.

2 Eliz. c. I (Irelandj, p. 3.

13 Eliz. c. 12, p. 86.

29 Car. II, c. 9, p. 55.

The first assumption made in the Report is that the

Reformation; so far as it concerns this inquiry, was
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merely an ani'i-Papal movement, substituting the King

for the Pope. But that left out of sight many pertinent

facts. In the first place, the very " creation and modifica-

*' tion " of Courts by " Statutes " implied and asserted

the control of Parliament. It is not enough to say with

the Report (p. xxxv) that i Eliz. c. 2 " recognized and
" confirmed the power of the Ordinary." It conferred

upon the Ordinaries a new jurisdiction. " For their

" authority " they " shall have full power and authority by

*' this Ad to reform, correct, and punish by censures of

"the Church," &c., are the words of the Statute. Then,

as now, the Legislature created the jurisdiction which the

Crown exercised by its judges, whether "spiritual" or

lay. The essence of " The Reformation," ecclesiastically

speaking, lay in this, that it was an uprising of the laity

(the " ecctesia " of Scripture) to claim for themselves

a voice in Reforms, both doctrinal and disciplinary, the

introduction of which was resisted by the clergy. In

a Parliament consisting exclusively of churchmen, there

was felt to be nothing unfit in legislating for the Church,

which they virtually if not formally represented, although

the Convocation claimed to " represent " not only the

clergy, but " doctam Eccl. Angl. partem."^ As legislators,

Parliament alone (with the King) could either " create or

" modify ecclesiastical courts."

"The importance of the new measures," says Mr. Green,* " lay

" really in the action of Parliament. They were an explicit announcc-
" ment that Church reform was now to be undertaken, not by the

" clergy, but by the People at large."

" The partie of the clergie," as King Henry called them,''

were indignant at this discovery by the laity of their

rightful position. The divorce of Katharine was far from

commending itself to the people, yet the detestation of

the clergy was so general (as the Spanish Ambassador

' Burnet, Hist. Ref., I-ii-312.

8 Hist. Eng., II- 148.

» Burnet, Hist. Ref., III-ii-209.
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repeatedly testifies—Report 1-79, ^^> ^9' 9^)> ^^^^ ^^^^

after bill passed into law, "to the great rejoicing of

"lay people, and the great displeasure of spiritual

" persons." ^°

Nor is it correct to say that the King merely took over
(

such powers as the Pope had acquired. On the contrary,

the very first Act named in the Royal Commission

(24 H, VIII, c. 12), was careful to specify not only

" such cases where heretofore the King's subjects have
" icsed to pursue " to Rome, but " all other cases of

"appeals." (p. 215-ii.) So Elizabeth's Supremacy Act

claimed not only such jurisdictions as by any spiritual

power " hath heretofore been," but it immediately adds " or

"may lawfully be." (i Eliz. c. i, sec. viii, p. 225^11^ .

But the Commissioners say that "the statements
" of the several statutes which declare all
" authority of the ordinaries to be derived from

"the King must be taken with such limitation as

"legal history compels us to make." (p. xxxvi.)

Surely such an extravagant claim was never before made.

If this were a merely literary inquiry, we should feel that

(as Professor Stubbs said) " there is a good deal of theory

" about it." But for persons who have received the

Royal Command to report upon Courts ^^ " as created or

" modified by Statute," to claim the right of substituting

their theories of " Legal History " for " the language of

"the Statutes" is surely an unprecedented piece ofx^

presumption. The change has been made under the

pretext that they wish to make their recommendations
" consistent with historical continuity." (p. xvi.) But

1" Green, Hist. Eng., II- 149, taken from Hall. Compare Froudc,

1-248.

" N.B.—To inquire into Courts " as modified " by a statute is not

the same thing as to inquire into Courts which Iiad been so modified :

the former = the "Reformation Settlement," the latter = Stubbs'

"legal history." The Commissioners had substituted the latter fot a

the subject named in their Commission.
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they ignore the flaw in that "historical continuity"—the

*' fault " as geologists might call it—to preserve which,

the very terms of the Royal Commission (as explained by

Arciibishop Tait and the Lord Chancellor of England

when the Address to the Crown was voted in the House

of Lords) purposely pledged the Government. To enable

them to get " behind " the Reformation (as The Church

Tvna: expresses it) the Commissioners claim (p. xvi) that

"the scope of their inquiry is found to include the

*' whole history." If so, why mention the " Reformation
" Statutes" at all ? And why specify merely " subsequent

''Statutes"? Dr. Stubbs, it will be remembered, had

shown the way by adroitly interpolating the words " or

" otherwise recognized." (Supra, p. 5.) How completely

"the language of the statutes" is at variance with Dr.

" Stubb's Legal History" may be seen from the following

table :—

1532 24 Hen. VIII, c. 12

LANGUAGE.

" The King at sundry ParliaDietits . . .

' made laws for the conservation of the

' pre-eminences of the Imperial Crown
' of this realm and of the jurisdiction

'spiritual of the same." "The know-
' ledge of testamentary, &:c., causes by

' the goodness of the Princes of this

' realm and by the latvs and customs of
^ the same appertaineth to the spiritual

'jurisdiction of this realm."

This language may be illustrated by the King's letter to

liishop Tunstal the previous year: "Some crimes we
''remit by cur sufferance to the judges of the clergy. . . .

" Other crimes we leave to be ordered by our clergy, not

"because we may not intermeddle with them," &:c.: also.

In- his letter, just after the passing of this Statute, to the

Primate, "to whose office it has been and is appertaining,

>^ ''by the sufferance of us and our progenitors ... to judge
"and determine mere spiritual causes within this our
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" realm, because ye be under us by God's calling and ours

"the most principal minister of OUR spiritual jurisdiction

"within this our realm." ^~

1534

1534

LANGUAGE

25 Hen. VIII, c. ig
j

Canons made "frustrate and of none

["effect" by Parliament, and a new

! Spiritual Court created by Statute.

2^ Hen. VIII, c. 21 " Your Grace's realm ... is free from

" subjection to any man's laws, but only

"to such as have been devised . . .

"within the realm ... or to such other

"as by sufferance of your Grace and

"your progenitors, the people of this

"your realm have taken at their free

"liberty by their own consent ... as to

" the customed and ancient laws of this

"realm, originally established as laws

" of the same, by the said sufferance,

"consent, and custom, and )ione otlicr-

" wise."

This is well illustrated by Lord Hale's celebrated

declaration.

" All the strength that either the Papal or Imperial " [i.e., " civil "]

" laws have obtained in this kingdom, is only because they have been

" received and admitted." . . .
" Their authority is founded merel}' on

" their being admitted and received by us, which alone gives them their

" authoritative essence, and qualifies their obligation." ^-^

" Which laws," said Hooker, '^ " being made among us are not by

"any of us so taken or interpreted as if they did derive their force

" from power which the Prince doth communicate unto Parliament, or

" unto any other Court under him, but from power which the ivliolc

" body of the Realm being )iatiii'ally possessed with hath by free and
" deliberate assent derived unto him that ruleth over them."

'2 Wilkins, III-764. Collier, Vol. IX- 103.

'3 Stephens' EccL Stat.,' Vol. I, p. 161 ; see also Lord Coke and

C. B. Comyns, as cited by Lord Penzance, Report, p. Ixv.

'^ Eccl. Pol., B. VIII, pp.412, 438, "we hold without any exception

" that all Courts are the King's," and cf. 443 Ed. Keble.
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So little warrant is there for regarding the Refo/mation

as an affair between the King and the Pope.

1534 26 Hen. VIII, c. i

1537

1545

1547

28 Hen. VIII, c.

(Ireland)

37 Hen. VIII, c. i

19

I Edw. VI, c. I

LANGUAGE.

" By authority of this pri-sent Parlia-

" menl the King shall have and enjoy,

"annexed and united to tlie said Im-
" perial Crown, all jurisdictions to the

"dignity of supreme Head of the same

"Church belonging; and visit, reform,

"order and amend all heresies which

"by any manner spiritual authority or

"jurisdiction ought or may laivfuUy be

" reformed, ordered," &:c.'^

Repeats verbatim the language of

25 Hen. VIII, c. 21, above quoted.

" King hath ' full power and authority

"to correct heresies, and to execute

"all manner of jurisdiction, cornmonlv

"called Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction.' (sec.

"2.) Archbishops, Bishops, &:c., have
" no manner of jurisdiction ecclesiastical

"but by, under, and from your Royal

" Majesty."

Provides for communion in both kinds

" by authority of Parliament, any ordin-

" ance or custom notwithstanding." The
Bill was introduced into Parliament

before Convocation consented (p. 143,

and Wake 592), which it did only

" nemine contradicotte." The Lower

House "kept silence in hope of a pos-

"sible reaction." (p. 142.) Five Bishops

voted against it in the Lords. '^ Con-

vocation was not consulted as to the

"Order of Communion," which was

'' The State Paper drawn up at the time to explain this Act says :

" The King hath power to suppress all such extorted powers, as well of

" the Bishop of Rome as of any other within this Realm, whereby
" his subjects may be grieved."

—

Fronde, II-219. {See below, p. 67.)
'« Burnet, II-i-84.
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STATUTE.

1547 I Edw. VI, c. 2

1558 I Eliz. c. I

1559 I Eliz.

1560 ' 2 Eliz. c. I (Ireland)

LANGUAGE.

drawn up by certain Bishops and learned

men whom "the King's Majesty had

"caused to assemble." (Foxe, v-719.)

after the Act passed, and was issued by

Royal Proclamation, March, 1548.

"All authority of jurisdiction, spiritual

"and temporal, is derived and deducted

"from the King's Majesty . . . and that

"all Courts Ecclesiastical within the said

" two realms be kept by no other power

"or authority, either foreign or ivithin

" tJie realm, but by the authority of His
" Most Excellent Majesty." '' Upon this

Act, see below, p. 72.
" By the authority of Parliament such

" jurisdictions spiritual as by a)iy spiritual

" authority hath heretofore been, or may
^'lawfully be, for correction of errors,

"heresies, and schisms, shall be united

"and annexed to the Crown." Section

20 (now repealed) defined by authority

of Parliament both what might and what

should not be "heresy" ; no consent of

Convocation, or of the spiritual Peers was

given to this definition.

Section 4 confers upon Archbishops and

Bishops "'full power and authority by
" this Act to reform, correct and punish

"by censures of the Church,' any other

" provision heretofore suffered to the

"contrary notwithstanding." The Act

being described as that of the " Lords

"Temporal and the Commons " only.

Repeats language of i Eliz. c. i, but

omits the "assent of the Clergie " as a

condition of any future Parliamentary

definition of " heresy." (Section 17.)

'' Abp. Bancroft, "in the name of the whole clergy," in 1605,

submitted to the Lords of the Privy Council that "both the ecclesi-

"astical and temporal jurisdictions be now united in his Majesty;

"which were heretofore de facto though not dc jure derived from
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By the Elizabethan Statutes an cath was imposed upon

every clergyman "to assist and defend all jurisdictions

—

" !^n-a}itcd or belonging— or united and annexed to" the

Crown. This oath continued to be taken down to the

Revolution of i6S8. Jurisdiction was and is conferred

upon each Diocesan before his consecration, either by

Letters Patent from the Crown, as in Ireland (before

disestablishment), or at his Confirmation by the Royal

Commissioners. Abp. Parker's confirmation was in these

words, "we confirm the election of the venerable man,
" Mr. Matt. Parker, by the supreme authority of the said

" most serene lady our Queen committed unto us in that

"behalf."!^

The " Reformatio Legum " which the Commissioners

quote with respect, p. xxxii (having been drafted by

Cranmer, and being the sole outcome of three Statutory

Commissions, though never enacted), lays down the

doctrine that " omnis jurisdiction^ et ecclesiastica et

" secularis ab eo tanquam ex uno et eodem fonte deriv-

^" antur." Richard Cosin, Dean of the Arches, a.d. 1589,
published tables showing the " Ecclesiastical Govern-
" ment," in which under " Potestas Regia " he reckons
" Jurisdictiones-" quaslibet concernentes jurisdictionem

^" ecclesiasticam."

Sir John Lanibc, Dean of the Arches in a.d. 1636, is

cited in the appendix to the Report, p. 190, saying " The
" King is the Supreme Governor, from whom the execu-

"tion of all Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction is derived unto

"several heads," and ihat "the laws ecclesiastical which we put In

"execution " are "the King's and the realm's ecclesiastical laws, as

"well as the temporal laws." (Cardwell's Z?oc Annals, No. ccxxiii,

Wilkins, IV-417.;

'« Abp. Parker's Register, p. ()b.

'» "All jurisdictions, both ecclesiastical and secular, from him (the

" K'"g). as from one and the same fountain are derived."
"-" "Jurisdictions of every kind concerning ecclesiastical jurisdic-

''\\on.''— Table XI, Wckett's Edition, 1729.
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*'' Archbishops and Bishops." It appears from the

evidence of Sir John Gell, that Manx appeals went

direct to the Crown at the same date. (Voh II, p. 333-i.)

The Acts 53 Geo. Ill, c. 155, § 51, and 3 and 4 Wm. IV,

c. 85, § 92 and 93, provide that a bishop in India shah

not '' have or use " any jurisdiction but such as shall be
""^ limited to him by His Majesty's Letters Patent," viz.,

"such ecclesiastical jurisdiction as His Majesty shall

" think necessary for the superintendence and good govern-
*' ment of the ministers of the united Church of England
*' and Ireland therein."

Such is the "language of the Statutes," and the inter-

pretation which they received at ths time from the

Ecclesiastical and other Judges.

Let us now see the methods adopted by ths Com-
missioners for "limiting" this language by their theory of

'''legal history."

5 Rich. II, St. 2, c. 5.

(a.d. 13S2.)

This, is given (p. 53) as the earliest Statute against

*' Heresy," i.e., Lollardy. Its "legal history" is most

instructive. It had been smuggled through the Upper

House in May, and fraudulently entered on the Rolls of

Parliament. But in October of the same year the " Com-
" mons petitioned for the annulling of the Act as passed
" without their consent. But this had no effect," says

Dr. Stubbs. (p. 53.) Yet the same authority had told

us that it " was repealed in the same year," ~^ the Commons
protesting that it was never their intent to " bind them-
" selves more to the Prelates than their ancestors had
" done ;

" -' and this was so far from " having no effect,"

2' Stubbs' Constitutional History, Vol. II, 470.
-- Burnet, II-ii-50. Fox2 Act and Mon.. iii-37, 80S. Cotton's

A'ji'idgimnt, p. 285. Parry's Padiarmnts and Coiincits of England

(Murray, 1839), p. 147, Burrows' W;cti'-', 116.

447438
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that the same authority tells us " all attempts at further

" persecution ended for the time. The Clergy had to
** content themselves with the old process of the Spiritual

" Courts." ~'^ {See Professor Burrows' Wiclifs Place in

History, p. iii, note.) Dr. Stubbs' apology for these

" burning " Statutes against " the way which they call

"heresy," may be seen in Q. 1142, and is supported

by Dr. PhilHmore in Qq. igo2, 1955, Rev. B. Compton

(Q. 2702), where it may be seen to what lengths a passion

for " historical continuity " may carry even a Professor

of History. Compare Canon Jenkins. (Q. 2871.)

2 Hen. IV, c. 15.

(a.d. 1400. " De hccretico comburendo.'" Report, Vol. II-47.)

The next " burning " act was forced through Parlia-

ment by the clergy during the weakness of the reign of

a Usurper. In the Parliament Rolls it is entitled "Petitio

" Cleri contra Haereticos." ~^ The assent only mentions

the petition by Bishops and clergy. The Act begins

" Item cum domino regi, et ex parte praelatorum et cleri

" regni sui Anglife in prassenti Parlamento sit ostensum,"

&c.~^ The clause " ac etiam communitates dicti regni," -"^

was added by the priests.-^

For the interesting circumstances which accompanied

the revival of this statute by the murderous statute, i & 2

Philip and Mary, c. 6, see Coke's Institutes, IV-17 ; Strype^

Eccl. Mem., III-155, 166.

^ Stubbs' C. History, III-356.

-^ " The Petition of the Clergy against the Heretics."

-^ " Item, since it hath been shown to our Lord the King on the

" part of the prelates and clergy of his Kingdom of England," &c.
-' " And also the Commons of the said Kingdom."

—

See Cotton's

Abridgment, p. 409. Slvy^a, Eccle. Mem., III-ii-129. Foxe, iii-400.

^ The Bishop was not required to sit " in person " under this

Heresy Act, nor under 2 H. V, c. 7. See Foxe, iii-317.
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23 Hen. VIII, c. 9. ^^
{March 20, 1532. " Statute of Citations,'''' p. 209.) (—

^

This measure, which emanated from the Commons and 1

was opposed by the Bishops in Parhament {Hist. App.,

^33"ii)' was a striking instance of ParHament's interfer-

ence to change and destroy the jurisdiction of the Arch-

bishop's Court, and the procedure of the Diocesan Court,/

in spite of clerical opposition. Yet the Commissioners

fail to note the relevance of these particulars to their

Inquiry (p. xxviii), although Lord Penzance pointed out

that " a graver or more distinct interference with the

"Archbishop's original jurisdiction could hardly be con-

" ceived." (p. Ixiv.)

Neither Dr. Stubbs, nor the Commissioners, notice""

that this Statute gave to aggrieved parishioners remedies

in the temporal Courts against the Ordinary and against

any and every Ecclesiastical Judge in the shape of "double
" damages and costs." (sec. iii.)

Dr.W. Phillimore, in Q. 1933, completely misrepresented

the " language of the statute," which is printed in the

Report, p. 209.-^ The Act speaks of " the Arches,

" Audience, and other high Courts of the Archbishops,"

and provides penalties against the '^Immediate Ordinary,''

the "Commissary, Official,'' or other "Judge," without

the slightest reference to Convocation. Yet the learned

canonist declared that it related to the Archbishop (not

as sitting in Court, but " in his Synod." Whereas

Mr. Valpy had justly insisted on the fact that the

" reservation of the Archbishop's jurisdiction, without

"reference to Convocation, would seem to show that no

-8 The same authority having wrongfully stated (O. 1232), that " the

"Common Law Judges were never referred to" in Whiston's case,

though their formal answers to the Crown are on record (Brod. and

Fremantle, p. 322), substituted the more accurate statement that he

"forgot." (Q. 1953.) Compare Q. 1965.
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" such jurisdiction had been vested in that body." (Report,

Vol. II, p. 298, ii.)

A very interesting point was raised by Mr. Blakesley

and by Mr. ^'alp3•, viz., whether under this statute the

Archbishop may not now act when the Bishop refuses
;

the powers of 23 H. VIII, c. 9, being expressly reserved

under the 19th section of (3 and 4 Vic. c. 86) the " Church
" Discipline Act," 1840. The Commissioners quietly

ignored the point ; but when Mr. Jeune at the fifty-eighth

meeting moved :

—

"That the reservation of jurisdiction to the Court of the Province

" in case of a Bishop refusing to allow a prosecution, contained in the

" 19th section of the Church Discipline Act, 1840, slwuldbe continued.

" The motion not being seconded, Dropped."

Perhaps few readers will have noted the importance of

this Minute. " Historical continuity" found no advocates

when it gave an appeal from the individual caprice of
1

a Diocesan. Yet the principle of an appeal from the

Bishop's veto was sanctioned by this ancient Statute as

being more ancient than itself.

23 Hen. VIII, c. 20.

(a.d. March 19, 1532. Payment of Annates. Report, p. 210,

and Appendix, 89-i.)

It is difficult to conjecture why this Act, which does

not in any way relate to the " Courts," was printed by

the Commissioners, especially since they have thought it

right to suppress so many relevant Acts. They fail to

notice that this Statute

—

1st. Provides penalties against Ordinaries.

2nd. Orders the consecration and installation of Bishops.

3rd. Orders clergy to administer sacraments, &c., " without any

" scruple of conscience."

4th. Forbids prelates to "execute" Papal censures or excom-

niunicatioiis.
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And all this, of course "by authority of Parliament"

alone. Mr. Dibdin(Q. 7438) said that it was passed " at

" the request of Convocation." But the evidence shows

that the Bishops all voted aji^^ainst it, and opposed it in

Parliament. (Compare p. 33-i
;

34-ii ; 8g-i.)

In The Fortnightly Review for August, 1898, Canon

iViacColl asserted that

—

" In the year 1531 the clergy in Convocation petitioned the King to

•"abolish the exorbitant pecuniary contributions which the Pope

" exacted. . . This petition from Convocation is the corner-stone of

"the Reformation on which the subsec|uent legislation of Henry \'III

•" is based."

Unfortunately for this theory, there is not a word of

truth in the allegation of " facts." In The Church Intelli-

gencer for November, 1895, the so-called "petition" is

printed in full, with notes showing Strype's errors of

transcription, and the spurious additions which form the

sole basis of this clerical house of cards. The original

document is still extant : Mr. Gairdner of the Record

Office describes it in his Calendar of State Papers as

emanating from Parliament, not from Convocation ;
in

the catalogue of the Cotton Collection it is simply called

"a paper against the payment of Annates to Rome," and

the paper itself is headed simply " Capita rerum " (heads

of things). It is an unfinished draft signed by nobody

and was probably the first sketch of a bill prepared by

Cromwell for the Government measure which subse-

quently became the first Act against Annates, viz.,

23 H. vm, c. 20.

Some two hundred years later Strype found this docu-

ment, and not knowing what to make of it, placed over it

the conjectural heading " An address /ro;n the Convocation

" to the King, for an act to take away Annates." But, for

this, he had no warrant, and he overlooked the internal

evidence of the wording itself which refers to an " Act of

"'THIS his Grace's Hi!?h Court of Parliament." Had
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Strype possessed a tithe of the evidence now available he

could not have perpetrated this blunder. Dr. Maitland

observed lon,G^ ap^o, that Strype, though invaluable as an

annalist, is worthless as a critic. But Strype did not

suppress, as certain '' historians " habitually do, the con-

temporary testimony of the French, Venetian, and Spanish

ambassadors, each writing separately and confidentially

to his own " Catholic " Court, and being in immediate

touch at the moment with the discontented heads of the

English clergy.

The Church legislation of " the great Reforming Par-
" liament '' of Henry sprang for the most part from the

King and his political advisers. Nor was the question of

Annates any exception. A comparison of dates shows
this. The Bill was introduced into the Lords during the

third week of February, 1532, for Chapuys wrote to the

Emperor on February 28 :
" Since writing last (Feb-

" ruary 14) the King has proposed to Parliament to

"reduce the Annates paid to the Pope." Up to that time

no Bill directed against the Pope had been brought for-

ward, but on February 24 Archbishop Warham (though
ill at home) lodged his formal written protest against any
statute ''In derogation of the Supreme Pontiff, or of the See
" Apostolic.'" 29 This collation of dates suggests the relation

of cause and effect, because the remaming anti-Papal

legislation was not brought in until after the passing of the
Annates Bill, and after the subsequent adjournment of

Parliament. The act 23 H. VIII, c. g was not directed

against the Pope. It was in spite of this protest of

the Primate that the Bill passed, and Chapuys, in

reporting what had happened, added, "the prelates would
" not consent. The King sent to tell the Nuncio that these
" measures were not taken by his consent, but were moved
" by the Commoners." ^"

23 Burnet, III-ii-48.

•"' Gayangos' Letters, dfc, from Simancas, Vol. iv, p. 390.
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The Bill passed on March 20, and M. de la Pomeroy
wrote on March 23, 1532, to Cardinal Tournon, " The
" clergy in Convocation have consented to nothing, nor will

" they, till they know the pleasure of their master the Holy
" Father : but the other estates being agreed, the refusal

" of the clergy is treated as of no consequence." ^'^

The Act, as is well known, was at once a threat, and a

bribe to the Pope, to procure his sanction for the iniquitous

divorce of Queen Katharine. Hence the King obtained

from Parliament the curious provision of an interval of

eighteen months during which he might annul or give

effect to the Statute (as seemed best adapted to suborn

the Pope). He did not, in fact, issue his Letters Patent

until July 9, 1533, and on July 13, 1533, was passed the

25 H. VIII, c. 20 described below, p. 66. Even after the

passing of the 24 H. VIII, c. 12, so late as April 15,

1533? he offered to " revoke all," if the Pope would come
to terms. {Report, p. gg.) But to prevent the appeal

of Queen Katharine to the Pope, he procured the

passing of

24 Hen. VIII, c. 12.

(April y, 1533, For the restraint of Appeals.)

Having got the Canterbury Convocation to assent to

the principle of the divorce on April 5, thereupon the

Bill passed, and Parliament was immediately adjourned,

April 7, 1533. It would seem that Henry had contem-

plated making his servile Convocations to serve as a

" Spiritual Court " for the purpose of his divorce. His

confidence was not misplaced, for the two Convocations

did, in fact, solemnly sanction with all the prestige of

" holy Church " three successive adulteries of their

crowned " head." The Act of repeal, i Mar. Sess. 2, c. i,

had no sanction from Convocation, and " all reference to

31 Froude, I -354. Gairdner, S. P. Henry VIII, N'-/!.
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" the Papal dispensation was dexterously avoided."'^-

Strange to say, there are English Churchmen who point

Avith pride to these disgraceful antecedents in proof that

Convocation was a Court of Appeal. This was gravely

asserted by Canon Trevor (Vol. II, 378), and the Hon.

C. L. Wood (Vol. II, p. 29-i). But Dr. Stubbs pre-

ferred to follow the " Memorial " ''^ before referred to

when he said (Vol. I, p. 39-i) that none of these were
" in course of law." The Commissioners (of course)

follow his lead, pp. xxix, xxxvii : and he is no doubt

•quite right when he says "this jurisdiction " (viz., that

created by 24 H. VIII, c. 12, § 4) " does not appear to

" have been ever exercised ;
" but he overlooked one proof

of the fact, viz., that these quasi " Courts " sat as Courts

of first instance, and not on appeal, which alone the Act

would have sanctioned. The " legal history " being full

of shame to the English clergy, it might seem strange that

this Act should be dwelt upon so fondly by priest-partisans.

They call it the " Great Statute of Appeals." Mr. Glad-

stone revels in itspreamble'^^ : the Commissioners (follow-

ing Stubbs, p. 39) plead that it " is still in force." Thev
forbear to allude to the fact mentioned in the opening of

this paper, that every Judge in every one of the Superior

Courts concurred in ruling that this Statute (so far as it

related to appellate jurisdiction) was " in effect repealed :

"

indeed the Commissioners themselves (in the ver}- same
page, xxix, line 13, and in page xxxvii, line 30) admit
that it was "superseded" as to sections 3 and 4 by the

25 H. VIII, c. ig, passed within a twelvemonth after

by the same Parliament. The " stammering lips " with

which they hesitate between " the language of the

''- Lin<(ard, V-199, compare Stephens' lYoies on the Common
Prayer, p. 1 59 1.

"' P. i;,, n.

•'" Roy. Siiprcm., p. 32.
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" statutss " and their theoretical " history " find speech in

the following choice sentence :

—

"It is to be observed finall)- that this Act is no^ repealed by the

"statute 25 H. VIII, c. 19; that in all the later repeals and
" revivals it is repealed and revived as co-ordinate with that Act ;

" that it is expressly referred to in that Act as valid ; and therefore in

" all points in which it is not implicitly repealed tliereby it is still in.'

" force."

This is surely a puzzling sentence which assumes that

the Act is not, and yet implicitly is, repealed by another

Act, somehow.

The explanation is simple enough. If we turn to the

Acts themselves in the Appendix, pp. 213, 217, it will

there be seen that the former Act (24 H. VIII, c. 12)

merely dealt with three classes of " causes :
" but the later

Act (25 H. VIII, c. 19) directed " all manner of appeales

" of what nature or condicion'"^ soever they be of, or what

"' cause or matter soever they concerne," to " be made . . .

" AS is limited for appeals ... in causes of matrimony,
" tithes, and oblations," by 24 H. VIII, c. 12. Now,
whatever else may be doubtful, one thing is certain, that

the Legislature would not have troubled itself to pass a

second Act to transfer other appeals, " any usage, custoni

" or prescription to the contrary notwithstanding," if it

were known (as Dr. Stubbs contends, p. 31-i) that the

only appeals to Rome were those which had been already

withdrawn by the same Parliament twelve months before.

What could be the point of comparison " after such

'' manner, form, and condicion," if no separate classes of

cases were referred to ? Yet this hopelessly-unreasonable

theory is the very heart of the Commissioners' " Legal

" History." They must have forgotten that between the

passing of the two Acts the breach with the Pope had

widened, and, what is of more consequence, that after

the passing of 24 H. VIII, c. 12, viz. (March 5, 1534)

2^ On the word " condicion " ses Judgment of the Court of Common
Pleas, in Stephens' Nofes on Common Pniyer, p. 1401-i.
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" The Commons desired Reformation," . . complaining

to the King of their treatment in the Spiritual Courts, the
"' calling them to Courts ex officio, and not knowing their

" accusers, causing them to abjure or else to burn them
" for pure malice," . . and of the clergy being ''judges and

parties in their own cause,"' p. 103-11.'^" Now " abjuring "

and "burning" clearly related to heresy. Compare

p. 87-ii. So earl}^ as 1532 the Spanish Ambassador com-

plains that

" The King- also wishes Bishops not to have power to lay hands on
" persons accused of heresy, saying that it is not their duty to meddle

"with bodies, and that they are only doctors of the soul. . . The
" Bishops oppose him," (p. 93-i.)

At the opening of this Parliament in January, 1534,

according to the statement of the Ambassador, the King

took pains to pack the house, (p. loi-i.) On March 27

the Bill of 25 H. VIII, c. 19, had passed the Commons
(pp. 104-ii and 34-i), and on March 30 it received the

Royal assent, and the same day Parliament was prorogued,

(p. 34-i.) Now, the Spanish Ambassador on that very

day mentions that " the King has got the Parliament to

*' pass an Act that no Bishop or other clergyman shall act
*' as a Judge in a case of heresy, but only those who shall

**be deputed on his part," i.e.. Delegates; and the Com-
missioners themselves point out that 25 H. VIII, c. 14

(the only other Act to which this might have been sup-

posed to relate), "still left to the Ecclesiastical Judge"
his ancient jurisdiction in heresy, (p. xxxii.) {See below,

p. 64.)

It is clear that the three classes of causes named in 24
H. \'III, c. 12, viz., tithes, divorce, and money pay-

ments to the clergy, were all, to use modern language,
" temporal." They were so described in the Queen's Bench
judgment cited by Mr. Valpy,-^'' and have been transferred,

as such, long ago, to the " Temporal " Courts : yet these,

^^ Compare Latimer's appeal that ". secular persons of the Council

" should be present at his trial " for heresy, p. 85, col. i.

^' Report, \'ol. II, p. 300, col. ii.
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in the jargon of the day, were then called " causes of the

lawdivineand of spiritual learning." The24H.VIII,c. 12

—

" Still allowed an appeal to the Pope in all spiritual suits " {_i.e., in

the modern sense of the word " spiritual "], " and it was framed upon

" the principle that, while all temporal matters which were discussed

".in the Ecclesiastical Courts should be finally determined by Courts

" sitting within the realm, the spiritual jurisdiction which belonged to

" the Pope as supreme head of the Western Church should remain

" unaffected. Accordingly this statute is confined to causes about

" wills, to causes about matrimony and divorce, and to causes about

" tithes and oblations." ^^

Sir Fitzroy Kelly, who represented the Bishop of

Exeter in that case, admitted the truth of this, saying,

" No doubt every other description of causes in the Court
" Spiritual might have still gone to Rome." ^^ Dr.

Phillimore (Q. 1211), and Dr. Stubbs (Q. 1161), admit

that these three classes of suits (which would now be

called " temporal," were specifically the classes con-

templated by the term " causes of the law divine and of

" spiritual learning," of which, according to the preamble

of 24 H. VIII, c. 12, none but a " spiritual " person

might "judge." But then, what is that Preamble worth ?

A preamble is binding upon nobody even when hot from

the legislative mint ; it contains only such a statement

of motives and reasons as it suits the legislators to assign

for the enactments which follow it. Dr. Stubbs brushes

away the Preambles of contemporary Acts as "the false

" Preambles of Henry's statutes " (p. -^"j) ; but this one,

because it speaks in glowing language of the spiritualty,^'^

must be claimed as "still in force." (p. xxix.)

*'' Lord Campbell, in Queen's Bench Judgment, Gorhain v. Bishop

of Exeter. It will be noticed that, not being a Canonist, Lord Camp-
bell " deviated into common sense " in his use of the words " spiritual

"

and " temporal."
" Stephens' Notes on Coiiiiiiou Prayer, p. 1390.
'"' The Attorney-General in the Court of Exchequer remarked upon

the altered tone of the later statute (25 H. VIII, c. 19), that "the
" Preambles of the two Acts contrast strangely."— Stephens' Notes on

Common Prayer, p. 1410.
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It mav enable us to estimate the value of the mutual

flatteries of Kinj^ Henry and his clergy to place side by

side a sample of each :

—

A.n. 1531. Address of a.d. 1533. Preamble

" Sacred Provineial of 24/A //. VIIJ,

" Synod " to the c. 12.

King.

" P2cclesiam^' studio-

" sissimo calamo tle-

•• fendit et a?ternam

•'gloriam inde pro-

•' meruit, atque ad

" coelos viam aperuit,

' • et ingressum sibi pa-

" tefecit . . . ecclesiac

English Church

hath always been

reputed and also

' found for know-
' ledge.integrity , and
' sufficiency of num-
' bers sufficient and

' meetot itself" (i.e.,

"et cleri Anglicani
|

without Pope), to de-

" singularem protec-
j

termine " Spiritual
"

"torem," &-c. — /?f- Causes. •'^

fort, p. 70.

A.D. 1532. April (i.e.,

same month as last).

King Henry to Abp.

of Canterbury.

" Great blame has
'

' been arrected to the

"clergy, especially

" the heads, because

"they have not
" hitherto studied

" and travelled for to

" put out of doubt . .

.

"to set some direc-

" tion in the said

I

" cause of matri-

;

" mony," &c.—Col-

lier IX-103.

A.D. 1340. On Third

Divorce being sanc-

tioned by Convoca

tion.

'

' Viros esse plurimos

"tarn graves, litera-

" tos, honestos, ac

" pios, quam uspiam
" locorum alibi re

'

' periri possent
. '

'

^—
Retort, I-124-ii.

Yet the admirable merits of the clergy did not blind either

the King or the Parliament, in 1533, to the fact (mentioned

above p,32) that the "knowledge whereof" (i.e., of the three

causes mentioned in the Act), " by the goodness of Princes

" of this Realm, and by the laK's and customs of the same,

" appertaineth to the spiritual jurisdiction of this Rcabii."

This formally excluded all idea of an independent juris-

•" " He defends the Church with his most diligent pen, and l.hencc

" hath thoroughly merited eternal glory, and opened a way to heaven,

"and made wide the entrance for himself . . . the singular protector

"of the English Church and clergy." Bp. Gardiner's flattery was

yet more gross. He said, " the King's Majesty hath, by the inspira-

" tion of the Holy Ghost, composed all matters of religion." But

this was after Gardiner had triumphed over Cranmer by supplanting

his Institution of any Christian Man by the reactionary King s

Book. See Lamb's Letters in C.C.C. Library, Cambridge, p. 45.
*-' The toning down of the Preamble of 24 H. VUI, c, 12, as

originally drafted by Henry VIH (see Vol. I, p. 213) is another

indication of his desire to conciliate the clergy prior to his Divorce.
^•' " Men, very many, as grave, lettered, //ones', and pious as could

" in any place elsewhere be found."
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diction. If the preamble of 24 H. VIII, c. 12, is good

for anything, it proves that "spiritual jurisdiction" was

lodged in the clergy solely by " Princes and laws of the

^' realm." Even the account of the "realm" or "kingdom"

as an "empire" and as a "body politic," of which the

"spiritualty" was a "part," the jurisdiction used by

them being that of the " Realm," and in virtue of their

being part of that body politic, viz. (not the Church, but)

the " Realm," really proves the same thing, though care-

less readers might fancy the " Church " there a separatj

body from the State. " Church " in that statute means

not the ecclesia (which was then co-terminous with the

State), but the clergy, as " part of the body politic." {S:c

p. 164, col. ii.) The clergy are there considered not as

the officers of a separate corporation, but as constituent

members and ministers of the King's "Realm."' As such,

alone, had they anything to do with "jurisdiction." M ".

John Walter Lea, Provost of the Guild of S. Alban, said,

" It is true that the clergy, otherwise called 'the spiritualty'

"were, in popular parlance, called 'The English Church,'

"as in the preamble of the Statute of Appeals is wit-

"nessed to and exemplified (I may add in the 'subni'ssio

" c'eri' and ' the Act of Submission ' also). Untold con-

" fusion has arisen from the common mistake of taking

" the 'spiritualty ' and ' temporalty' of that preamble as

" the equivalent of the Church and State, and trying to

" force the preamble itself into a statutory declaration of

"the mutual relations subsisting between them. It

" is nothing of the kind. ' The Church ' truly, and alor.e

" truly so-called, is not once mentioned or alluded to in the

"preamble (nor, for that matter, in the Siibjiiissio, or in

" the Act of Submission). It treats only of the respective

"constitutional functions of the two great estates of the

" realm, for the purpose in hand, amalgamating the

" Temporal Lords and the Commons in one class as ' the

"Temporalty."'*-

"^ Church Times, September 9, 1887.

4



To sum up, therefore, as to 24 H. VIII, c. 12. The
Preamble never had the force of an Enactment ; Canon
Stubbs admits (Q. 1165) that it is unreasonable to "read
" it into " subsequent Acts of Parliament ; its recognition

of the clergy as constituting " the Church " has been

disallowed by "subsequent Acts;" it recognizes that

"spiritual jurisdiction '' belongs to the "realm," and is

due to " Princes and laws of realm " even when exer-

cised exclusively by clergymen : and it provides bj'

authority of Parliament that every Priest who refuses to

administer sacraments, &c., on account of excommuni-

cations, &c., shall be imprisoned. [Report, p. 215.) So
much for the Preamble.

Sections 2 and 3 cut off appeals to Rome in the three

quasi-" spiritual " causes named, but provide that not only

customary but " all other " appeals in those causes should

lie to the Archbishops' Courts. This portion of the Act

still stands, and is the basis of the comparison made in

25 H. Vni, c. 19, as a standard for all other "spiritual

" causes."

But the fourth section is " in effect repealed." It

forbade any appeal from the Arches ; whereas the 25
H. VIII, c. 19, gave an appeal from the Arches to the

Crown. It also gave an appeal to the Upper House (only),

of one Convocation (only), from the Archbishops' Courts,

in suits relating to the King. That provision, however,

was never once acted upon : it was made to serve the

King's lust, and he found a shorter cut to his end,

viz., by a trial in the Archbishop's own Court. As
Dr. Stubbs says, " It does not appear to have ever been

"exercised;" the action of Convocation in the three

Divorces being, as the Commissioners report, p. xxix,

" not in course of law," though technically, of course, all

of them " Spiritual " Acts.

"The Great Statute of Appeals" (so-called) was
only of permanent importance because it served as a

basis for



25 Hen. VIII, c. 19, (^
Passed March 30, 1534.

(" The Submission of the Cleygy, and Restraint of Appeals.")

The statement of the Commissioners that "in all the

"later repeals and revivals, 24 H. VIII, c. 12 is repealed

'• and revived as co-ordinate with that Act," and " is

'expressly referred to in that Act as valid" (p. xxix),

is only true in the very limited sense that its procedure was

adopted and extended by the latter Act, by which, as

regards appeals, it was superseded. " AW appeals were,

after Easter, 1534, to be " after such manner . . as is

limited " in 24 H. VIII, c. 12, for the three appeals there

specified : and the latter were to be no longer finally

decided in the Court of the Archbishop, but (by Section 4)

might thenceforth go, like the rest, to the Crown. The

reason of this was because, though tithes and oblations had

been specially dealt with in April, 1533, by 24 H. VIII,

c. 12, the Commons still complained (March, 1534) of the

Clergy as " taking tithes and offerings contrary to justice,

" and being judges and parties in their own cause."

There was thenceforth to be no limit either as to the

nature of the cause appealed in, or as to the qualification

of the Judges. The latter were simply required to be the

King's " Delegates " in Chancery. This is expressly ad^

mitted by the Commissioners, (p. xli.) ThexA.ct 25 H. VIII,

c. 19, consists of two parts which have a separate history

The first three sections relate to the Laws of the Ecclesi-

astical Courts ; the fourth, fifth, and sixth, to Appeals

;

while the final proviso, we learn, was added by the House

of Lords.

The first part was founded upon the Submission of the

Clergy, which the King forced upon Convocation in words

delivered to them by Bp. Fox and formulated by Henry

himself.^' (p. 92-i.) It provided that no canons should in

future be made without the King's assent beforehand and

*^ Wilkins' Concilia, III-749, 753.

4
*
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I liis ratification afterwards. Next, that since the existing

"constitutions provincial" were "overmuch onerous to

)
" the King's su])jects," they should be weeded by a Com-
mission half-lay in composition : finally that the King's

assent must be given to the residue. This latter provision

was strengthened in the Act by the words " so that the

" King's most Royal assent under his Great Seal be first

" had to the same." No such assent under the Great

Seal was ever given. " One direct result of the measure
" was that the study of Canon law almost immediately

"fell into desuetude, and the Universities were forbidden

" to confer degrees in that faculty." (Report, p. xxvii.)

" In one point, the employment of la}- Judges, the Canon
" law was distinctly repealed " (Report, p. xxxii) ; and

this repeal is expressly attributed by 37 H. VIII, c. 17, to

this very statute of 25 H. VHI, c. ig. The only legal

/vitality preserved to the old Canon law was by the final

proviso that such of the then existing canons as were not

1
obnoxious "shall now be still used and executed as they
"were afore the making of this Act till such time as

"they be viewed," &c., by the aforesaid Commission.

Here two things must be noted. First, the Canon law

had never possessed any authority of Parliament " before

" the making of this Act," consequently it had no such

authority after it, by the Act. " If this authority had been
" executed, the system would have derived its binding
" force from the grantors " said Lord Hardwicke in

Middleton v. Crofts:^ Whereas the later statute 35 H. VIII.

c. 16, sec. 2, speaks of the canons as being only " put in

" use and execution/or the time." Bp. Burnet says " since

" there was no day prefixed to the determination of the
" Commission, this proviso made that the act never took
"' effect : for now it lay in the prerogative, and in the judge's
' breast, to declare what canons were contrary to the laws,

" or the rights of the crown ; and it was judged more for the
" king's greatness to keep the matter undetermined, than to

"^ Stephens' Lau-s 0/ the C/crgv. p. 696.
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" make such a collection of ecclesiastical laws as should be
" fixed and unmovable."

^'

Second, that " till such time as they be viewed" is not'T

equivalent to "in default of such review;" therefore this
I

revision of the canons having become impossible by the I

death of Henry, the clauses which were to operate only

witil that event, became a dead letter. As in the law of

real property, " if an estate be limited to a man and his

" heirs, until (A) shall attain the age of twenty-one, the ,

" estate will determine if (A) should die under that age." ^^
,

As Lord Denman observed in the Queen's Bench judgment I

in Bishop Hampden's case, " the Canon law is not part of

" the law of England, unless it is made so by authorit}'

" of Parliament here, or by ancient and uninterrupted use

" and acknowledgment. The burden of proving that a

" particular part of that law is the law of England rests

" with those who assert it to be so." '-'

Lord Abinger in Q. v. Millis laid it down that '*' that

" part only of Canon Law can be held to be the Ecclesi-

" astical law of England which has been adopted by
" Parliament, or the Courts of this country." '^ To the

same purport spoke Lord Cottenham ; '^ and Chief Justice

Tindal quotes Coke and Hale to the like effect.^^

" The civil and canon laws, considered with respect tO'

*' any intrinsic obligation, have no force or authority in

^" Hist. Ref., I -300.

*^ Preston on Estates, p. 55. Cited by Mr. B. Shaw in Contem-

porary Review, Vol. I, p. 19. The argument is stated at length by

Dr. A. J. Stephens in the Second Report of tlie Ritual Commission,

p. 542-

•''' Case of Dr. Hampden, p. 211 (Bell and Daldy). In Burgess v.

Burgess Sir W. Scott spoke of a canon of Abp. Peckham as " one of

" those older canons, which perhaps can hardly be considered as

" carrying with them all their first authority." (1 Haggard's Con-

sistory Reports, p. 393.)
^" 10 Clarke and Finelly, 178.

5' Ibid., 876.

*- Ibid., 534. See also Sir John Davics' Irish Reports, p. 69.
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" this kingdom : they are no more binding in England
'' than our laws are binding at Rome. But as far as these

" foreign laws, on account of some peculiar propriety have,

" in some particular cases, in some particular courts, been

" introduced and allowed by our laws, so far they oblige,

" and no farther their authority being wholly foimded upon

" that permission and adoption.'''''''^

Now the Commissioners in their summary on p. xxvii

leave out the important words " under the Great Seal
"'

from the Royal sanction, and also the words " as they
" were afore the making of this Act " from the recognition

of existing canons. This enables " legal history " to

supplant " the language of the statutes," and to claim

(p. 38-ii) that the ancient canons subsist as law " without
" provision made for the previous authorization by the

" King " under s. 7.

The Report says (p. xxxvi) :

—

" The Kinjr's Ecclesiastical Laws not less than [/] the Canon
" law, were administered by the Ecclesiastical Courts. Both were,

"where they did not conflict, of equal validity, and, where they did

"conflict, the Statute law over-ruled the Canon." ^^

Why? If the jurisdiction were independent, as the

Commissioners assert, why should the Spiritual Court

ignore any of its own Canons, seeing that they were of

" equal " validity ? In the Hist. App. it is explained (p. 45,

col. i) that the phrase " King's Ecclesiastical Laws

"

meant merely statutes and Royal injunctions in contra-

distinction to canons. This fable is dignified with

the high-sounding title of "Legal History;" but the
" language of the Statutes" needs a good deal of "limiting"

before it can be made to fit.

^'
I Blackstone, p. 14.

''* Contrast the statement of Blackstone :
—" It appears beyond a

" doubt that the Civil and Canon laws, though admitted in some cases

" by custom in some courts, are only subordinate and leges sub graviore

"lege.'' {Inti'od., sec. :^.)
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Language of the Statutes as to the " King's Ecclesiastical

"Laws.''

A.D. 1535. 2-j H. VIII, c. 20. Parson may convent " by due process

^'of the King's Ecclesiastical Laws of the CliiircJi of England."

"According to the said Ecclesiastical Laws and Statutes of the

"Realm." {Stephens' Ecclesiastical Statutes, 195.)

A.D. 1548. 2 and 3 Ed. VI, c. i, sec. 12. " Excommunication and
" other censures by the King's Ecclesiastical Laws." (Report, p. 222.)

A.D. 1548. 2 and 2, Ed. VI, c. 13, sec. 13. In " King's Ecclesiastical

"Court" the " King's Ecclesiastical Judge " decides " according to

" the King's Ecclesiastical Laws."

A.D. 1548. 2 and 3 Ed. VI, c. 23. " Brings back the state of the

" law to the state and order of the King's Ecclesiastical Laws "• prior

to A.D. 1540. (Report, 41-ii.)

A.D. 1588. \EUz.,c. 2,sec.^\. "Ordinaries . . . in their Visitation

" Synods to punish by excommunication, censures, &c., as heretofore

" hath been used in like cases by the Queen's Ecclesiastical Laws."

(p. 231.)

A.D. 1590. The Judges having been consulted in Caudrey's case,

" it was resolved . . . albeit the Kings of England derived their

" Ecclesiastical Laws from others, yet so many as were proved,

"approved, and allowed here, by and with a general consent, are

" aptly and rightly called the King's Ecclesiastical Laws of England,

"which whosoever shall deny, he denieth that the King hath full and
" plenary power to deliver justice to all his subjects." (Report, p. 164.)

(Compare 25 H. VIII, c. 21 ; cited above, p. 33.)

A.D. 1591. Richard Cosin, M. P., Chancellor of Worcester, became

Vicar-General in 1583 and Dean of the Arches in 1590. He published

in 1591 An apologie of and for sandrie proceedings ecclesiastical, of

late times by some challenged, and also diversely by them impugned.

In chap. 16, p. 102, he says that " laws of the land," in Magna Charta,

did not include ecclesiastical law. " It is manifest that the words here

" have no relation to the jurisdiction ecclesiastical, for that which was
" done by that jurisdiction, was not at that time taken to be done by

" the King or by his authority : nor the laws that Ecclesiastical judges

"practiced holden to be the laws of the land, or the King's Ecclesi-

" astical laws: as since the lawful restitution of the ancient right in

'^ that behalf to the Crown, they be often called, The King's or

" Queen' s Ecclesiastical laws."

A.D. 1624. Lord Coke, speaking of "practices reputed Popish,"

said " the not observing the King's Ecclesiastical Laws was a matter

" for our consideration." (Report, p. 151.)

A.D. 1676. 29 Car. //,c. 9. Abolishing " De Hairetico comburendo."
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" Nothing in this Act shall abridge jurisdiction of Protestant Arch-
" bishops," &c., but they may punish "according to His Majesty's

" Kccicsiastical Laws, by excommunication, censures, 8cc." ™

Sec also Professor Maitland as cited above, p. 28.

The instances given (p. 46) of the removal of Chancellors

by the Crown, and the quotations by Lord Penzance from

Lord Coke and Chief Baron Comyns (p. Ixv), further

illustrate the principle that the " Reformation Statutes
"

and all " subsequent statutes " alike regard all " spiritual

"jurisdiction" as inherent in, or "granted" to and

"annexed and united" to the Crown, by the "authority
" of Parliament." This cuts at the root all theories of an
" independent " jurisdiction whether in the foreign or

domestic priests. " Historic continuity " is therefore

a fraudulent theory when it seeks to go behind this

transfer, except for antiquarian purposes.

Before leaving this first part of 25 H. VIII, c. 19, we
may notice an illustration of Dr. Stubbs' method in

"legal history." (p. 34.) He is anxious throughout to>

show that Convocation had a voice in all legislation

affecting the Church of England. He urges (in the

absence of a single scrap of evidence that the appellate

portion of the Act was ever submitted to Convocation)

that " there is no evidence that the clauses 4, 5, and 5

"were not laid before the clergy:" fearing that this might

not be deemed conclusive, he adds that the Spanish

Ambassador spoke, on March 25, of certain unnamed
Acts passed by the Commons as "to-day ratified by the
" nobles and clergy." (p. 105.) Feeling that even this

might be deemed inconclusive, he continues (p. 104-i) :

"The last clause (§ 7) seems to have been added during
" the passage of the Bill through Convocation to the Com-
"mons[!] " as the document ends with the usual formula

^' soil bailie aiix communes'' and "a cette provision Ics com-
" muncs sont assentez.'' This is how " legal history " makes

"•" Stephens' Ecclesiastical Stafiifes, 6^3.
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itself. The "provision" in question, we are told by the

journal of the Lords, was per doininos iiiiposita. (Report, p.

io6.) Dr. Stubbs suppresses the statement of Wilkins loco

citato, "a ccste bille, avec wic provision annexe, les Seigneurs

"' sont assentuz
;''

'''^ and the statement of Wake (pp. 478-

550), that it was " made by the Lords," although (without

naming him) he adopts his words, (p. 34.)

Now it might occur to a student of "legal history " that

a provision"''' made by the Lords on March 28, was
unlikely to have been " forced through the Convocation '"

on March 25 ; and again that it could hardly be said that

" nothing is wanting but the King's confirmation "
(p. 105)^

unless the " nobles and clergy " who are said to have

then ratified it, had been the House of Lords. To make
the thing smoother. Dr. Stubbs then drops " the

" nobles " from his quotation (p. 34), and says the Spanish •

Ambassador spoke " of the clergy " as being employed in

this discussion. Yet he is good enough to add that the

evidence is " not decisive," the fact being that there is no

"evidence" at alP* except of the wishes of Dr. Stubbs,

It is not even certain that the Acts referred to by the

Ambassador included the 25 H. VIII, c. ig, which he

mentions just afterwards as one which he had '^forgot to

" mention " {vide supra, p. 46) : especially as that Bill did

not, in fact, come up from the Commons till March 27

(p. 104-ii) at which date it did not contain the " pro-

" vision."

Dr. Stubbs says (p. 34), " It is difficult to say on

what ground " the opposition could have been based," to

a Revision of Canon law by the Royal Commission. If

'*' This was the customary Parliamentary form. See D'Ewes*

Joiinial, pp. 26, 575.
'^'' This proviso did not relate to the Court of Appeal, but belonged

to the earlier sections of the Act relatin^^ to Canon Law.
•''' It is not known where Wilkins got the " Bill" which he gives

" as" from the Register of Convocation, says Mr. Dibdin. {Church

Courts, p. 95.)
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he turns to his own Appendix IV (pp. 92, 93), he will

see where the shoe pinched. " The Prelates replied that

" if the Kinj^ would show them anything unreasonable in

'' their constitutions, they would amend it without the

''interference of Laymen. '' Very much to the point there-

fore was the petition of the clergy to the King complaining

of the legislation of this very Parliament (which passed

both the " Reformation Statutes" mentioned in the Royal

Commission of 1881) as

—

" Euei'vntiiig the Canonical Sanctions and incurring manifest peril to

" the souls of those who enacted them and of those who executed them,
" notoriously and damnably incurring- the sentence of excommunica-
" tion "•'" by Statutes ..." to the making of which they (the Clergy)

"have not consented by themselves nor by their proctors, nor iiave

" they been consulted concerning the same."

With what fairness then can it be said (p. 34), " It seems
" most probable, on the analogy of the King's other

^'proceedings at this date, that in some shape or other (!)

*^the consent of the, clergy was given to this Statute as a
'^ whole.''

On February 24, 1532, Abp. Warham had formally

protested in writing against any statute about to be

published [deinceps edendo) in that Parliament " to the loss,

"prejudice, or restriction of the ecclesiastical power," ^^

but these words are omitted by Stubbs.*^'

As to the second part of the Statute 25 H, VIII, c. 19,

its wide-sweeping language giving to the Delegates " all

" manner of appeals of what nature or condition soever

"they be of, or what cause or matter soever they concern
"... any usage, custom, or prescription to the contrar}-

" notwithstanding," is so comprehensive that even the

"Draft Report" admits (p. 39-ii) that it "extends the

"^ " Sanctiones canonicas enervantium "
. . .

" sententiamque
*' excommunicationis notorie et damnabiliter incurrendo." This
" cursory observation " is omitted by Canon Stubbs. (p. 92, ii.)

™ Burnet, Hist. Ref., III-ii-48.

"' Hist. Appendix, 1-88.
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" subject-jn.itter to all matters on which appeals could lie."

In copying the context (at p. xxix of the Report) the

Commissioners have eliminated this admission. Why?
They only allow that it extended the "process" of

24 H. VIII, c. 12, to other subjects. But that is

completely inaccurate. No " process " was created by

24 H. VIII. save in the matter of the King's causes, and

this so far from being extended to any other matter, "does
" not appear ever to have been exercised "

(p. xxix), being

" superseded by the Act of the following year." (p. xxxvii.)

The same "process" in all matters went on as before

the " Reformation Statutes," which only provided a new
Court of Appeal, and, as w^e have seen, placed the whole

"spiritual" jurisdiction on the foundation of Royal

supremacy, i.e., of the national will expressed through its

" Supreme Head."

The Commissioners had half-committed themselves to

a theory (at pp. xxv and xli) that heres}' cases were

never allowed to be appealed even from the Diocesan

Court to the Arches. The Hon. C. L. Wood had

"ventured to point out that if there had been an appeal

"from the Bishop to the Archbishop's Court in regard

" to strictly spiritual matters, there would also have been
" an appeal from the Archbishop's Court to the Roman
"Curia" (O. 836), and Canon Jenkins (Q. 2895) admits

that the appeal " ab Archiepiscopo " given in the

Reformatio Legum " looks as if there had been an appeal

" previous to that." This seems reasonable, since the

Report tells us that from the Conquest " the sentences or

" authoritative answers to questions delivered by the

"Pope'" were "laws of the Church of England"

{p. xviii) ; and again (p. xxv), that the definitions of

Archbishop Courtenay, &c., against Wycliffe were the

standards of heresy. For these not merely defined tran-

substantiation, but made it heresy (a.d. 1382) and not

mere error, to say " That if the Pope is under a decree of

"reprobation, an ill man, he has no authority over the
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"faithful;" or "that all Christendom ought to live

" i)idcpc)idcntly, like the Greek Church."^- The Duke of

Xorfolk told Chapuys, the Spanish Ambassador, that

" the Pope had no business to interfere in affairs of this

''kind, except to decree and discuss cases of heresy.""'^

Clearly the burthen of proof lies on those who deny that

there was an Appeal to the Pope in Heresy, when
trumpery squabbles about elections (Q. 1123) confessedly

went to the reputed Head of the Church. A glance at

the Index, page 124, under the head " Was heresy
" appealed to the Pope ? " will show what the evidence

was on this point. It is difficult to believe that Dr.

Stubbs can seriously ^'^ suppose that the Pope was not

held to be the ultimate referee, when he himself tells us

(P- 54) how Wycliffe was tried by "Judges Delegate
" named in the Pope's bull," a.d. 1377 ' how, at request

of the archbishop, Bp. Buxton was reserved " until

"the Apostolic see should determine about him," a.d.

1384 ; how Convocation in June, 1425, appointed a

Proctor, " pro parte cleri " to appear in the Court of

Rome against Russell, who had appealed to Rome, and

"granted a farthing in the pound for expenses" (p. 63) :

in the case of Bp. Pecock, 1457, Canon Stubbs tells

us*'' that "the Pope was requested to deprive him."

This fact for some reason he omits to place in his ' Table
'

(p. 68), although it was brought in evidence by Mr. Droop
(O. 2494). Lastly, how the Papal Legate Wolsey sat in

•- Collier, 1 1 1- 158.
'^' Gayangos' Letters and Despatches, IV, pt. 2, p. 26.

It is still more difficult to exxusc his suppression of the fact

brought to his notice in evidence (O. 2191-2) that by Canon Law the

victims were to be burned tirst, " the appeal being postponed." The
absence of appeals is thus sufficiently accounted for. Thus when
Bp. Ferrar appealed to Cardinal Pole from the diocesan he was
burned, all the same, fourteen days afterwards. (l<"oxe, VII-25.) {See-

Index, p. 125.)
"• Const. Hist., II-317. See also Lewis' Life of Pecock, pp. 174..

178.
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the Province of Canterbury, K'ith i!ie Archbishop of Canter-

bury for his Assessor, a.d. 1527, to try Bilney for heresy.

(p. 68.)

But after all, it is quite immaterial to the inquiry what

was the pre- Reformation use, because, as has been seen

(supra, pp. 34, 51), the King's appellate jurisdiction was

uot limited to that formerly usurped by the Pope. So
also, at p. 65, it will be seen that 25 H. VIII, c. 14, did

not render c. 19 inapplicable to heres}-. The notion that

only matrimonial suits went to the Pope was confidenth-

put forward by the Hon. C. L. Wood, but was repudiated

by Dr. Stubbs, upon whose authority he professed to

be relying, but whose language is inconsistent with

itself. (Compare O. 1123 with p. 31-i of his "Draft

Report.")

A more plausible objection was the suggestion that the

appeal given by section 4 being " for lack of justice " was

merely analogous to the appel comme d'abus; but this is

refuted by the "language of the statute," which assigned

the Delegates to "definitively determine every such appeal
'^ with the causes and all tJie circumstances concerning the

"same;'' or, as the parallel Irish Act 28 H. \'III, c. vi,

expressed it "and in the principal m.atter and in all the

"circumstances and dependents thereupon. ''*^ It was

pointed out by Dr. Phillimore (Q. 1374) and by Sir R.

Phillimore (Q. 6946) that prohibition rather than appeal

is the true analogue of the appel conune d'abus.

Lastly, the objection that Heresy did not go to the

Delegates, because such cases were taken to the High
Commission Court, is urged (p. 47-i) ; but it fails in three

respects. First, it proves too much, for all ecclesiastical

'"'• Stephens' Eccl. Stat., p. 204. Audlcy writes to Cromwell, Aug-iist

14, 1535, and calls the drait of this Bill " the Act for the appeals in all

'spiritual matters." {State Papers, H. VIII, 1830, Vol. I-439.)

In Bint V. Suiitli (Moore, 78 1) it was held that 25 H. \'III, c. 19

was only a declaration and restitution of the c;'nimon iiw, but not

a new grant of supremacy over the Church.
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courts were similarly interfered with ; as Bp. Hacket

is quoted (p. 185, note) to prove that the Diocesan Courts

" Became in a manner despicable, because the matters belong-ing to

" every diocese were followed before the High Commission. That it

" mig-ht be said to the neglected prelates at home, Are ye unworthy to

"judge the smallest matters?" (Compare p. xxxiii, line 22.)

Yet it is in evidence that when Wightman in 1612

and Trendall in 1640 were brought before the High Com-
mission for heresy, the latter body handed them over to

be tried by the Bishop in his Consistory.^''

Second]}-, the absence of the records of heresy cases

before the Delegates is thus accounted for by Mr. Rothery

(whose return is the basis of all our knowledge, p. 188):

—

" Considering the scanty materials from which the earlier periods of

" the return have been compiled, the fact that no instance has been
" found of an appeal to the Delegates in a doctrinal case prior to the

"year 1660, can hardly be taken as a sufficient proof tliat no such

"case catne be/ore the Court. . , . The records of the sixteenth

" century are almost entirely wanting."

But that does not entitle us to fill them up with

imaginary "legal history." One hundred and ninety-

three cases in which doctrine and discipline were con-

cerned came before the Delegates between 1568 and 1833,

and Dr. Stubbs admits that

—

" So long as the Court of High Commission existed no case was
" likely to reach the Court of Delegates, even if right of appeal from the

"Archbishop's Court to the Delegates were likely to be recognized."'

(p. 50-52.)

In addition to those mentioned in Mr. Rothery's return,

others may be instanced. Bp. Wolton wrote in 1581 to

Lord Burleigh about " one Anthony Randal, late parson
" of Lydford in my diocese ; whom I justly deprived for

" his damnable opinions and heresies. And after his

" appeal from me to the Arches, and from thence to Her
" Majesty's Delegates, I had my proceedings approved and

'' Lewis's Reformation Settlettient, pp. 433, 434.
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*' ratified." ^^ Mr. Lewis, in his Rcforination Settlement

(published by ElHot Stock), observes " We have also the

"deprivation by the Delegates, on May 22nd, 1617, of
" M. Mady, rector of Blagdon, for grave crimes and ex-

" cesses ; on April 29th, i6ig, of J. Eaton, Vicar of Wick-
" ham Market, for heresy (nonnullos et varios errores,

" falsasque opiniones) ; on February 13th, 1623, of J*
" Newton, parson of Havordstocke, for non-conformity (in-

" conformem regimini et ritibus Ecclesiae Anglicanse in-
'' corrigibilem) a case like Bp. King's ; and in 1624, of

" Samuel Earle, rector of Thoydon Garnon."'"'"^

But there was another very efficient reason, viz., that

the double Appeal to the Arches and Delegates cost

money, while the " heretics " who were burned to death

by their Bishop were poor men like Matthew Hamont, a

ploughwright, burned in 1579 : John Lewes, burned in

1583 ; Ket, burned 1589 ; Legate and Wightman, burned
1612, ''" and were therefore unable to appeal from the

sentence of their " chief pastor."

Thirdly, we have in the case of Lambert (a.d. 1538),

before mentioned (p. 5), proof that the King's Delegates

did hear appeals in Heresy from the Archbishop's Court

when 25 H. VIII, c. ig, was recently enacted.

The "legal history" of the High Commission Court is

simply that under the Tudor monarchs so many of the

Bishops were at first hostile to the Reformation and at

a later period were secretly conniving at irregularities, as

to necessitate extraordinary " visitation " on the part of

the Crown. The High Commission Court being a court

of first instance, without appeal, and backed by the

Government, its process was swift, and it is not wonder-

ful that the Delegates should for a time have been little

heard of, seeing that " more than one third of the whole

"number of appeals were discontinued or abandoned,"

'* Strype, Ann., III-ii-i8o. ''^ Lewis, p. 365.

^" Ihid., pp. 285, 300. Mr. Droop mentions eleven cases of

doctrine or ritual before the Delegates in 1666 and subsequently.
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owin^ to the vexatious delays of that court. (Rothery's

Return, p. 1S3.) The cause of these delays should be

studied in Mr. Rothery's Return, because, as will be seen

hereafter (p. 90). the proposed "Ecclesiastical Procedure
*' Bill'' seeks to reproduce in the Court of Appeal the

dead-lock s\-steni which died with the Delegates.

25 Hen. VIII, c. 14

{March 30, 15J4. Repealed by 1 Ediv. VI, c. 12, Dec. 24,

A.D. 1547),

which provided for increased activity in the burning ot

Heretics, may hardly seem a " Reformation Statute."

Yet it mitigated the iniquity of the older processes which

are glossed over under the name of "Canonical Sanctions.
""

(p. 40-ii.) " What were those Canonical Sanctions ?

** They were the 'titles de hereticis' in the three Papal Law
^' Books." ''^ The same phrase was adopted by the Com-
missioners (p. xxxii), to hide the " inquisitorial process," as

the Royal Commission of 1832 called it. The description

there given (p. 202), is expressed in more homely fashion

by the complaint of the Commons (p. 103) :
—

" Calling

" them to courts ex officio and not knowing their accusers.

" causing them to abjure, or else to burn them for pure
" malice, taking tithes and offerings contrary to justice.

" and being judges"- and parties in their own cause.""

So in the year 1395, 18 Richard II, in the celebrated

Wycliffite " Remonstrance " of John Purvey, it was com-

plained that " in cause of heresy vicious persons should

" be admitted to bear witness against him that is accused
" of heresy, and yet in some cases he shall not know theii"

'' Mailland's Roiikiii Canon Law in England, p. 80.

"i- In 1515, King Henry had told tlie clergy, " As for your decrees,

"we are well assured that you of the Spiritualty . . . interpret your

"decrees at your pleasure." He refused the appeal to the Pope,

urged by the Spiritualty in this case (Dr. Standish's), which they

deemed one of Heresy. (Burnet, I-i-34, and Bp. Gardiner's Oration,

published by Longmans, p. 20.)
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*' names how falsely soever they accuse him.""' In 1532

the Commons had complained of "subtle examinations in

"heres}^ by which men are beguiled into error and

''heretical statements." (p. go.) And on April 30, 1532,

Convocation signified in their answers to the Commons
that " further legislation against heresy appears to them
*' unnecessary." (p. 92.) So too in 1536, York Convoca-

tion petitioned that " process be made hereafter in

" heresy, as was in the days of K. Hen. IV." It was

under this favourite statute that the Marian burnings for

lieresy were also effected.^* And this renders it probable

that the complaint of the clergy that they were " not

''consulted in the making of the statutes" of 25 H.

VIII related to thh Bill, since that complaint expressly

named the " enervating the canonical sanctions " by

Statute. [Sec above, p. 58.) Hence, it is also probable

that the twin Bill, 25 H. VIII, c. 19, which came up

from the Commons, and also was ratified by the King, on

the same day v^ith 25 H. VIII, c. 14, came under the

same clerical condemnation.

That these two Acts were regarded as dealing jointly

with Heresy is probable too from Audley's letter to

Croniwell on the proposed extension of them to Ireland :

" I have left the Act of Heresy and the Act of the Sub-

" mission of the Clergy for this time ; for I think it is not

" necessary for that land
; for the Statute of King Henr}^

" IV, in cases of Heresy, was never put in execution in

*'that land, as I am informed.""'

"There is no reference (in 25 H. VIII, c. 14) to th.c

'' right of appeal or to any right of discretion as to the

"issuing of the royal writ ' de hccretico comburendo,'

"

^' Forshall's Reprint, Longmans, p. 3 ).

-' See Strype, Eccl. Mem., I-ii-266. Cardwell's Synodalla, ii-435t

gives the petition of Convocation in 1554 that the bishops '' may be

" restored to their pristine jurisdiction against heretics ... as in the

"first year of King Henry \'III."

'•' State Papers of Hen. VIII (1830), Vol. I, p. 141.

5
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says Dr. Stubbs, (p. 34-i.) The reason is obvious ; by

the companion measure 25 H. VIII, c. ig, these defects

had been neutralized by providing an appeal in all causes

from the Bishop to the Archbishop and from him to the

Delegates. Without this provision, the complaints of the

Commons—-with whom both measures originated—would

not have been met ; and if the Conunissioners are right in

following Dr. Stubbs in his strange notion that heresy

could not have been appealed before 1534, even into the

Arches, from any petty diocesan consistory {supra, p. 59).

although it was a question of life and death as well as of

theological difficulty—yet, even so, the 25 H. VIII,

c. ig, should have been gratefully recognized by a " legal

"historian" as putting an end to the "historic continuit}-"

of a practice as cruel as it was unreasonable. Moreover,

under this Act, 25 H. VIII, c. 14, two justices might

admit the accused to bail if the Ordinary refused, subject to

an appeal to the King in Council.

25 Hen. VIII, c. 20.

(a.d. 1534. Annates, p. 210.)

This Act like the 23 H. VIII, c. 20 hardly deserved

a place among Statutes to be reprinted by the Commission
as bearing on " Courts." It provides that Deans and

Chapters shall " elect " under penalty of prcBmunire the

person named by the King who, if they fail to do so, is

to present by Letters Patent. And a like penalty of

prcemunire against any Archbishop or Bishops who may
refuse to consecrate.

25 Hen. VIII, c. 21,

before quoted (p. 33), is ignored by the Commissioners.

It confers upon the Abp. of Canterbury power to grant

licences, dispensations, &c. Sir Thomas Audley, a lay-

man, being then Lord Chancellor, it is provided that an

Injunction in Chancery shall issue, if need arise, to

compel the Archbishop to grant licences, &c. Under
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§ 20 the attendance of Bishops at General Councils was

prohibited.
'^^

26 Hen. VIII, c. 1.

{November 17, 1534. Supremacy Act.)

This short Act the Commissioners smuggled away in

the smallest type (p. 72). Yet they build much upon the

supposed contrast between the " Headship " herein claimed

and the " Supreme Governorship " of later times. The
Act itself, however, was merely declaratory, and did

not enact'^ the "Headship" which it said had been
" recognized by the clergy in their Convocations "

; but it

only "corroborated and confirmed " what already " right-

" fully is and ought to be." It will be remembered that

the Court of Delegates and their Appellate Jurisdiction

were altogether prior to this Act. The stress laid by

"legal historians" on this " headship " is purely verbal,

unreal, and misleading." ^'^

28 Hen. VIII, c. 7.

(a. D. 1536. Attainder of Anne Boleyn),

ignores the instrument drawn up by the clergy sanction-

ing the divorce from Anne Boleyn more than a month

after her death. This is regarded by Canon Trevor (Vol.

II, p. 378) and the Hon. C. L. Wood (Q. 805 and p. 42}

following herein Mr. Joyce, ^^ as a trial under 24 H.

VIII, c. 12, forgetting the pertinent fact that Queen Anne
was beheaded May 19, 1536, and Convocation did not

meet till June 9. (p. 112.)

"'' Stephens' Eccl. Statutes, p. 169.

^'i "The King's Grace hath no new authority given hereby that lie

"is recognized as supreme head of the Church of England." Con-

temporary State Paper in Froude, 1 1 -219. See also Lord Cairns in

Fourth Report of Ritual Commission, p. 224.

'* Compare Green's Hist, of England. 1 1- 153, and see below <>n

I Eliz. c. I.

'^ In his Sivord a)id Keys (p. 133), for which " the thanks of I'i'e

Commissioners were conveyed to Mr. Joyce." (p. 5.)

t *
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31 Hen. VIII, e. 14.

{Passed June i6, 15J9, repealed Dec. 24, 1547.)

The notorious " Six Articles' Act" rehearses the assent

of the " Clergy in their Convocation." No need here of

"legal history" to supply that which is lacking, (p. 117.)

The text is given in Foxe V-262.

32 Hen. VIII, c. 26.

(A.D. i5jg),

misrepresented by the Commissioners (p. xxvii) as

' the King acting with the advice of divines." Mr. Valpy,

however, had pointed out (Vol. II, p. 299, col. ii) that the

recital of the Act specities the King " with the advice of

•• his most honourable Council and such as His Highness
" hath appointed or shall from time to time appoint."

This makes it clear that the clerically drafted formulas

had to be submitted to and accepted by the Privy Council,

or by a Royal Commission before being " decreed."

'' Legal History,'" it seems, preferred to ignore this fact.

(P- 35-i-)

Even the Drafting was not necessarily by " Archbishops,
" Bishops, and Doctors now appointed," for the Act gave

the alternative " or other persons.'' So in the State Paper,

quoted by Froude (I I-220) it is said, " if any of the doctors
'' of the Church, or the Clergy have, by any of their laws

"or decrees, declared any Scripture to be of that effect,

^' Kings taking to them their Counsellors, and such of

" their Clergy as they shall think most indifferent, ought

"to be judges whether their declarations and laws be

" made according to the truth of Scripture or not."

Henry's own draft of the Six Articles, in Wilkins, III-

848, assumed that the King and Parliament have judged

of doctrine. The proper Title of the Ten Articles of I5j6

was " Articles devised by the King's Highness Majesty, to

''stablish Christian quietness," cSrc.^'^ And the " Institu-

*o Sj? Bp. l.'".yd's roniiularics of Faith, Pref. vi.
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' tion of any Christian man"' iti its "Preface of the

'•prelates" submitted their draft ''to the most excellent

" wisdom and exact judgment of your Majesty, to be

"recognized, overseen, and corrected, if your grace shall

" find any word or sentence in it meet to be changed,"

&c.®^ So utterly untrue is it that only " spiritual parsons,"

i.e., professional clergymen were permitted to deal with

matters affecting religion.

34 and 35 Hen. VIII, c. 1.

(a.d. 1543),

euphemistically described (p. xxxi) as " an Act for the

" advancement of true religion," but really directed against

Tyndale's translation of the New Testament into English,

was "mainly based upon a resolution of Convocation.""

(p. 35-i.) The death penalty followed a third conviction,

but it allowed in lieu of the Ordinary and Judge, two of

the King's Council, (p. 40.)
^'

35 Hen. VIII, c. 5.

(a.d. 1543. Amending " Six Articles' Act.'")

Dr. Stubbs notices the "presentment by jury" (pp.

40-ii), but omits to mention that of the two Commissioners

appointed by the Act " one of them to be a La}' person."

37 Hen. VIII, c. 17.

{December 22, A.D. 1545. Lay and Married Men to be

Spiritual Judges.)

In 1542 this measure had been thrown out by the

Bishops (p. 128 and Vol. II-370), but in 1545 it ran

through Parliament in a week. (Report, p. 35.)
^''

Being a short Act and dealing directly and exclusively

with the "constitution and working of the Ecclesiastical

'^' Forniiilnries of Faitli, p. 26.

'*- See Oyigi)ial Letters, 356. Corrie's Concise History , 103.

**'- Compare Stephens' Ecclesiastical Statutes, 288.
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" Cvourts," it is not printed b}- the Commissioners ! This

is the more to be regretted because both the Report

(p. xxviii) and the Draft (p. 39) in citing it, o>iiit the words

itaUcized in the following passage:—

" All the singular persons, as well Lay, as those that be married . . .

"which shall be made .... Chancellor, &c., by Your Majesty . . .

"or by any Bishop . . or other person, having authority under Your
" Majesty . . to make any Chancellor," Sec.

Dr. Stubbs admits that it " implies the possession of

'' all Ecclesiastical jtirisdiction, and that exclusive of any
*' inherent jurisdiction in the clergy.'' A very important

admission when we remember that it is under this Statute

that every Chancellorship in the kingdom is now filled.

He is not accurate, however, in saying (p. 39-ii) that the

Act speaks of Lay rights in Ecclesiastical jurisdiction

being disparaged by "Canon Law^^ as yet unrevised.''

The Act speaks of that law as having been "utterly
" abolished " ten years previously, being as the Com-
missioners say (p. xxviii.) " abrogated by the Statute

"25 H. VIII, c. 19."

Dr. Stubbs is very angry with it, declaring its state-

ment of the Supremacy to be " based upon no legislative

" Act " (although the Act expressly mentions 25 H. VIII,

c. 19, as the basis of the whole enactment), and he

denounces it as one of " the false preambles of Henry's
" Statutes," of which " the Great Statute of Appeals " was
one. (p. 37-i.) Similarly, he asserts (p. 40-i) that the

interpretation of ^y H. VIII, c. 17, by the Judges in

Walker V. Lamb was "grounded upon an extreme view of

" the Supreme Headship "
; whereas the Headship is not

so much as once referred to in that Judgment. ^^

"' For this Canon Law Dr. Stubbs refers us to Chichele's Constitu-

tion, \.D. 1415, given in Johnson's Canons, II-47g; Lyndvvood, lib.

iii, fol. xciii, and the Decretals, Greg, ix, lib. ii, tit. 1, cas. 2. {Appendix,

p. 39, cas. 2.)

"*' Croke's Report, Car. 258.
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The preamble which offends him says

—

"The Bishop of Rome and his adlierenis—in their councils and
' synods provincial, have made constitutions that no lay or married

'man mig-ht exercise any Jurisdiction Ecclesiastical —lest their false

' and usurped power, which they pretended and went about to have
' in Christ's Church should decay "

. . .
" which constitutions provincial

'
. . . standing and remaining- in tJieir effect, not abolished by Your

' Grace's laws, did sound to appear to make greatly" for the Pope.

Sec. 2 continues, " and albeit the said decrees, ordinances, and con-

' stitutions by a Statute made in the twenty-fiftli year oi yoxiv noh\e.

' reign BE utterly abolished, frustrate, and of none effect
;
yet because

' the contrary thereunto is not used nor put in practice by the Arch-
' bishops, Bishops, Archdeacons, and other ecclesiastical persons who
' have no manner of jurisdiction ecclesiastical but b\' under and from

'your Royal Majesty" ....

it enacts that lay and married men may exercise Ecclesi-

astical Jurisdictions, "and all censures and coercions
" appertaining unto the same." Considering the import-

ance attached by the Commissioners to the "personal"

Judgeship of Bishops, their suppression of this Act which

is in viridi obscrvantid ^^' (while they take up space with an

Act relating to Primitive Methodists (p. 240), and matter

relating to other private societies) marks their motive

rather than pertains to their ostensible purpose. The Act

is printed in Brodrick and Fremantle's Ecclesiastical

Judgments of the Privy Council, with Preface by Abp. Tait,

Introduction p. x.xxiii.

1 Ed. VI, c. 1.

[December 20, 1547. Communion in both kinds),

revived by i Eliz. c. i, allowed Bishops to advise the

Justices of Quarter Session who, with a Jury, took

*' This Act, which was merely declaratory of the old law, was

repealed by the " Statute Law Revision Act, 1863," but subject to

a proviso that this repeal " shall not affect any principle or rule of law

" or equity or established jurisdiction . . in any manner affirmed,

"recognized or derived b_\ , in, or from any enactment hereby

" repealed."
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cognizance of the offences against this Act. Dr. Stubbs

forbears to note that this was a recurrence to the principle

of Anglo-Saxon times. {See Q. 4338.) Compare Lord

Hardwick's account of the true function of Convocation,

as advising the Legislature rather than legislating. (p.iC/.)

Convocation, it is said, "accepted the principle of com-

munion in both kinds" (p. 41) ; but it was " during tlu:

"progress of the Bill through the Lords." (p. 143.) The

fact being, that the Bill which was read a first time in the

Lords on November 26 was not submitted to Convocation

till November 30. The Lower House of Convocation,

says Dr. Stubbs (p. 142), largely " consisted of men
" who were indisposed to the new policy, and kept silence

" in hopes of a possible reaction," the irregular and

equivocal nature of their alleged assent is described by

Dr. Gasquet in his First Prayer Book of Echvard VI, pp.

75, 76. Five Bishops voted against the Bill in the Lords

and eleven others absented themselves.

1 Ed. VI, c. 2.

[December 20, 1547.)

This Act anticipated the legislation recommended b\

the Royal Commission of 1832, as to " probates of testa-

" ments, administrations, and inventory." It was not

finally repealed till 1863, by the Statute Law Revision

.Act. Archdeacon Hale described it as " a statute

"which . . . appears to contain a declaration of the

" fundamental principles of the English Constitution as

"to the Supremacy of the Crown." ^''

It stands in a position in "legal history" curiously-

parallel to that of " the Great Statute of Appeals." Both

were repealed under Mary ; both were revived (viz., b\-

I Eliz. c. I, and i Jas. I, c. 25, s. 8, respectively) ; both

were " in effect repealed " and " superseded," as to the

**' Hale's Inquiry into the legal liistury of the Supremacy of the

Croivii, p. 9.
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main purpose of their original enactment. '^'^ {Sec above,

p. 45). Yet the difference of treatment which they receive

at the hands of the Commissioners is curious ; the reason

is found in the language of their respective preambles.

{Supra, p. 35 and 48.)

1 Ed. VI, c. 12.

{December 24, 1547. Repealing Heresy Acts),

was opposed by five Bishops. ^^ Dr. Stubbs says Con-

vocation " discussed the repeal of the ' Six Articles

"Act.'"' (p. 41.) He does not report the result of the

discussion; but Mr. Dibdin says 'Mt does not appear that

" the repeal was expressly sanctioned by Convocation."'*'

2 and 3 Ed. VI, c. 1.

{January 22, 1549. First Prayer Book.)

This Act gave the Bishop the same power of advising

the Justices of Assi;ie as noted before under i Ed. VI, c. i.

{See also supra, p. 71.)

It recites that the King had appointed a Royal Com-
mission of Bishops and other learned men (who met at

Windsor, not at Lambeth), but the Act is silent as to any

sanction from Convocation.

In order to show that Convocation authorised the first

Prayer Book, Mr. Joyce produces as witnesses "Abp.
" Bancroft, who was born before this book was compiled ""'^

—and, he might have added, who was then of the mature

age of four years,—and Abp. Abbot, who was born about

a score of years after Bancroft.

Against these witnesses " born out of due time " may be

set Bp. Ridley, who in 1550 urged, " Hath not the Arch-
" bishop with hxs company of learned men therciinio appointed

^^ The clauses of 25 H. VIII, c. 20, repugnant to (aiid therefore

repealed by) i Ed. \'I, c. 2, were expressly revived by i Eliz. c. 1.

See Collier, V-231, and Seeoi/d Report of Ritual Coiinuission
, p. 2S4.

'^^ Burnet, Hist. Ref. , II -i -8 1

.

'•"' Cliitrcli Courts, p. 2,^.

'" Bancroft moreover was speaking- of ihc Order of Com 111 union of

1548, not of the First Prayer Book. (Gasquct, p. 15^.)
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liy the King, his Highness, and his Majesty's Council

"appointed them [/.^., ' our vestments']? ... I cannot
'' but wish the writer a better mind, both toward the com-
" posers, which was the company appointed of learned

" men, and also towards the Parliament which was the

" stablishers of the Book of Common Prayer in the Church
" of England." ^' Foxe, who published in Elizabeth's

reign, and Fuller and Heylin who wrote under the

Commonwealth, agree that it was merely a Royal Com-
mission ; and Heylin says explicitly that the first book of

Edward was not submitted to Convocation.®'^ Now both

Fuller and Heylin examined the records of Convocation,

which had not then perished in the Fire of London ; and

Heylin was always desirous of magnifying the office of

the priesthood. It was " only after the destruction of the

" records of Convocation in 1666 that Atterbury appealed

"to the passage quoted from Wilkins IV-35, as proving
" that the Convocations were consulted about the Prayer
" Book." Atterbury's more trustworthy contemporary,

Abp. Wake is silent on the point. ^^ Heylin explains the

ground on which the Royal claim to the sanction of Con-

vocation for the work of these Royal Commissions rested,

viz., that Convocation had recognized the King to be the
•' Supreme head " of the Church. Dr. Lewis adds that

the presence of Bps. Goodrich and Salcot among the

Royal Commissioners to compile the Prayer Book, also

gave colour to the statement, because those Divines had

formerly been members of a Committee appointed by Con-
vocation in 1543 to revise the old offices.''^ But it is

'"- Bradford's Works, p.s. ii, 387.
*•' Cypr. Aug. Ed. 167 1, lib. iv, p. 51.
'" State of the Church, p. 495.
"^ It will be seen from Cardwell's Synodalia (p. 4-m), to be very

doubtful whether the Henrician revision of the service book which the

Lower House of Convocation asked to see (p. 143), ivas the first Book
of Edward. Dr. Gasquet has shown that it related to an earlier

revision which was never adopted. Edward VI and tlie Book of
Common Prayer, chap. X.
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notable that when the Protector Somerset wrote to Cardinal

Pole on June 4, 1549, in favour of the new book, he did

not pretend that it had any sanction whatever from

Convocation.

Mr. Joyce says, "All trustworthy historians, who have
" written on the subject, do not doubt, but on the

" contrary positively assert that it had Convocational
" authority." If so, Burnet, Collier, Fuller, Heylin,

Froude, Canon Dixon, W. K. Clay, Dr. Pinnock, Dr.

Lewis, and the compilers of the " Interleaved Prayer

Book" are all " untrustworthy," because they contradict

the dogmas of Mr. Joyce on this point. Of the Bishops

present in Parliament ten voted for and eight against the

first Prayer Book.

2 and 3 Ed. VI, c. 21.

{February ig, a.d. 1549.)

Marriage of Priests. Nine Bishops voted against it.^^

In 1547 a Bill for this purpose passed by the Commons
had been defeated in the Lords. ''^

3 and 4 Ed. VI, c. 10.

(A.D. 1550),

opposed by six Bishops, ^^ abolished ancient office books

and images {i.e., Church " Ornaments ") lest they should

be a hindrance to the Prayer Book "of late set forth

" by authority of Parliament." Offences tried before

" Justices. ^^

3 and 4 Ed. VI, c. 12.

{January 25, 1550.)

The Reformed Ordinal. Out of fourteen Bishops present,

five voted against the Bill ; while thirteen others absented

•"^ Burnet, Hht. Re/., II.i-183
;

Collier, V-304.
"' Lea's History of Sacerdotal Celibacy, p. 487.
'^^ Burnet, Hist. Ref., II-i-2(j4. Dasent's Acts of the Privy Council,

P- 75-
'"' Raithby's Statutes at Large, II-294.
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themselves. The Ordinal was never submitted to Convo-

cation, but adopted by a majority of a Commission

appointed " b\' the Lords "" of the Privy CouncilJ'^

3 and 4 Ed. VI, c. 11.

(a. I). 1550. Report, p. xxxii.)

Revision of Canons. The Archbishop of Canterbur\'

and ten Bishops voted against it ;
^"^ and Collier (V'-37j).

supposes it was because there were only two Bishops

among the thirt}-two (Commissioners. Dr. Stubbs omits

to note that the Royal Warrant under the Great Seal

was required to give them validit3\^"-

Dr. Stubbs says (p. 42) : The Bishops complained

that " by the use of public proclamations " their jurisdic-

tion had fallen into contempt. He gives no authority for

this statement, and it is difficult to see what " proclama-
" tions " had to do with it. Burnet's account is that

Parliament was unwilling "to give the Bishops any power
'' while the rules of their Courts were so little determined

"or regulated."' The d?iV\^e\' oi prceninnirc hung still over

any who attempted to put in use Canons whose authority

(like that of the Canons referred to above (p. 70) for-

bidding lay or married men to judge Ecclesiastical causes^

had been undermined by 25 H. VIII, c. 19. Hence,

Mary (March 4, 1554), bafore the repeal of 25 H. \TII.

c. 19, urged " all ha\ing Ecclesiastical jurisdiction "to
" boldly proceed "*'' without fear of danger to be incurred of

'"" See Estcourt's Anglican Ordinations, p. -'5. Daseiit's Acfs ot

the Privy Council, n-379. Gasquct, p. 261.

"" Hayward'sZz/e of Ed. VI, p. 327.
*"- Compare siiprn, p. 52, and Burnet, Hist. Ref., II-i-291.

'"^ The following- week, Cranmcr, Ridley and Latimer were sent

from the Tower to defend their " heresies " at Oxford. (Sanders'

Anglican Schism, p. 363.) And three months earlier, viz., January 27.

Sir James Hales, Judg^e of the Common Pleas, was sent to prison for

charging the Justices at Quarter Session to observe the unre-

pealed laws of King Edward (Foxc, VI-395, 543. Burnet, \\-\-j^(j(k

("oilier, VI-35).



"' any such our laws as might anywise grieve you, whatso-
" ever be threatened in any such case." ^"^ Hence, too, the

Edwardine clergy had petitioned " so that all Judges
" Ecclesiastical, proceeding after those laws, may be
" without danger and peril." ^^'' This explains the solici-

tude of the clergy for a revision of the Canons which

should be authorized. The revision for which they peti-

tioned was one "according to the Statute.''' {See p. 132.)

The Draft omits to note this. (p. 35-i.) It w^as not so

much reform, as power which was the object of this series

of petitions. Nor was it merely that the " Lords thought

"the pretensions of the Bishops too great." (p. 42-ii.)

But as the Lords themselves said, that

—

" The greatest part of the Bishops and ciergy were still Papists at

"heart; so that if power were put into such men's hands, they would
" employ it against those who favoured the Reformation." '"'

This is confirmed by King Edward's journal (in the very

next sentence to the one quoted by Dr. Stubbs, p. 42) :

—

" Because those Bishops who should execute it, some for papistr}',

" some for ignorance, some for age, some for their ill name, some for

" all these, are men unable to execute discipline." ^"^

This explains the meaning of " those that be of the best

" sort." (p. 42-ii.) Fuller says " Now the true reason
' why the King would not intrust the diifusive body of the
" Convocation with a power to meddle with matters of

" religion, was a just jealousy he had of the ill-affection of

"the major part thereof; who under the fair rind of

" Protestant profession, had the rotten core of Romish
" superstition."

5 and 6 Ed. VI, c. 1.

(April 14, 1552. Seco)id Prayer Book.)

Dr. Stubbs, by quoting (pp. 41-43) the sessions of

the same Parliament as the "first, second, and third

"" Card., Doc. Ann., I-iii. '"*"' Burnet, lI-i-198.

'"'• Card., Synod., U 420. '"' Burnet, Hisf. Re/., II-ii-io2.
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" Parliaments " of Edward conceals the fact that the

second Parliament did not begin till March i, 1553.
^"**

Thus the "legal history" of the two Prayer Books of

Edward (which he affects to discuss, p. 143) is concealed.

The very srt;;/t' Parliament which enacted the " first " book,

enacted the " second :
" the very same Divines ^"'^ who

forrhed the majority of eight to five in the Royal Com-
mission for compiling the "first" book, also made the

" second." The very same Parliament w^ho described

their own handiwork as done " by the aid of the Hoh-
" Ghost," claimed by this second " Act " of theirs to ha\e

"explained it and made \i fully perfect."' (p. 223-ii.) Now
this, which is but one link in a chain of evidence that the

First Prayer Book was a " compromise which satisfied

" nobody " ^^° and was never intended to be more than

temporary, while the Second Book represents the matured

judgmentof our own native Reformers ^^Svho only accepted

the former book (as an instalment of what was desirable)

till they could get rid of their Romish colleagues

—

this interesting fact ought not to have been suppressed

by a compiler and professor of the "history" of the

period. On April 26, 1549, some six weeks before the

first Prayer Book came into use, Bucer writes that the

compilers of that book informed him that its rites were
" only to be retained for a time, lest the people, not

10s Wriothesley's Chronicle, II-81, and Burnet, II-i-44i.

"•^ Cox (who was one of themj writes, October, 1552 :
— " We have

" now for the second time altered the administration of the public

" prayers, and even of the Sacraments themselves, and have framed
" them according to the rule of God's Word."

—

Grig. Letters, p. 123.

"" Rev. H. B. Walton's Letter to Rev. T. T. Carter. 2nd Edition,

p. 51. Not a single copy of tlie Mrst Prayer Book was printed after

1549, when the book was first issued.

'" The proof of this is their public denial in 1548, in presence of

their opponents and of the whole Parliament, of (i) any objective

presence, (2) or oblation, (3) or reception by. the wicked, of Christ's

body in the Supper. See " Great Parliameniary Debate.'' (J. F. Shaw
& Co. Price (^d.)
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"having yet learned Christ, should be deterred by too

"extensive innovations."^^- Roger Hutchinson says of

reception of the wafer into the mouth (which was pre-

scribed by the first book), " So the kingcommandeth
^^ for a time and season .... until thou shalt have more
" knowledge intending, as I take it, to make an
" uniform law to the contrary." ^^"^ The Rev. T. W. Perry

says': " The changes appear to have been determined upon

"before Bucer's censures reached Abp. Cranmer." ^^^

Hardwick, Proctor, and Scudamore ^^^ hold the same
view.

But the evidence tendered to the Royal Commissioners

by some of the" spiritual " experts respecting the Prayer

Book, throws light upon the meaning of Dr. Stubbs"

obscure phrase, " Judges who have spiritual authority

and theological competence.'" {Supra, p. 7.) The Rev. J.

Oakley (afterwards Dean of Carlisle and of Manchester)

said of the " Second Prayer Book " (Q. 2447), that

King Edward " died before the date fixed for its

"adoption, and the book really died with him."

The King died July 6, 1553, and the Book came into

use November i, ^^'' '552. Its use was far more general

than that of the " first " book had ever been. Mr. Welbv
Pugin says " it was used by the great majority of the old

" priests." ^i'' Eight separate editions (besides several

separate impressions of each) and a French translation

are known to have been issued. ^^^ So far from " dying

"- Original Letters, ii-535.

ii:i Works, p. 232.

"^ Notes on Purchas 'Judgineiit, p. 271.

"^ Notit. Eitc/i., p. 737. See my " Great Parlianieiiiary Debate in

1548," p. 19.

UB " Xhis day all copes and vestments are put down through all

" England."—Wriothesley's Chronicle, II-7S. Compare Strype's

Craniner, Book II, ch9p. xxiii.

"' Church and State, p. 20.

"'' Parker's Introduction, p. 30-5, and 509. Strj'pe's Craniner, 111.

Appendix, 698.
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" '.vith the King," it was found that even in Mary's packed

House of Commons, one-third were favourable to its

retention ; it was used exclusively by the English exiles

abroad ; and it lingered in actual use even in England so

late as 1555.^^'^ "Did not many in the University, and

"abroad in the realm, use this Service openly and com-
" monl\- in their churches, afore it was received or enacted

"by Parliament?" asks Bp. Pilkington in the next

reign. ^-° Cox and May, two of the compilers of the

"first" Prayer Book, were among the "divines" who
then preferred the adoption of the second book, which was

accordingly enacted by i Elii. c. 2. But even earlier

than that, "on March 17, a BilP-' was brought in that no
" person should be punished for exercising the religion

" used in King Edward's last year," read twice and

ordered to be engrossed. '~" Although the use of Edward's

Second Book did not become compulsory till June 24, it

was used before May 10 in the Queen's Chapel, ^-'^ on

May 15 at St. Paul's, i-' and by May 21 " throughout
" England." '^ On May 28 "most part of the City of

" London " had restored it,
^"'' though the printers could

not supply copies fast enough. At least four impressions

belong to the year 1559. In 1662 the preference of the

nation for the second book of Edward was again mani-

fested. The House of Commons sought to re-enact "the
" original " of Edward's second book, and only fell back

upon a book of 1604, after failing to discover the "' original
"

"'•• Green's History of England, II-246, 293. Nicholls' Narrative

of the Reformation, Camden Soc, p. 2S8. Strypc's Eccl. Men;.,

lII-i-329.

'-" Works, p. 626.

'-' This Bill was prior to that of 1 Eliz. c. _', wliicli was introduced

April 18.—Swainson's ///.?^o;-/(V7/ Inquiry, p. 9.

'*^ Strype's Annals, I-97.

^-' S.P.Spanish, X-dU.

'-' Strj'pe's Grindal, p. 35.

'^ Zurich Letters, I-29.

'-•• S. P. Eliz. Foreign, p. 2S7.
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book of 1552.
^' So far from " dying with the King," the

book of 1552 is historically and legally identified with the

present Prayer Book, so that the " Conference held at

" All Saints', Margaret Street, on Ritual Conformit},'"

complain nozc of the need of '* revoking the alterations

'' made at the revision of 1552." (p. 37, Edition 1882.)

The Rev. J. (afterwards Dean) Oakley was not alone in his

teaching of " History." Dean Cowie, Prolocutor of York

Convocation, told the Commissioners (Q. 4497) that ''the

" Act of Uniformity was submitted to Convocation before

"it was agreed to by Parliament; " and "thought" the

25 H. VIII, c. ig (which appointed the King in Chancer}'

as the Court of Appeal) " said the spiritualty." (Q. 4527.)

When Abp. Tait suggested to him that he was muddling

up two separate Acts, the Dean replied (Q. 4528) :
" I am

*' not acquainted with that," viz., with the two Acts speci-

fically named as the basis of the inquiry in the Royal

Commission. x\gain. Canon Wilkinson (now Bishop of

St. Andrew's) " always understood " that the Reformation

Statutes were " submitted to Convocation." (Q. 1840.)

And the Rev. Malcolm McCoU ingeniously suggested that

the Advertisements described in the 24th canon as

" published anno 7 Eliz.," may have been the Royal

Injunctions of 1559. (Q. 6552-6,) Such is the spiritual

wisdom ^-'^ to be gained by listening to persons who have

" Theological Competence."

Each of these Acts of Uniformity authorizes the Bishops

to " excommunicate " and inflict " censures of the Church
'"

by " authority of Parliament." The Commissioners most

unjustly describe " the total destruction of discipline whicii

''marked the policy of Edward "
(p. xxxiv) ; forgetting that

Dr. Stubbs had spoken of "the measures for the reform

" of discipline contemplated by the King "
(p. 43) ; forgetting

'-'' Swainson's History of the Act of Unifoyiiiity, p. i i.

'-^ " \ supenint It rcil w'xsdom for deliberation '

is "developed Irooi

the Gift of Ordination."—Rev. J. H. Blunt, Dublin Congress

Report, 266.

6
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tliiit the Statute book shows (Hke the King's diary) his

active solicitude; and that "discipline" was, in fact,

more vigorous than in the reign of Victoria, though thanks

to the long reign of Popery, the morals of the people and

the learning of the clergy were immeasurably lower.

The Historical Appendix enumerates the repealed Statutes

of Edward (p. 43), but omits to point out how many were

revived. The following is the list :

—

I Ed. V'l, c. I, revived by i Eliz. c. i.

1 Rd. VI, c. 2, ,, ,, I Jas. I, c. 25.

2 and 3 Ed. VI, c. i. The " Authority of Parliament " referred to

in the Ornaments' Rubric. This Act was never revived.

2 and 3 Ed. VI, c. 21, revived by i Jas. I, c. 25.

3 and 4 Ed. VI, c. 10, revived by i Jas. I, c. 25.

3 and 4 Ed. VI, c. 12, Ordinal of 1550, expired in 1552.

5 and 6 Ed. VI, c. i : the Prayer Book annexed to this Act was

cKpressly re-enacted by i Eliz. c. 2 which is still part of the Prayer

Book of 1662, being subscribed by Convocation, and printed in the

" Scaled Books " and numbered in the "Table of Contents," though

often now omitted illegally by printers.

5 and Ed. VI, c. 3, abolishing black letter days, revived by

1 Jas. I, c. 25; even under Elizabeth it had been recognized as the

standard of observance by the Advertisements of 1566, and was

adopted thence into the Canons of 157 1.
'''*

5 and 6 Ed. VI, c. 12, revived by i Jas. I, c. 25, sec. 50.

1 Eliz. c. 1.

[Passed April 29, received Royal Assent May 8, 1559,

p. 224.)

" Restorinf^ to the Crown the ancient jurisdiction over the

Estate spiritual.'"

Here we reach the " Ultimate Settlement," as the

Commissioners call it. (p. xxxii.)

" The Statutes passed in her first Parliament are remarkable for

• their comprehensive, as well as their permanent character, embracing
" tlic whole subject of the Ecclesiastical Constitution, and remaining

Cardwell, Syiiodalia, p. 124.
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" in all but one important matter, practically in force until the present

" century." (p. xxxiv.)

Now, how do the Commissioners deal with this

" language of the statute ?
"

First, they represent (p. xxxv) the standard of Heresy

(imposed by lay authority) in Section 20, as being " Holy
" Scripture, or the first .four General Councils, or by
" other General Councils on the authority of Scripture."

In this they follow Dr. Stubbs. (p. 44-ii.) But the

''language of the Statute" is quite different; it specifies

" such as heretofore have been adjudged " by the two first-

named authorities : while the third is restricted to those

matters "wherein the same ixhis declared heresy by the

" EXPRESS AND PLAIN WORDS of " Scripture. This alteration

is not unimportant when we remember that " General
" Councils have erred in things pertaining unto God "

(Art. xxi) ; and when we notice in the Analytical Index,

pp. 123 to 131, the notions of Canon Liddon (Q. 7380), and

of Rev. B. Compton (Q. 2776). who proposes to go " outside

" the formularies," which " are altogether insufficient to

*' determine a question of doctrine ;
" preferring the

" common law of the Church" to enforce ex. gr. "the
" mixed Chalice." (Qq. 2775-2784.)

Moreover, as Bp. Fitzgerald points out, " The words
" are negative. They do not require that everything

"which fulfils these conditions should be reputed heresy:

" but that nothing which failed to fulfil them should be

"so reputed." ^^^ And it should be remembered that the

entire section was repealed in 1640.^'"^^

The corresponding Irish Act of 1560 omitted the refer-

ence to Convocation.

The Reformatio Legum, published in 1571, after stating

that great deference is due to the (Ecumenical Councils,

adds " to which, however, we deem that our faith is bound

"no otherwise than so far as they may be proved out of

'^° Charge, 1S67, p. 23.

"' Stephens' Eccl. Sratiitcs, p. 361.
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"the Holy Scriptures. For it is manifest that some-

"Councils have at times erred, and have defined thinj^s

" contrary to one another, partly in legal acts, partly even

'" in matters of faith,"'
^ '-

Evidently the Commissioners (p. xxxv) followini;

Dr. Stubbs (p. 4|), cannot bring themselves to quote

"the language of the statute." {Sec Sec. 8, p. 225.

>

Dr. Stubbs substitutes " &c. &c." for the obnoxious words

which the Commissioners simply omit ; indeed so pain-

fully " Erastian " was the language of the first Commis-

sion issued by Elizabeth, that Dr. Stubbs imperfectl}'

quotes both it and " the exact words of the statute,""

which he professes to give. (p. 49.) Both those documents,

locis citatis, speak of " heresies, errors, and enormities

spiritual and ecclesiastical." Still stronger is the language

(jfthe Commission to the Royal \'isitors, June 24, 155c/

(also omitted), which authorized the thirteen la\men and

one clergyman therein-named to punish by " ecclesiastical

"censures, deprivation, sequestration," &c.'"'^ Mr. Glad-

stone ^•''^ justly says that "the words of 26 H. \ll\. c. i,

' are certainly not larger " than those of i Eliz. c. i. [Sec

above p. 35, and note there the 2 Eliz. c. i, Ireland.)

Archd. Hale ^'^^ says "it enlarged rather than narrowed

"the authority of the Sovereign," and instances that

" Schisms " overlooked in 26 H. VHI, c. i, were specified

in I Eliz. c. 2.

King Henry had carefully explained the limited sense

in which alone he claimed to be head of the clerg}', who
were then styled the " Church." {See p. 35-ii.) King

Edward had used almost the very words of the Rcformatic

Lcgum in the Commissions made out to Cranmer and

Bonner,

—

" Omnis juris dicendi auctoritas atque etiam jurisdiclio omnimoda.

'" Dc StiiiDitii Trinitate, c. 14.

'' Card., Doc. An., I-219.

" Roy. Siiprem., p. 15, 11.

'' Siiprevinry oftlie Croivn, p. r
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" tarn ilia qus ecclesiastica dicitur, quani secularis, a regia potcst.itc

" velut a supremo capite, primitus emanaverit." i""'

But then he adds :—

-

" Procter et ultra ea quae tibi ex sacrls Uteris dixinitus commissi," ''•"

i.e., the " power of order."

Queen Elizabeth chose to avoid the title of " head " as

being- open to misconception ; she chose that of " Supreme
"Governor," which expresses the idea of jurisdiction still

better, and which had been used by Henry in 1543, when
he said :

" As Christ is the Head of the Universal Church,
*' so kini^s be Head Governors under Him in particular

'' Churches." (p. 37-i.) This, as Parkhurst wrote (May

21, 1559) to Bullin^er, " amounts to the same thing." '-^^

In her official explanation appended to her Injunctions

of 1559, Elizabeth claimed the self-same authority which

was " lately used by the said noble Kings of famous
" memory, King Henry VIII and King Edward VL" The
Act (5 Eliz. c. i) 1562 provides that the Oath of Allegiance

shall be " expounded " by this Admonition. Down to

1688 every clergyman had to swear, under this Act, to

" assist and defend all jurisdictions, granted or belonging,

" or united and annexed to the Crown ;
" and the statute

8 Eliz. c. I, sec. 2, expressly identifies it as "the same

"jurisdiction" enjoyed by Ed. VI.^-''^ Dr. Stubbs omits

to note that Convocation had, on February 28, 1558-9,

addressed the Crown, asserting that " an authorit}" for

"debating and settling those things which belong to faith

" and the sacraments and discipline of the Church, is a

" privilege which has always belonged, and ought to belong

VM\ a ,^]j authority of declaring ' jus ' and also jurisdiction of every

" kind, as well that which is called ' Ecclesiastical ' as secular, ori<;;-

*' nally flowed from the Royal power as from the supreme head."
'•'' " Beside and beyond those things which have been Divinely com-

" mitted to thee by the Sacred Scriptures ;

" of ivliiclt "jurisdiction
"

':v(is NOT one.

'•'^ Zurich Letters, I-29, compare Bright, O. 5452.
"' Stephens, pp. 406, 417.
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" to the hierarchy and not to the laity." ^^ The two

Universities, although they then recognised the Papal supre-

macy, declined to subscribe this, and Parliament replied

by enacting this Statute (r \l\\z. c. i), which, like the Act

of Uniformity (i Eliz. c. 2), was passed in despite of the

adverse votes o^ every "spiritual" member of the

Legislature.

The latter Act it will be noticed, runs only in the name

of " the Lords [Temporal] and Commons, s^c. 3." (p. 230.)

13 Eliz. c. 12.

{Imposing subscription tu the Thirty-nine Articles, introduced

in the Commons April 7. Passed May 29, 1571.)

The "legal" and "constitutional" histor}- of this

Statute, which imposes clerical subscription, " voids

" dispensations and promotions," and imposes the penalt}-

of " deprivation " by the sole authority of Parliament, is

completely concealed, (p. 145-)

"The Report does just mention it, at p. xxxv, among
" a number of superseded or immaterial Acts, and not

"by its title. Convocation had nothing to do with that

"Act, nor with any other having reference to judicature." '"

Yet it was the turning point of the long struggle between

Parliament and Elizabeth, in which the former came out

victorious. Canon Swainson in his History of Article

XXIX supplies many of the suppressed passages, as for

instance, p. 18, Mr. Norton's motion

" Against the shameful and most hateful usage among the Ecclesi-

" astical Judges for delivering of clerks convicted upon their oaths and
" the manifest perjury " thus occasioned " by tlieir law against tJie

"law." Whereupon "the whole House resolved to take care for

" redress."

'^" Collier, VI-206.
'" Letter to Archbishop of Y'ork, by Sir Edmund Beckett, Bart.

«.c., LL.D., now Lord Grimthorpe (Murray), 1883, p. 16.

4
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This is given, as on April 14, by D'Ewes (p. 167), from

whom Dr. Stubbs is quoting loco citato. Dr. Stubbs

mentions the Queen's direction " not to have the same
" dealt with by Parliament "

(p. 145) ; but he forgets to

state that the Commons, who had already read their Bill

the third time (April 30) before the Queen's message

arrived (May i), read it a fourth time'*- upon May 3, and

then sent it up to the Lords in answer to the Queen's

challenge. ^^^ The Queen had to give her Royal Assent

just four weeks after sending the above-named message,

which alone ^"^ Dr. Stubbs chronicles. He mentions

that Wentworth was imprisoned (he forgot to add,

illegally) by the Queen. The following extracts from

Wentworth's speech would have illustrated the subject:

—

" I have heard of old Parliament men that the banishment of the

" Pope and Popery, and the restoring- of true religion had their

" beginning from this House and not from the Bishops; and I have

"heard that few laws for religion had their beginning from them."

He went on to say that Abp. Parker had urged ^*^ upon

the deputation from the Commons of which Wentworth

was spokesman :

—

" ' Surely, you will refer yourselves wholly to us therein ? ' ' No, by

"the faith I bear to God,' said I, 'we will pass nothing before we
" understand what it is

; for that were to make you Popes ;
make you

" Popes who list,' said I, 'for we will make you none.'"'^^

The Commons had sent up a similar measure in 1556,

which " was stayed in the House of Lords by the Queen's

" command, at the instance of the Catholics, supported by

"the Spanish Ambassador."^*' But the long-suffering

'^"•^ See Bennet's Essay on the 'f/iirfv-Niiie Articles, p. 384.

^'^ Swainson, p. 21.

"* Mr. Joyce, Sword and Keys (p. 139), similarly quotes the

Queen's message, and suppresses the result.

^''' Compare Parker Correspondence, p. 419.
'^'^ Swainson, p. 26.

^^' Droop's Edwardian Vesttnenfs, p. >t,.
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C'oniinons then, lis now, felt that upon Pailiament rested

llie double duty of representing lay-resistance to sacerdotal

pretensions, and popular resistance to arbitrary despotism.

As Dr. Lamb, the Master of Corpus, in his History of the

Thirty-nine Articles observes (p. 25), "this seems to have

''been the first successful resistance made by the consti-

"tutional party in the House of Commons to that

"arbitrary authority in Church matters which Henr\

"^^III first assumed, and to preserve which his daughter
'* Elizabeth was peculiarly anxious. Hence, she inter-

'' polated into the 20th Article the words ' the Church
" hath power to decree rites and ceremonies and authority
'^' in controversies of faith,' which was equivalent to
"^^ declaring herself ' the sole director of her subjects*

" faith.' " '^^ For, as Lord Audley told Bp. Gardiner,
"" 3'ou Bishops would enter in with the King, and by means
'' of his Supremacy order the laws as ye listed."'"^ This

Tudor-Stuart theory of a royal Pope (even though secretl}'

wire-pulled by a courtier prelate) is not the "constitutional

""theory of the Royal Supremacy," which in the Church

as in the State [thanks to the " advice and consent " of

Parliament] has been reduced to a personification of the

Supremacy of Law " over all persons and in all causes."

No review of the theories of Dr. Stubbs would be

complete without a brief notice of his share in the

Resolutions upon which the Report was based. (Vol. I,

pp. TI-17.) It was he who moved (March 8) that "the

•"judicial authority resides in and proceeds from the
"** Bishop alone ;

" a statement completely at variance, as

Ave have now seen with the "legal history" of the Courts
^' AS created or modified under the Reformation Statutes,

" and any subsequent Statute." He, too, seconded the

Resolution moved by a Bishop that a Bishop's "assessor"

should be without " voice in any decision." He it was
who moved that " The Commissioners think it ver}-

'^^ Lamb, p. 39,
'^'•* Froude, Hist. Eng., \'ul. II, p. 291.
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"' questionable whether the past history of the Church of

" England affords any materials which could be satis-

" factorily used to furnish precedent or principle for such
*' a proceeding" [as the trial of a Bishop] ; which being

carried (in despite of " historic continuity " and of " legal

"history") did effectually render nugatory the previous

Resolution that the scheme of the Commissioners should
'' make provision for compelling obedience on the part of
*' Bishops to the law." (p. 17-i.) Hence the Bishops in

their " Eccl. Procedure Bill " have left themselves outside

its disciplinary provisions.

But his choicest effort was an attempt to destroy the

Lay Court of Appeal by moving (p. 13-ii) an amendment
which imported three things :

—

First.—That the appeal should not be on the merits of

the case, but only " for lack of justice," a phrase to which

he endeavours to fasten the meaning of—only from

a failure in procedure or an exceeding the province of the

Spiritual Court. So much importance was justly attached

to this, that on Canon Stubbs' amendment breaking down,

another amendment was immediately moved to insert the

words "for lack of justice." On this point a great

struggle took place, as is shown by the closeness of the

division, but at the next meeting it was carried by the

lawyers " that all appeals shall be by way of rehearing of

"the matters appealed against." (p. 14-ii.) This sets at

rest the pretence (of which we shall doubtless hear more

hereafter) that the Appel conimc cVahns is what the Com-
missioners intended. {See above, p. 61.)

Second.—He proposed to borrow from the old Court of

Delegates as described at p. 183-ii, their cumbrous and

round-about method of petitioning the Crown in Council

to refer it to the Lord Chancellor to report to the Council

whether " on consideration " he would hear Counsel to

decide whether in his individual opinion the cause was
" so important that it is fit to be heard and determined in

" a most solemn manner." [sic.) Probably the learned
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Professor had been attracted to this particular precedent

hv reading in Mr. Rothery's Return (p. 187), that

—

" The lar^e number of appeals which seem to have been abandoned
" or discontinued was no doubt owing to the peculiar facilities for pro-

" trading the litigation which the nature of the procedure offered." '•'"

Yet he finds fault with the Delegates for never having

really " considered " " whether it were expedient that

" appeals should be permitted." (p. 47-ii.) This "expedi-

" ency " he thinks could be judged of by the Privy Council,

whose dealing with appeals is supposed to be "dictated

"by policy." (Report, p. v.)

Third.—He urged that the Bishops should be " recog-

" nized as a Court of Doctrine " to decide those points

which the Lord Chancellor should tell them were

"spiritual law." This would be, as Abp. Tait said, to

constitute the Bishops, " a sort of General Council in

" commission, to make new laws according to the

" (^Jiurch's emergencies." ^''^

'*" The Edinburgh Review in an article by Abp. Thomson, February,

1884 (see Times, February 27, 1899), thus enumerates the "remedies
'"

provided by the new Scheme against a man "guilty of contempt of

" Court." The unhappy prosecutor, probably a Bishop, must do the

following things :— I. He must get the Court to pronounce a sentence ;

2. He must show that the sentence is disobeyed, and pray for suspen-

sion for a certain term ; then, 3. He must watch the close of that

suspension, and see if he is still in contempt, and then procure a second

sentence of suspension ; after which, 4. He must still watch for the

fresh disobedience, and pray a sentence of suspension until obedience

is rendered; and, 5. He must ask the Court to consider whether "the

" case requires " that he should be " deprived by summary process."

Summary process! this Report deals in ironical expressions. .At

every one of these five stages the poor prosecutor must appear by

counsel ; and at each of them there may be, and at the last of them—
or the deprivation—there will almost certainly be, all the cost and risk

of a fresh trial. Wearied and impoverished, he will probably relinquish

the contest long before the end ; and the manifest intention to defer as

long as possible the final step of deprivation will be realized.

'•''' Brod. and Fremantle, Pref. wii.
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Dr. Stubbs' amendment was lost, whereupon the Earl

of Devon, m.e.c.u., moved, and the Bishop of Oxford,

Dr. Mackarness, late m.e.c.u., seconded that

—

" The opinion of the Archbishops and Bishops .... shall be taken

" by the Court as conclusive evidence of the doctrine and view of the

" Church of England."

Four persons (presumably the same "four") voted for

each of these propositions, which, being rejected, make it

clear that the Commissioners did not make the reference

to the Bishops proposed in their Report binding upon the

Lay Court of Appeal.

But Dr. Stubbs' amendments were all in perfect

harmony with the tone of his Draft Report ; and the

Commissioners in striking out a sentence here or there,

still left intact the context which implies and pre-supposes

that a jurisdiction over baptized persons ought to be

exercised by Priests in the "Courts of the Church"

[clergy?] ^' as distinguished from the State." (Report

p. vi.)



CHAPTER V.

'I'm-: Ri:c(immi:ndations of the Commissioners and

THE Archbishops' Bill.

In certain of its features the new Bill departs from tliu

scheme put forth by the Royal Commission. In one respect,

the new measure is the less faulty, inasmuch as it does not

propose to degrade the qualifications of the judges in the

Supreme Court. On the other hand, it proposes to make
the Archbishop sit personally instead of the Dean of the

Arches, whenever he prefers to do so (sec. v-3) ; it with-

draws from the Diocesan the power of sending a suit

direct for trial to the Arches, even though both parties

may wish it. It provides that the Bishop may postpone

the giving of sentence, and even direct a re-hearing by

his own Court ! (sec. iv-2 and 3.) All these new proposals

are evidently calculated to add to the delaj^ and expense,

and are in favour of the law-breaker. The Bishop's veto

is expressly declared to be " Final." (sec. ii-3.) The
old plan of a rota is borrowed from the Delegates' Court,

,
as is also the permission to give judgment without assi^n-

'^ino; any reasons:''^ (sec. vii-7.) The defendant, z.r., the law-

breaker, need not find security for costs ; but the complain-

ant must give security before he can appeal to the Crown,

and he (alone) may be subjected to other restrictions to

be " prescribed.'' (sec. vi-i.) But the novel provision

for ensuring interminable delay and for paralysing the

Privy Council is that " where any specific question
" touching submission to the Archbishops or Bishops or

"a particular point of doctrine or ritual is in controvers},"

that is in every suit of real importance, " such questions

"shall be referred to an assembly of the Archbishops and

* Sec below, pp. 116, 117.
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" Bishops of both provinces,"' who " may adjourn from

"time to time and from place to place'' and "hear
" arguments and opinions." (sec. viii.) Thus the Privy

Council would become merely a Registration Court for

the findings of a majority of the Prelates who would vote

(as in Parliament) in favour of their own order and their

own predilections. Ever}- important suit might thus

consume years of time, and give rise to prolonged

agitation. (Sec the opinion of Archbishop Tait gi\-en

below, p. 118.)

But, as in other details, the Bill is professedly founded

on the Report, and as the Report may hereafter become
the quarry from which fresh schemes may be dug out, it

may be well to consider separately on their own merits

the recommendations of the Commissioners.

On one point only was there absolute unanimity, viz.,

in condemning the " working " of the existing Courts. It

was described (pp. v, vii), as '" complex, slow, inordinately

" expensive.'' needing " extensive reforms," "antiquated,
" cumbersome, unsuited to the requirements of the present

" day," " occult and complex," and involving " enormous
" costs and grave delays." Such, it seems, is the price

we have been paying for " historic continuity.'' It was

agreed that the " criminal " form given by mediaeval

precedents (p. xxiv) to all proceedings as to doctrine and

ritual, enabled the accused Ritualist or Heretic to " take

"advantage of every slip,"' and led to "substantial

"injustice." (p. vii.)

That a fund ought to be provided to enable Bishops to

proceed against immoral clerks was also agreed upon

(pp. vii and Ivi) : and an almost equal consensus voted

down the preliminary inquiry under the Church Dis-

cipline Act, 1840. (pp. vii and lix.) Two features

borrowed from the Public Worship Act, though devoid of

" historic continuity," met general acceptance, viz., the

qualification of the individual judges (p. Ivii, bottom), and

the power to make rules and ordefs. (p. lix.) Above
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all, the principle laid down by the Commissioners that

" the pleading and procedure in all the Courts in con-

" tentious cases shall follow as near as may be the practice

" and procedure of the Supreme Court of Judicature in

'^ civil cases" was of the utmost value. The Com-
missioners held that there is no foundation in "legal

" history," for the theory that Convocation is, or ought to

be, the " Court " for the trial of heretics. (pp. xxix,

xxxvii.) They examined and rejected the dictum on this

head, of Lord Coke (p, xxxvii), and adopted the teaching

of Mr. Droop (Q. 2591), who is followed here by Dr.

Stubbs. (p. 45-ii.) A glance at the " theories of

*' ' spiritual ' Courts " in the Index (page 126) will show

that no point was more insisted upon by witnesses, or

more contested than this. The rejection of Synods in

favour of Courts logically carries with it the rejection of

any trial of dogma, as such, and the substitution of the

doctrine of " civil contract "
; inasmuch as " Courts " are

standards of " law," not of orthodoxy : while it was

expressly urged by the advocates of Synods, that Synods

are legislative bodies capable of altering the standard

from time to time, so as to fit the case of the accused.^

Unfortunately, the above enumeration exhausts the

valuable features of the Report. For, the confusion

above complained of (in chapter ii) as to the meaning of

*' spiritual jurisdiction," is intensified by a perverse

misuse, throughout the Report, of the word " Church."

For instance, on the very first page the Commissioners

speak of the Judicial Committee as a "lay tribunal"

capable of disregarding the " voice of the Church," which

they explain to mean the Episcopal Assessors. So, on

p. xxii, they speak of the ancient historical principle in

spiritual jurisdiction that " the Church should dispose- of

" the goods of an intestate for the benefit of his soul."

' See Liddon, Oq. 7370-7380, and Littledale, Q. 4923, compared
wilh O. 5342.

-' Stubbs C/iarters, p. 300. MngiKi Carta, sec. 27.
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(p. xxiii.) So Dr. Stubbs had spoken in the " Draft

"Report" (p. 28-ii) of " the jurisdiction over laymen as

" a part and result of the visitatorial and penitential

" discipline of the Church ;

" and the Prolocutor of

Canterbury Convocation had complained of " the laity

"acting in a harsh way as regards the Church."

(Q. 4400.)

The reader of the Report is irresistibly reminded of the

saying of Coleridge, the poet-philosopher :

"I soon discover that by the ' Church ' they mean the clergy

•' exclusively, and then I fly off from them in a tangent, for it is this

" very interpretation of the Church, that according to my conviction,

" constituted the first and most fundamental apostasy." ^

A more complete inversion of the Scriptural use of the

word could not be. The word " Ecclesia " employed by

our Lord (in the passage relied upon as the foundation

of spiritual jurisdiction, viz., St. Matt, xviii-17) was

borrowed from the Septuagint version ""^^ of the Old Testa-

ment, where it is used some seventy times for the

" congregation," but never as the name of an assembly

of priests. It was the current name of a democratic

political assembly in which the Greek Republics transacted

their common affairs. As such, it is used in Acts xix-

32, 39-

To the "Ecclesia" all free citizens were of right con-

voked ^—hence the etymology of the word—an assembly
" called out " as if by the common crier. In the New
Testament it is never used of the ministry as distinguished

from the laity, while it is used of the laity as distinguished

from the " Apostles and elders," Acts xv-4, 22, 23, com-

pare viii-i. Unhappily, the word " congregation " used

by Tyndale in his translation of the New Testament, and

some thirty times in the Prayer Book up to the last

revision in 1661, was, for polemical reasons, changed into

^ Literary Ror^ains, III, p. 386.

*• Girdlestone's Old Testament Synonyms, pp. 234-7.

^ Trench's Synonyms of the Neiv Test., p. i.
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the word " Church," the etymoloj^y of which has no

point of contact with the scriptural word " Ecclesia."

Hence, even Royal Commissioners can speak of the

" Church " in contrast with the " Laity," who, as the

late Rev. W. Milton told the Commissioners, "are the

" holy Church." (Q. 1470.) Hence, they bring themselves

—in spite of the evidence—to say (p. vi)—
" There were but few dissejitients from the view," that the presence

of Bishops presiding in person in their own Courts, "would commantS

" obedience which "xoiild be and had been refused to lay officials."

This finding was after taking evidence that Mr. Mac-

konochie (Qq. 3438, 3450), Mr. Bodington (Q. 4126), and

Mr. Green (O. 5975) had in fact rejected this very " per-

sonal " Court ; that Mr. Edwards appealed to a Jew in

the Prestbury case (O. 4292) ; that in the Denison case

a Court presided over by the Primate and constituted just

as the Commissioners now recommend, was appealed

asrainst to the Privv Council, so that the Archdeacon

retained his living in despite of a sentence pronounced

by a " Spiritual Court," which the sanguine Com.mis-

sioners say " icould be obeyed ; " lastly, that in the

Gorham case the finding of the two Archbishops is

rejected by the priest-party in favour of that of the lay-

delegate. Sir Herbert Jenner Fust. (Qq. 2234, 2329.)

In the Exeter reredos case, too, the Commissioners were

reminded by Sir R. Phillimore that the Bishop of Exeter,

sitting with his legal assessor, was appealed against

successfully to the Privy Council. (Q. 3099.) The Com-
missioners wisely forbore to ask the witnesses whether

the laity were likely to be satisfied with merely clerical

judges, else they might have elicited replies like that of

King Henry VHI

—

"There is nothing that the clergy might through dread and affec-

" tion so well be deceived in, as in things concerning the honour, dignity,

" power, liberty, y«r/s<//ci'/o// and riches of the Bishops and clergy ;

"and some of them have of likelihood been deceived therein.""

'' I'roudc, 1 1 -220.
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There is, in fact (as Sam Slick said), " a great deal of

"human nature in" spiritual persons. When, therefore,

the Rev. G. Body claimed to be provided with a Court
" holding credentials which are not simply of man "

(Qq. 3570, 3649), something more would be needed to

satisfy his ideal than the " personal " sitting of a Bishop

in Court.

In the Scotch Episcopal Church, as Bp. Chas. Words-
worth wrote to The Times of April nth, 1877

—

"The Supreme Court of Appeal is a purely spiritual tribunal,

" consisting of the Episcopal Synod—that is of the entire body of our
" bishops, and of bishops only—with a lay assessor, generally an

"advocate of the Court of Session, who acts as our legal adviser.

" Moreover, our bishops are all chosen, not by the Crown or Prime
" Minister, but by the clergy and laity of the diocese over which they

" severally preside. Whenever the spiritual tribunal has had occasion

" to judge and to condemn the teaching {received from England) of

"the new High Church party—as it did in 1858 and again in 1861—
" its decisions, though substantially unanimous, so far from being

"received in the dutiful spirit the people of England are now told

" they might expect to see, if only the Church had a Court of Appeal

"properly constituted, excited no less dissatisfaction on the part of

" those whose teaching fell under the condemnation, and were assailed

"with no less violence by a portion of the Church press than even

" the much-abused Purchas judgment, or any other judgment

"that has been given by the Judicial Committee of the Privy

" Council."

Similar testimony comes from Ireland. Dr. MacDonnell,

formerly Dean of Cashel, wrote to The Guardian, pointing

out that the same school of clergy who are insubordinate

in England sheltered " behind a saving clause in the Irish

"Church Act (s. 20), and thereby held themselves free

"to disobey the laws for the regulation of public worship

"enacted by their own synod. These clergymen

"refused to be bound by their Church's laws so

"long as they could lean upon an Act of Parliaincnt for

" immunit}^"

Another grave defect in the Report as to the " working "

of the Ecclesiastical Courts consists in the Commissioners

7
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not haviiij; considered the anomalous condition of the

" law " administered by these Courts. Every mediaeval

Canon, Constitution, or custom which a Spiritual Judge

may hold to have not been contrary to Royal Prerogative,

Statute, or Common Law might be enforced by clerical

judges as "law" in those lurking places of "historic

" continuity." Sir R. Phillimore, as Dean of the Arches,

laid it down in Martin v. Mackonochie that the " Con-
" stitutions contained in Lyndwood are still binding upon

"the Church of this Realm;" and he devoted twenty-

three pages of his Judgment to maintaining the " identity

" of the status of the Church before and after the

" Reformation," as a basis for his decision in favour of

altar lights."^ As a Royal Commissioner he urged that

"there should be no appeal from the Arches Court." ^

As a text-writer, he says, " Prohibition ought not to be

" granted where the Spiritual Court proceeds according

" to its own rules and Canons in a matter triable before

it." ^ A Bishop may prosecute ex incro niotu any of his

clergy for " neglect of duty "
(p. Iv—whatever that elastic

phrase may be construed by a " personal " court to mean)
;

and he may obtain his expenses for doing this from

"some public source." (p. Ivi.)

Supposing, then, that an Archbishop sitting in person

should confirm the judgment of the Bishop sitting in

person, each of them, it may be, acting upon his indi-

vidual judgment in opposition to the advice of his

assessors (see p. Iviii), and in reliance upon some
pre-Reformation precedent or clerical edict, what pro-

tection could the poor parson or layman find save in

a strong Court of Appeal ? In the absence of such

a corrective, we cannot doubt that there would grow up

a craving for " historic continuity " with a revival of

those superstitions which moulded so many ancient

"' Phillimorc's Report, pp. 30-53,

^ Report, p. Ixiii.

" Phill., Eccl. Lazv, p. 1440.
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Canons.^° Rev. B. Compton (examined at the special

request of Sir R. Phillimore, p. 3-1) tells us that b}^ the
" common law of the Church " the laity would be " com-
"" palled to receive the mixed chalice" (Q. 2784), and

a clergyman might be tried for " conduct unbecoming
^* a Priest." (Q. 2744.) Chancellor Phillimore (Q. 1911)

and Mr. Mackonochie (Q. 6132), tell us that the Bishops

^ must be elected ; so that the personal judge may be the

mouth-piece of the dominant majority among the clergy.

VcB victis ! The Bishop who decides against the majority

will do so " at his own peril." (Rev. B. Compton,

g. 2814.)

The Discipline of the Laity, which Chancellor Philli-

more and the Hon. C. L. \^'ood [see Index, "Laity")

^° The Rev. T. W. Perry, formerly a member of the Royal Com-
mission on Ritual, and of the Council of the English Church Union,

published in 1857 a selection of ancient Canons still in force. From
the Canons of Archbishop Walter, a.d. 1195, he selects this one

—

" A priest may not celebrate mass tv.'ice a day, unless the necessity

" be urgent. When he does, let nothing be poured into the chalice

'• after the receiving of the Blood at the first celebration
; but let

" the least drops be diligently supped out of the chalice, and the

"fingers sucked or licked with the tongue and washed, and the

" washings kept in a clean vessel to be had for this purpose ; which
" washings are to be drunk after the second celebration." (The

water, not being transubstantiated, might otherwise break the

priest's fast.) Mr. Perry adds, in a parallel column, this note

—

" All these laws are still in force, and might be a most useful and
"very practical guide to the clergy of the Church of England."

{Lawful Church Ornaments, p. 478.) Of a similar Canon of Arch-

bishop Langton's, a.d. 1222, Mr. Perr}' says (p. 477), " neither of

"these three canons has ever been repealed; they are entirely in

" consonance with the whole spirit and letter of the Prayer Book,
" excepting the last clause of No. 6, to which we have no equivalent

" direction ; the object of it was to prevent a priest, who had to cele-

" brate twice, from breaking his fast (as he was held to do) by
" consuming the rinsings of the chalice after his frst celebration

;

" but the difficulty probably does not often occur with us, and when
"it does, the Canon is easy of application." On Archbishop Lan-

j

franc's Canon, a.d. 107 i, " Of Altars that they be of stone," Mr. Perry

[adds, " Never repealed." {Laivfitl Church Ornaments, p. 471.)

n *
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insist is the " proper " business of an Ecclesiastical

Court, was brought forward July 21st, 1881, and urged

upon two subsequent occasions by Sir W. James, but

ordered to "stand over." For, as Mr. Rothery says

(p. i8o-ii), it " would be repugnant to the ideas of the

" present day." But this, as Mr. Gladstone says,

"might be dealt with at an after time." "If," says

The Church Tinics,^^ wistfully

—

"If we had a clergy with coercive jurisdiction, so that the parson

"could of right enter any house in his parish when he pleased,

" summon all its inmates, from the father and mother to the youngest

"child, examine them as to their faith and morals, and instruct or

"rebuke them, as circumstances might seem to Jiiin to require. If

"we had such a parochial system as that, it would, no doubt, argue
" extreme folly to talk of giving it up."

There is a very suggestive mention on p. 165-i of the

refusal by the Queen's Bench, in 1622, of a Prohibition

in the case of a woman excommunicated for coming

to be churched in her ordinary dress, because seven

Bishops certified it to be the custom of the " Church "

to wear a veil ! !

Not a word had the Commissioners to say on the

profane use of Excommunication to collect fees, or to

punish some trivial offence against the monetary interests

of the plaintiffs, or of the Court. Yet, who can doubt

that its lavish employment has been a gross scandal ?

Canon Stubbs reminds us that King James suggested

that excommunication might be "surrendered for some
" other equivalent form of coercion "

(p. 46-i) ; and

Bp. Wilberforce's remark is surely worth pondering

—

" Excommunication seems to me a dangerous, awkward, and, upon
"the whole, an inefficient weapon.'- I think nothing but difficulty

"and entanglement ever came from excommunicating the .\nti-Popes.

" As long as they had a following their believers disregarded it ; and

" Leading Article, April 14, 1882.

'^Compare Dr. Lu-hington's remarks on "Penance" in Woods v.

Woods. (2 Curt
, 529.)
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" when the sclTibin was healed it was an awkward fact to have to deal

" with. I do not remember that any of the excommunications were
•" formally taken off, and yet, on the other hand, none, I think, were
" maintained in the long run." '*

Such an excommunication as St. Paul describes, in-

iiicted " by the majority," vtto tmv TrXecovcov (2 Cor. ii-6),

who thus "put away from among themselves " (i Cor. v-13)

the offender, has nothing in common with a process in

Court, which fails to carry conviction to any litigant's

conscience, or to be ratified by the sense of the Christian

communit}'. Surely it is time that this profane travesty

of sacred things should cease. All over Europe the

attempt to " play Providence " over the morals of the

laity has been abandoned as a failure and something

worse. Dr. Stubbs tells us that King Henry VIII
" made use of the anti-clerical feeling in the House of

" Commons." (p. 32.) He had previously told us, in his

Constitutional History (Vol III, p. 523), h'^w this anti-

clerical feeling arose. It was

—

" lispcciall}' the ex'er-spreading and rankling sore produced by the

" inquisitorial, inercenayy, mid geiievally disreputable character of

*' the Courts of Spiritual Discipline, an e\ii which had no slight share

" in making the Reformation inevitable, and which outlived the

" Reformation, and did its worst in alienating the people from the

^' Church reformed." '^

Perhaps the learned Professor was mistaken here, since

it may be that by adopting the recommendations of the

Royal Commissioners of 1883, the " worst " has still to

come. Those who yearn to see " Discipline of the laity"

restored should study the Reformatio Leginn,^'' which

provides that some of the *' ancients of the parish" should

be associated with the minister : and in the " form of

"receiving penitents" the minister was to " ask the people

*' whether they would grant his desires ; who were to answer
'' they would ; tht^n the pastor was to absolve," &c. This

'' Life of Wilherfovce, III-128.

'* Compare Hale's Supremacy of the Crozvn, p. 18.

^'' See also Bp. Hooper's Later Writings, Parker Soc, p. 51.
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was reg^arded in the sixteenth century as a return to

" Ciiurch " principles as contrasted with sacerdotal auto-

cracy, and it is on these lines, if at all, rather than in

" Courts," and by "personal " judges that the " power of

" the keys " may be profitably exercised hereafter.

The argument pressed by the " Synod " party for

having a purely clerical Court of Appeal, was that

"judge-made law" might supplement or even super-

sede the tradition of the Church. But this consideration

is evidently a reason for providing means of legislating for

the Church, not a reason for confounding the functions

of a judge with those of a legislator. If it be true that no

suitable organ of legislating can be found, owing to

Convocation having failed to gain the confidence of the

laity, that does not warrant our trying to alter the law

by means of Courts clericalized for that purpose. The
very definition of tyranny has been said to be the union

of legislative, executive, and judicial powers in the same
person

;
yet this is precisely what the system of

"personal" Courts involves.

Objections to the Commissioners' scheme may be

conveniently discussed under its three heads of Diocesan,

Arches, and Appeal Courts.

I. The Bishop's Personal Court

is objectionable for the following reasons :

—

I.—Himself a clergyman, elderly, and in easy circum-

stances, who has to " live with " his clergy, the Bishop is

described in the Report (p. xvii, xxiv) as the official

" Protector ^^ of the clergy ;" but laissez-faire favouritism to

the clergy is unfair to those from whom he " protects
"

them. Canon Trevor witnesses (Q. 7554) that there is

"great ill-feeling at the Bishop hushing it up and letting

'" Chancellor Espin's anecdote, in which a Commission reported

that there was " no priindfacie case," though the Spiritual Person had

already been in gaol two months for an indecent assault (O. 599), his

second offence, illustrates the danger of professional bias.
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" a man off." (See Qq. 4081 and 7644-g.) In some cases,

again, the Bishop is the " Adviser " of the churchwardens
and others who consult him, and who act, or dechne to

act, upon his advice ; he is, therefore, manifestly unfit to

sit afterwards as a "Judge"' upon the results of that

action.

He is Inquisitor natus (p. xxv) ^' and, as such, in cases

of heresy and scandal both prosecutor and judge ! He is

administrator and chief Pastor in his diocese, and, as such

(unless his mouth be unduly closed, and his action crippled),

he must be known to have committed himself publicly on

the very questions litigated before him. His real strength

lies in the influence and persuasion which his character

and position enable him to bring to bear, but this is at

once destroyed by making him the executive officer of

a coercive jurisdiction " residing " in his own breast. He
is a law-maker for the Church, and as such ought not to

be the judicial interpreter also. He is a hardworking,

busy man, and as such, unable to be master of that chaotic

system of archaic, obscure, and very questionable bye-laws

which the scheme requires him to lay down with undivided

responsibility.^*^ For, though the assessors may be

creatures of his own, chosen ^ro hdc vice, so as to facilitate

the particular decision wished for in each case, yet the

dummy-assessor " has no voice in any decision." ''^

(p. Iviii.)

These assessors, if Theologians, are already marked with

stars and daggers in the Clerical Directory so as to ensure

prejudice ; while the lay-assessor is no longer to be

necessarily the trained and irremovable Chancellor, but

'^ Abp. Courtney, " Legate of the Apostolic See," in 1382, tells the

Bishops of his Province that " by the institution of the sacred Canons,

" they be in their respective Dioceses, Inquisitors of heretical pravity."

—Foxe, III-24.

'® See Judge Foster's reply to Bp. Gibson. Ait Examination of

ihe Scheme of CJiiircJi Power, 1735, pp. 55, 56.

'^ "An assessor who, after all, has only the privilege of being dis-

" regarded, stands in a very anomalous position," says Mr. B. Hope.

(Q. 6350.)
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may be some amateur lawyer who may be as ic^norant of

ecclesiastical law as the Bishop himself, but may also be

known b\- the Bishop to share his own views. Dr. Stubbs

actually claims [see 46-ii, answ^er 4 to question 4,

p. 45-ii) that the Bishop is free from restraint b}' the

precedents of his ok'ii Court ! The Ro3-al Commission

of 1832 described the forum douiesticuiii of the Diocesan

as under " little restraint from the formiS observed in

contentious suits in Courts of Justice." (Report, p. 54.)

Mr. Beresford Hope counts that the Bishops will agree

upon a " code " and " work it according to their discretion."

(Q. 6432.) The legal assessor may be changed at discre-

tion from case to ca.se pro hdc vice. (p. Iv.) Such a Court

among secular persons would be called a " packed "

one.-'

y- II.—The "personal" Court has been already tried and

found wanting. The reason assigned b}' the antiquarian

witnesses for the appointment of lay-commissaries is that

the " Archbishops and Bishops " (who were at that time

more numerous in proportion to the population) "had so

much to do " that the Archdeacon's Court became the

more popular, since the Archdeacon could be chosen

[for his knowledge of Church law, and had leisure to

ladminister it.

" They were g"enerally kept in deacon's orders in order that sacer-

" dotal hands might not be soiled with the qucslionablc matter that

" was brought before them."

says Dr. Stubbs. (p. 26, i.) The Bishops were compelled

very early to appoint Chancellors lest all the business

should leave their Courts. (Oq. 12S2-4.) So early as a.d.

1303 this was the case in the diocese of London. (Q.3242.)

Lord Grimthorpe tells us that the Bishop for ages had no

power of sitting judicially, except through his Chancellor,

until (in the year 1840) Bp. Philpotts slipped into the

Church Discipline Act (the repeal of which is recom-

-" So Bp. W'ilberforce designated in the Denison case the very court

which the Commissioners now recommend. {Life, II-327.)
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mended by the Commissioners), a clause giving tlie Bishop

power to sit instead of the Chancellor. (O. 5634.) But
this Act-of-Parliament-made Court,though both "personal"

and " spiritual," has proved an utter failure; all parties

give it the go-by in order to get into the Arches Court,

where no Bishop sits. So again, under the Public Wor-
ship Regulation Act there is provision made for the

decision of the suit by the Bishop sitting personally; but

in not one of the nineteen representations under that Act

has the clergyman consented to submit to this personal

jurisdiction. (Oq. 4129 and 4482.) Mr. Mackonochie,

Mr. Bodington, and Mr. Green (Q. 4182) are in evidence y
as having refused this spiritual and personal judge. ~^

(Supra, p. 67.)

III.—The Royal Commission of 1830-2 (on which sat

Archbishop Howley and Bps. Blomfield, Van Mildert,

Kaye, Carey, and Bethel, with Chief Justice Tenterden,

Chief Justice Tindal, Chief Baron Alexander, Sir John
Nicholl, Dr. Lushington, and other distinguished judges

and civilians) made a Report in two parts, from one of

which considerable extracts are given in the report of the

present Commission, Vol. I, pp. 194-207. Dr. Joseph

Phillimore, the Chancellor of Oxford, gave evidence and

made an excellent suggestion, viz., to retain the " voluntary
" or consensual jurisdiction," i.e., in plain English, the

purely administrative and ministerial part of diocesan

government, adding that "it would he of infinite advantage

" tliat the contentious jurisdiction of all the diocesan Courts

''should he taken away.'" (Report, 1832, p. 152, Qq. 21, 23.)

This would leave such matters as the grant of marriage

licences, faculties, institutions to livings, (S:c., untouched.

Moreover, it would be easy to graft upon it the suggestion

-' Nor is such distrust at all new. Mr. FfouIi<es, the vicar of St. .^

Mary the Virgin, O.xford, said he could cite numbers of mediaeval

Canons " where just the same language is used against the constitution

" of some of those courts in those days as was afterwards used in the

" Commission of 1830." (O. 2271.)
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of the Archbishop (Thomson) of York (p.lxi), viz., that with

consent of both parties the Bishop might make an Order

which should be binding, if not appealed against, until

reversed. The same safeguard against collusion might be

imposed as in " faculty '" cases, and the Bishop's " discre-

tion" be limited to points ;/o/ already ruled by higher Courts-

For, as Mr. Girdlestone excellently observed, "the Bishop
" may and often does exercise benevolent and fatherly care

'
. . . . but when the parties have <^ot beyond fatherly treatment

"—when they appeal to justice, they are entitled to receive

"justice according to law." (Q. 4080.) In other words,

V " spiritual " infiuence, properly so-called, ends where " law "

and " Courts " begin. (Q. 6331.)

The Royal Commissioners of 1832 reported that "the
" transference to the provincial courts of the
" Jurisdiction hitherto exercised by the Diocesan
" Courts, would be a great improvement in the
" administration of Ecclesiastical Law."

In 1855 the late Dr. Stephens, under the direction of

the Solicitor-General, ~~ drafted a Bill for cutting down
the fifty Diocesan Courts of England and Ireland to six.

Dr. Tristram, the Chancellor of London and of Hereford,

witnesses that " it would be more convenient that all

" questions of doctrine should be determined, in the first

" instance, in the Metropolitan Courts, also questions of

" ritual, unless both parties desire the trial to take place in

" the Consistorial Court." (Q. 3321.) The reason assigned

by the Royal Commissioners of 1832 (p. 199) was that it

was then impracticable to get judges duly qualified, " with

" a competent bar and skilful practitioners," for, the

" emoluments of the judges and other ofiicers and of prac-

" titioners in these Courts make it impossible in the greater

" number of dioceses that efficient Courts can be main-
" tained . . . from these considerations it appeared to us
" advisable to recommend the transfer of the whole con-

See Correspondence upon the proposed Cliitrcli Discipline a)id

Registry Act, 1855, with the Archbishop of Armagh.
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tentioiis jurisdiction to " the Provincial Courts." The
reasons which were powerful then are ten times more

powerful now. (p. li.) All the testamentary and matri-"^

monial suits have beensince taken away from these Diocesan

Courts : Doctor's Commons has been sold and the property

divided.-^ (Q. 3194.) Hence some of the Priest-parly

advise that the clergy shall study canon law and practice

at the bar of these Diocesan Courts, and for this purpose

the chairs in canon law which were swept aw-ay on

the passing of the Reformation Statue of 25 H. VIII, 1

c. 19 (p. xxviii), are to be restored. (Qq. 3198,6407.) These

gentlemen forget that already by 33 and 34 Vic. c. 28, s. 20,

an attorney or solicitor may practice as proctor in the

Diocesan -* Courts : and this circumstance, together with

the recommendation before mentioned for assimilating

procedure to that of the Supreme Court of Judicature, may
possibly infuse into these Courts an uncanonical element

of justice and common sense. If it were true that the

numbers' oTthe~cIer^rl,re so much in excess of the work

to be done, that it is desirable to find employment for

the superfluous members of the profession, this plan

of educating clerical canonists might deserve respectful

consideration ; but, on the other hand, there would have

to be considered the danger to the clergy themselves of

saturating their minds with a system of canon law which

was formulated at a time when the most arrogant theocratic

pretensions of the clergy found ready acceptance at the^

hands of an uneducated and semi-barbarous laity : when

materialistic conceptions had obscured the very meaning

of the word " spiritual ;
" when thaumaturgic powers were

believed to be lodged in the hands of the priesthood ;
and

when wholesale forgeries had been successfully employed

2^* " In the late financial year ^'55,809 165 \d was paid to the officers

of the abolished Ecclesiastical Courts."

—

Times, October 15, 1883.

Such is the value of " historic continuity " ? (O. 4343-)

2-» By the Legal Practioners' Act, 1876, this has been extended to

the Provincial Courts.
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as the basis of the received system of spiritual law.-'' An
in.cjenious writer in The Churchman based his hope-

ful anticipation of a good effect upon the clergy from

their study of law upon the idea that the national law

of England would be the subject of their studies ; but no

two things can be more opposed in spirit than the National

common law of a free people and the enslaving su^er-

/^ stitions which found expression in " Canon Law." A very

curious feature brought to light in the Report is the dispar-

agement of the merely English " canons." {Sec p. xxxvi, cf.

144, 150.)-'' Doubtless it is hoped that under the ruling

of clerical Judges "historic continuity" will supplement

what is merely "insular " and " Anglican," by what is truly

mediaeval and " Catholic." {sic.)

IV.—But by far the gravest blot upon the scheme of

the Commissioners is their proposal to give to individual

Bishops the power of vetoing all proceedings at their

individual "discretion." The most perfect system of

simplified and codified law, and the best constituted

Courts would be alike worthless if access to the portals

of justice were to be thus barred. Reference to the Index

under the head of " Veto " will show that the evidence

of witnesses was all the other way. The witnesses who
favoured the veto were unable to give any evidence, but

substituted theories of what they supposed to be expedient.

Instead of the clergy being surrounded, as was supposed,

in every parish by loyal and enthusiastic supporters whose

sympathy might be relied on beyond what is granted to

members of any other profession, these witnesses drew

a picture of the clergy as surrounded by cantankerous

and malignant foes, against whom a Clerical " Judge " in

the Diocesan Court was their natural protector. Lawyers

and doctors know what it is to be prosecuted for mal-

^ See Janus, chapter iii. Probably the earliest of these forgeries was

the "Apostolic Constitutions." But forgery has always been a
" Catholic practice."

-'^ See also above p. 23.
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practice by unscrupulous and worthless people, who try

to extort money ; and no one has yet proposed to

"protect " them by giving a veto upon proceedings to the

heads of those professions. Yet if a Royal Commission
could be got to listen to such proposals, no doubt many
professional " witnesses " could be found who would urge

upon them theories of this kind. In the " Church " alone,

" Martyrdom " pays. The veto is unknown in the Isle of

Man (Q. 6717), where ecclesiastical suits are very cheap.

(Q. 6679.) It is unknown also in the Established Kirk

of Scotland, where

" Any male parishioner may prosecute for heresy, and the Presbyterv

"have no power to decline taking up the case. And it is not necessary

" that a parishioner should be in communion with the Church."
-"

It is remarkable that this fact is not mentioned in the

Commissioners' account of the Scottish Establishment,

(p. ix.) Frivolous suits are unknown where the law is

clear, and definitely ascertained, and where its enforcement

is swift and cheap—as in Scotland and in the Isle of

Man.-"* In England, frivolous suits might by this means
be prevented ; for, as the Right Hon. E. P. Bouverie

testifies, " the ordinary Englishman does not like to put

"himself forward: he is a ver}' diffident man, and does

"not like to stand forward and oppose what is being
" done by a man who is respected and liked in the parish,

"^

(Q. 5113.) And moreover, as Mr. Girdlestone urged,
" the social and pecuniary dangers attendant upon an
" effort to obtain justice against a clergyman are so great,"

(Q. 4261,) Even if it were true that clergymen, like

exotic plants, need extraordinary solicitude to " protect
"'

them, it need not be at the cost of denying justice to

everybody else. At least two other plans were proposed.

Mr. Droop would make the veto subject to an appeal

(Q, 2645) 5 ^'^<^ this might be either to the Archbishop

personally, or to the Arches Court. Then Mr. \'alp}-

-'' Inncs' Laiv of Creeds in Scotland, p. 211,

-^ Which is to retain its ancient freedom, p. Ix.
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suggested that the certificate of a barrister (of seven

years' standing) that the complaint is made bona fide and

relates to points ruled to be illegal, or A\hich involve

a breach of trust, should suffice. But the majority

insisted upon conferring upon each individual Bishop

power to dispense his clergy from obedience to the law

of "this Church and realm." They say, indeed, "it is

" better to make the Bishop responsible " (p. liii) ; but

they are careful to provide that there shall be no one on

earth to whom he is " responsible." Readers of The Life of

Bishop Wilbcrforce, who rememberhow Sir R. Phillimore was

a member of that inner circle who met each day in private

before the meetings of the rest of the Ritual Commissioners,

;(^and who, as the biographer tells us, "did virtually settle

"the Report,"-^ will notice with interest that Sir Robert

never thought it worth while to attend another meeting

of the present Commission after the Veto had been carried.

He naturally felt that with thfe Veto it mattered little what

the " law " or the constitution of the Courts might be.

Lords Penzance and Chichester, with Dr. Deane, were

among the absentees at that divison upon the Veto ques-

tion. Another point of resemblance to the Ritual Com-
mission may be noted. Bp. Wilberforces' biographer

records with a chuckle: "'The judicious use' (by the

" Ritual Commissioners) ' of the word restrain ' with re-

" gard to the vestments, instead of the word ' abolish/ or
*' ' prohibit.' The main body of the Commissioners /az'/^^

" to perceive the elasticity of this word, which, in fact, did

" leave a loophole." {Ibid.) The language of the Minute

of March 9, 1883, was no less "judicious." It spoke only

of " leaving it to the Bishops to give permission to the
" complainant to proceed " A harmless-looking suggestion

which perhaps the majority " failed to perceive" involved

the power to refuse permission. No doubt, at the follow-

ing meeting, Abp. Tait being no longer chairman, this

was ruled to have been decided, for no division took place.

^ Lifeof Bp.S. Wilbcrforce, III-214.
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With how little wisdom can a great Church be governed !

In vain had Mr. Blakesley reminded the Commissioners

of that article of Magna Charta, " we will sell to no man,
*' we will deny to no man, nor make any difference as to

*' justice and right." " Judgment, justice, and truth," it

seems, are secular matters; but " Spiritual " judges must

in future be armed with a dispensing power to condone

violations of the law, committed with a high hand, and

(it may be) even by public conspiracy. Mr. Valpy pointed

out that in eight cases in which the episcopal Veto had

shielded the wrongdoer every one of the illegal practices

went on as before. (Q. 6253.) Bishops we know are

peculiarly liable to backstairs' influences. Every mail

brings them letters from ardent partisans, or weeping

mothers appealing to their emotional susceptibilities, or

conservative timidity. We are told how " Lord Aberdeen

^'in translating Lord Auckland from Sodor and Man to

*' the See of Bath and Wells, stipulated that he should

" neither persecute Mr. Bennett, nor prosecute Archd.
*' Denison."'^° We learn from Vol. Ill, 268, of the same

valuable work, that the Prime Minister attempted to

influence the " Judicial " action of Abp. Sumner. These

influences explain the otherwise startling fact that the

Denison case broke down ultimately through delays occa-

sioned by the negligences of three successive Bishops

refusing in their judicial capacity to administer the law of

which they were appointed guardians.
"'^^

Apart from the pressure which a Prime Minister might

exert, we have nowadays an organized system of lam-

pooning in "religious" newspapers which stir up sedition

in every diocese, of which the administrator dares to do

his duty. In the words of the amendment moved by the

Archbishop of York, and seconded by the Dean of Peter-

borough.

^^ Life of Bishop Wilberforce, II-240.

^1 See Statement of the Proceedings in Ditcher \. Denison. (Hatch-

ard) and Monthly Intelligencer for March, 1883, p. 58. (John I<".

Shaw.)
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" The investing' the Bishop with the unconditional power of veto on

" any complaint against a clergyman would deprive the laity of the

" power of obtaining a decision in case of wrong, and would lead to

" variety of practice in different dioceses and would also be invidious

" toward file Bisliop as making him practically the prosecutor in every

" case where the proceedings went on." (p. 12.)

" The active interference of the Bishops to prevent the law of the

" land being enforced," said the Lord Chief Justice Coleridge, " is as

" indefensible in theory as it \sfast becoming intolerable in practice."

He added, most justly, that this power is " more likely to be abused

'"in proportion to the strength and earnestness of character of those

" vdio claim it; finally it is one which, desiring to speak with all

" respect, I must think lias in fact been abused." (p. Ixii.)

No one who reads the evidence of Messrs. Girdlestone,

Valpy and Howard, especially that of the first-named

witness will fail to see that Bishops cannot prudently

be trusted with such unconstitutional and dangerous

'"dispensing" powers. Before quitting the subject of

our numerous petty Diocesan Courts it is well to turn

to the Index where, under the head of " Court of First

" Instance" (p. 128), " Registrar's Blunders," will be found

a few illustrations of the cost of payment (by fees) of this

class of officials. The Rev. Chancellor Espin wishes to

increase the fees of the spiritual officials by sweeping into

their net the election of Churchwardens and other busi-

ness belonging to the "secular" tribunals from time

immemorial, (p. 17-ii.)

2. The Arches Court.

The Commissioners of 1832 suggested the fusion of the

two Provincial Courts. The 6 and 7 Vic. c. 38, sec. 17

(1843), contemplated it, and its advantages are obvious.

The avoidance of conflicting decisions in Courts of equal

status, the improvement in the salary of the ill-paid Judge,,

and the possibility of having the very best man in the

country, with the formation of a resident Bar, are among

those advantages ; but the objections before raised to

the "personal" Court apply with increased force to the

Archbishops' Courts.

I
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*'So many other qualities are of necessity to be regarded
*' in the choice of Archbishops," says Mr, Gladstone,
*' that they can very rarely be the best theologians
'* of the Episcopal Bench." ''' A worthy Bishop

is much too busy and useful as an Ambassador

of Christ to be a learned lawyer ; much less,

then, can an Archbishop be fit to revise " personally,"

and bring into permanent reconciliation, the conflicting

judgments of the Diocesan Consistories of a whole

Province. One of the Commissioners—who, as Dean of

the Arches, had more of his judgments reversed than any

of his predecessors—reported that there ought to be no

appeal from the Archbishop's Court, (p. Ixiii.) His

fellow-Commissioners had agreed with him (p. vi) that "^

the Dean of the Arches is " the principal Judge of the

''^Church of England," and that the Ecclesiastical Courts

were " Courts of the Church as distinguished from the
*' State " (whereas the Reformation statutes described

them as Courts of the " Realm," a " body politic," of

which the King was "head"). The Dean of Arches,

they said, had " unquestionable ecclesiastical authority,

^' whilst his Court is to be subject to an appeal to a purely

" LAY tribunal." (p. liv.) This is explained (p. liii) on

the principle that " no Ecclesiastical Court can bar the
'' right " of access to the Throne, and on this ground

alone " judges learned in the law " were to hear the

appeal from "spiritual judges." This assumes that the

Court of Appeal is not an " Ecclesiastical Court," but a

*' Crown Court "—a foreign power, as it were—interfering

with a jurisdiction not its own, but derived from another

source—a doctrine which, whether true or not, is clean con-

trary to the " Reformation statutes." The apologetic way

in which the Commissioners palliate the profane intrusion

of a "lay" Court shows how gladly they would minimized

its control. This is accordingly done by several provisions.

^' Royal Supremacy, p. 54.
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Before considerin<^ them, however, the following sentence

should be noted (p. liii) :—

-

" The function of such lay judges as may be appointed by the

" Crown to determine appeals is not in any sense to determine what

"is the doctrine or ritual of the Church, but to decide whether the

" impugned opinions or practices are in conflict with the authoritative

" formularies of the Church in such sense as to require correction or

" punishment."

That is perfectly true ; but it would have been equall}'

true to have said "the function of spiritual judges is the

"same." All "judges," ns judges, and all " courts," as.

courts, have the same function.^"^ For instance, Sir H. J.

Fust, Dean of the Arches, said, in Faulkner v. Litch-

field :
—

" As I understand the question, it is simply one of the construction

" of the rubric and Book of Common Prayer, which are incorporated

" into the Statute of Uniformity passed in the 13 and 14 Charles II

"and of the Canons. In proceeding to consider this statute, the

" Court must proceed precisely in the same manner as it would in

" construing other Acts of Parliament."^''

Again, in the case of Shcppard v. Bennett, the superior

Court censured the expression of "extra-judicial

" opinions " on theological subjects by the Dean of the

Arches, remarking that " it is not the part of the Court of

"Arches, nor of this Committee, to usurp the functions of

" a Synod or Council." Similarly, Lord Stowell, the

Judge of the Consistory Court of London, said

—

" If any article is really the subject of dubious interpretation, it

" would be highly improper that this Court should j«f;c one meaning

"and prosecute all those who hold a contrary opinion regarding its

" interpretation." ^^

But if Clerical Judges, presiding "personally," are

taught by a Royal Commission that it is the business of

^^ See the admission of Rev. E. S. Ffoulkes (Q. 2281), and Canon

Bright (O. 5495)1 and the catena of " spiritual " judgments furnished

by Mr. Valpy. (Q. 6305.)
^'

I Robertson, o. ig8.

3'
I Haggard, p. 429.
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Spiritual Courts to " determine the doctrine or ritual of

"the Church " in contradistinction to the "Lay " Court

which deals only with "authoritative formularies," we
shall soon have " changed all that." There is not a single

important decision of the Judicial Committee which does

not contain a disclaimer of interference with the theological

aspects of doctrine or ritual which come before it, and

which are considered solely and exclusively as questions

of law ; so that in this respect the new Court of Appeal

makes no change. The Commissioners propose that

" only the actual decree should be of binding authority in

" the judgments . . . and that the reasoning . . .

" should always be allowed to be reconsidered and
" disputed." This again makes no change whatever.

The witnesses proved that this is, and has always been,

the received theory and practice of the Judicial Com-
mittee (sft' Reeves, Qq. 6725-6734, and Beckett, Q. 5543>
which has even permitted a re-hearing. (Qq. 5644, 6752.)-

The cases of Mr. Ridsdale and Bp. King are recent

illustrations. Up to this point, then, we have seen nO'

reason assigned (apart from the enumeration of the

opinions of witnesses contradicted by other witnesses

—

p. V. ; and see Index, " Privy Council," p. 131) for discard-

ing the Judicial Committee. The Report says (p. liii),.

"we hold it to be essential that only the actual decree,.

" as dealing with the particular cas^, should be of binding

"authority in the Judgments hitherto or hereafter to be
" delivered." A writer in The Churchvian for December,

1883, P- 217, has called attention to the interpolation

into this sentence of the word "hitherto," which is not

found in the original resolution of April 5th, 1883 (p. 14) ;

which resolution is correctly cited in p. Iviii of the Report,

but into it the draughtsman has contrived to introduce

here^^ the apparently unauthorised word "hitherto" for

z& Without providing it with any corresponding tense of the verb

deliver."

8 *
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the purpose of evacuating all " historic continuity " in

spiritual matters by abolishing precedents. If this

enormous cliange is to be introduced into English law it

ought to be done in a more grave and formal manner
than b}- an inference from a single word (interpolated,

apparently, by a single individual), the force of which the

majority of the Commissioners may have " failed to

" perceive." As Lord Penzance observed (p. Ixvii)—the

effect would be that " no legal principle would be asserted

"or established," and that "such a system, if acted
" upon for half a century, would destroy the ascertained

" law altogether." Whereas the Commissioners of 183

1

recommended the Privy Council (p. 194) as the Court of

Appeal because " It is usual at the Privy Council for the
" presiding Law Lord to deliver the grounds of the
" Judgment, which, being thus known and reported,

" tend to settle principles and to establish uniformity of

^'decision."

3. The Final Court of Appeal.

The objections to the Commissioners' changes in the

Appeal Court amount to this, that the changes seem to

have for their object to make the control of the Supreme
Court over the inferior Courts altogether nugatory.

I. They degrade the standard of qualification for its

members. The Commissioners say (p. xliv)

—

" The reasons given for the aboHtion of the Court of Delegates arc

. . .
" the want of uniformity in its decisions, and the silence observed

" by the Court as to the grounds of it^ Judgments. The reasons

" given for the substitution of the Privy Council are chiefly the

'' superior qualifications of its members, the permanent existence of

" tlie tribunal, and the publicity given to the reasons of the Judg-
" ments."

They explain (p. xlii) that

—

"The practice was to appoint the Delegates according to a rota,"

ar.d " the fact that the reasons for their Judgments were not given
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"seems to have been regarded as infusing- an element of uncertainty

" as to the nature of the law administered by the Court." (p. xliii.)

It seems hardly credible that after giving this just

summary of the recommendations of a former weighty

Royal Commission, the Commissioners of 1883 should

proceed to recommend every one of the condemned

features as (retrograde) changes to be adopted in the new
Court of Appeal.

2. The Commissioners of 1832 said (p. 193): "The:
" division of opinion of a Court so constituted being

" known, becomes a ground of dissatisfaction to suitors."

The Commissioners of 1883 say (p. Iviii) :
" each Judge

"shall deliver his Judgment separately." The effect of

dissident opinions in weakening the deliverance of a

Judgment intended to be " final " was well pointed out by

Mr. Gladstone to Bishop Wilberforce (1862) when,

deprecating any individual utterances of episcopal judges,

he wrote as follows :
—

1. "Constitute these episcopal referees into a body; make them
" not plural but singular, by calling them a Court, Committee, or

—

" perhaps better—a Board. It is only as a body, not as individuals,

" that they can have any good title.

2. "Whatever else happens, strike out ' or if they do not agree,'

" their 'several opinions,' and again twice' or opinions.' To me this

" seems objectionable, and almost to destroy the whole merit of the

"plan. It would be far better that the Court should simply throw

" overboard the opinion of the whole, than that it should pretend and

"be authorised to pretend to act as umpire between parts. The
" majority is de jure the whole, and the President, without reference

"to his own individual opinion, would subscribe, or a seal might be

" affixed, for the whole.

3. " I am doubtful about the assignment of reasons. If they arc

"given, they are given to be debated. Now the opinion contem-

" plated is in everything but its being binding, a verdict ; it is upon

" a matter exclusively committed to those who deliver it, and I am
"afraid the reasons would weaken the authority."^'

=^ Wilbeyfoi'ces Life, Vol. Ill, p. 107.
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The use to be made of dissident opinions is well illus-

trated by the Minutes of the Commissioners' Meeting,

April ijth, 1883, when the " opinion of Sir W. Erie,

*' in the case of Martin v. Mackonochie," was presented

by the Secretary of the English Church Union, (p. 15, ii.)

The Minutes do not tell us whether the passage which

the Rev. T. W. Perr}' suppressed on a former occasion

had been restored; nor whether the letter of H. Reeve,

Esq.. C.B., D.C.L., the Secretary to the Privy Council,

which appeared in The Guardian of January 24, 1883,

correcting Mr. Perry's mis-statements, was also sub-

mitted to the Commissioners. But the intention to

detract from the weight of the Judgment in Martin v.

Mackonochic can hardly have escaped their notice, and

may even have inspired their recommendation.

3. In order to weaken the Court still further, it was

suggested that any one of the Judges may call for the

•opinion of the Archbishop and Bishops of the Province,

(p. Iviii.)

"Such an arrangement, It is feared, would have many practical

" mconveniences. When a man is tried for contraveninor the Articles

"and Formularies, he is accused of violating certain plainly written

" laws. Are the Judges who try him, it is asked, not to use their

"own discretion in pronouncing whether or no he has violated these

" laws V Are they to refer to some other body to say what the

"written laws mean? Is this other body, then, to make what is

" equi\-alent to new laws for the particular case, or is it simply to

" direct the attention of the Judges to passages in the old written

"law, which they had before them when they made the reference?

"If the former, it is said, they are constituted a perpetual Court of

•' Legislation—a sort of General Cotmcil in Commission, to make
" new laws according to the Church's emergencies. If the latter,

" their office is useless, and they cannot give the assistance which

" legal Judges chiefly require, viz., advice on each point as it casually

" arises in the sifting of the case, and guidance to the attainment of

" theological accuracy in the terms in which they clothe their Judg-

"nienl. It is fully granted that competent theological learning is

" necessary to aid lawyers in the right application of Ecclesiastical

" laws ; but must not such learning, if it is to be of use, be found

" in the Court itself which pronounces Judgment, not in some other
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"anomalous body to which the Supreme Court makes some undefined
" reference ? " 's

That this reference was designed to weaken the Court

can hardly be doubted by any one who studies the

evidence. Abp. Tait asked (Q. 6440)—
" If the bench of Bishops met and said, ' We hold a different

"opinion ' ... it would be a very awkward state of things? ' Yes,'

" replied Mr. Beresford Hope, ' if they unluckily adopted such form
" of vjords.' " He added (Q. 6441) :

" I think the thino- might be
" done in such a form of words that danger might be avoided. I fully

' agree with your Grace in objecting to make a formal defiance."

Again (Q. 7006), Supposing they made a new Canon to set at naught

"the judicial decision? 'I do not see why they should not,' said

" Dean Church
;

' It seems a fair right of the Church to do so.'

"'Convocation need not consider the latter Court?' 'Quite so.'"

(Q-707I-)

Any reader of the Report who will turn to Qq. 4413,

4396, 4409, 4538, 4596, 5466, 6802, 7335, 7364, 7551,

or to the Life of Bp. Wilberforce, II-352, will be able to

judge whether this conclusion is not inevitable.

4. Lest, however, this should not suffice. Canons

Westcott and Stubbs moved, March 16, 1883, that

the Bishops should take counsel, and, having regard
*' to the circumstances of the time, to issue such statements
" on subjects brought into dispute as may seem to be

"required." This, with slight verbal variations, was

adopted in the Report, (p. liv.) Whether the Bishops

are to prejudice the case by fuhninations while the

" znh]eci''' IS, sub judice ; or whether they are afterwards

to issue a Counterblast in the form of an Allocution

nrbi et orbi, so as to lash up the " faithful " to resistance,

is left by the Commissioners to the Episcopal " dis-

" cretion ;
" but either way, its effect upon the " working

" of the Courts " could hardly have been contemplated

in issuing a Royal Commission.

^^ Archbishop Tait, Pref. to Brod. mid Fremantle. (p. xvi.)
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5- But the most conclusive proof that the Commis-

sioners wish the control of the Appeal Court to be

ineffective is, that they give to it no power of enforcing-

its own decisions, (p. liv.) It is merely authorised

to remit the cause to the Archbishop, sitting in person,

in order that "justice may be done." And the teaching

-^ of history is that justice may not be done. The Primate of

All England and Metropolitan, sitting " in person," may
not like to admit in public that there has been " lack of

*' justice" on his own part. The Hon. C. L. Wood,
President of the English Church Union, counts upon his

resistance. " It is always open to the Archbishop and

"his comprovincials to refuse" (Q. 937), and the Com-
missioners have provided no means either for compelling

the Archbishop to take action, or for "justice being done "

by some other " spiritual " person in his stead : yet they

had admitted m words (p. liv), that

—

"It is desirable that any scheme should make.

" provision for compelling on their part obedience
" to the law."

This "desirable" thing is not merely desirable ; it is

essential to any "working" of the Courts, and the

Commissioners knew that " historic continuity "' would

necessitate some provisions like that contained in the

long series of statutes, including " the Great Statute of

" Appeals " (p. 2i6-ii), all of which provide severe

penalties against the Ordinaries who neglect to execute

Acts of Parliament. '^^ Beside the penalty, the 25 H.
VIII, c. 21 provided, "and over that it shall be lawful to

" your Highness, for every such default, to give power
" and authority, by Commission under 3^our Great Seal,

" to two such spiritual prelates or persons, to be named
" by your Highness, as will do and grant such licences,

^' Among them are 23 H. VIII, eg; 23 H. VIII, c. 20; 25

H. VIII, c. 20; 28 H. VIII, c. 19; 3 and 4 Ed. \I, c. 10;

2 Eliz. c. 4, Ireland; 5 Eliz., c. 28.
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" faculties, and dispensations refused, or denied to be
" granted by the said Archbishop." ^

One of the Commissioners, Bp. Mackarness, once

told the House of Lords that " if by legislation Bishops
" were required to be the deliverers of sentences prepared
" for them, some of the Bishops might object to be mere
" machines in that way. To use a word of the day, they

"might 'strike' " ^^ and the suggestion resulted in the

omission from the "Public Worship Regulation" Bill of

the original provision, which w^as that the Judge should

"report" to the Bishop, and the Bishop should " give

" Judgment." That Bill was, therefore amended to enable

the Judge to enforce his own decisions. And " historic

" continuity " would suggest a similar provision. For •

though the ^y H. VIII, c. 17, which regulates our

Diocesan Courts to this day, and was, therefore, not

reprinted in the Report, recites that canons forbidding

lay or married persons to exercise ecclesiastical jurisdiction

had been abolished, yet (says Mr. Gladstone),^- " the

" Bishops and other spiritual persons acted at that date
" (a.d. 1545) as if the disqualification had been still in

" force." The statement of the Act itself was, that the

laws were " not used, nor put in practice by the Arch-
" bishops. Bishops, Archdeacons, and other spiritual

" persons, who have no manner of jurisdiction, but b}-,

" under, and from your Royal Majesty." And this

Judicial malversation of trust, it will be observed, was
long after the Spiritual Persons had themselves publicly

forsworn allegiance to the Pope.
" The thing that hath been, is that which shall be."

" History," of which Dr. Stubbs was an eminent Professor,

" is Philosophy teaching b}- examples."

The Commissioners have shown how ea^y it is to

exchange the Jurisdiction " as modified by Reformation

^0 Stephens' Eccl. Stat., p. 168.

" Hansard, 219, p. 958. ^j

"*- Roy. Siiprem., p. 34.
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" Statutes," for the " Whole Fabric" which was then so

modified, and whose unmodified features they desire to

" include," (p. xvi.) It will go hard, but our Priest-

partisans shall better the instruction. We seem to hear

the coming footsteps of the successor of S. Thomas of

Canterbury, who shall haughtily defy the " Lay " Court

of Appeal, which the Commissioners have rendered

contemptible : and it may be that future Historians who
chronicle the triumph of the " Church " over secular

; laws and institutions will trace the beginnings of the

) change to the " Report of the Royal Commissioners on

/ " Ecclesiastical Courts, 1883."



ANALYTICAL INDEX

TO

THE EVIDENCE OF WITNESSES CONTAINED IN VOL, II. OF

THE COMMISSIONEES' EEPOET.

1.—LAITY.

Are the " Holy Church," Milton, Q. 1470.

"Assent to canons when they apply to Ecclesiastical Courts," Shelley, p. 137.

" Canvass and cook," Lord A. Compton, p. 206; the House of Commons

being void of " personal knowledge and professional experience,"

p. 207.

Compromised by worship more than by teaching, Beckett, p. 261.

Doctrine, but not creed, may be consulted on :
—

Hubbard, p. 152.

Heygate, p. 216.

Liddon, p. 362.

" Go a mile off," if discontented, may, Bayley, p. 164.

Imprisoned by the "Prince" for the "Church," should be, Phillimore,

p. 80, Qq. 1869-72.

No promise of Holy Spirit, have, Lord A. Compton, p. 201.

Not authorised to go to Bishop by preface to Prayer Book, Compton, p. 119.

Not equal before the Bishop, Girdlestone, p. 173.

" Nowhere" and " have no rights," Miller, p. 249.

Ought not to object if Priest

celebrates Mass, Q. 6823, Rev. G. Sarson.

creeps to Cross, Q. 6823.

withholds cup, Q. 6838. >

has Jewish Passover, Q. 6851.

all by way of "experiment and development," Q. 6854.

Persecute the " Church," said to, by Lord A. Compton, p. 200.

Proper subjects of Ecclesiastical Courts, are the. Wood, p. 44-i, cf. Report,

pp. xxii, xxiv.

Safeguard of Commission of 1840, were the, Lee, p. 19.

Voice in elections, have no, Mackonochie, p. 283, Q. 6133, j-et ought to have

veto on admission of incumbent, p. 286.

Voluntary Councils won't work, Oakley, p. 108.
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2.-ENF0RCEMENT OF SPIRITUAL
SENTENCES.

Biiniing useful to " convert "
;

—

Dr. Stubbs, p. 49, Q. 1142.

Phillimore, pp. 81, 84, Qq. 1902, 1955=" recant."

B. Compton, Q. 2702 ; cf. Q. 2871.

" Church " calls on "Prince " to coerce :

—

Phillimore, p. So, Q. 1869.

B. Compton, p. 118, Q. 2670 ; p. 121, Q. 2764.

Deprivation should precede imprisonment, Girdlestone, Q. 4165, and would

render imprisonment unnecessary if " the Bishop required his Licensee

to do his duty." (Ibid.)

Deprivation, summary, for Contempt, Girdlestone, p. 192.

,, after six months, for contumacy, Valpy, Q. 6253.

,, to disqualify for perferment until Submission, Valpy, Q. 6253.

Excommunication, only by Priests, Phillimore, p. 81, Q. iSog
;
yet only by

sentence of Court-" Jude.x," pp. 82, 84, Qq. 1923-7-8.

Excommunication cannot be stopped by Crown, Phillimore, p. 59, but see

per contra. Report, Vol. I, p. 28, col. i ; and pp. 165, 167 ; and p. xxvii.

Imprisonment inevitable :
—

Moore, p. 13.

Wood, p. 34.

Phillimore adds, especially for laity, Q. 1872.

Imprisonment among Roman Catholics :
—

Ffoulkes, p. loi.

Droopj p. 112.

(Compare Vol. I, p. 109.)

" Prince" has no option, p. 122, Q. 2764 : cf. Jenkins, p. 126.

Suspension :—
Moore, p. 7.

Egerton, " after three months," p. 144.

3. WAS HERESY APPEALED TO THE
POPE?

Undoubtedly :—
Droop, pp. 94, 95.

Ffoulkes, p. 98.

No appeal was ever statutable, Ffoulkes, Q. 2254.

Other cases given by

Ffoulkes, p. 98-ii.

Droop, Q. 251 1 and p. 113.

Harrison, Q. 5388.

Cardwell, Vol. I, p. 37-ii, note.

Fremantle, Vol. II, p. 92, Q. 2079.
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Appeals to Pope rare, because :

—
ist. Appelhitwiie postpositd, Droop, Qq. 2igi, 2192.

2nd. Victim burnt first. (Ibid.)

3rd. Appeals to Council had supplanted them, Ffoulkes Q. 2253.

4th. Papal schisms, Stubbs, Vol. I, p. 30-i ; cf. Report, xxvi.

Pope's Legate = Pope :
—

Fremantle, Qq. 2079-86.

Droop, pp. 94, 95.

Jenkins, Q. 2S81.

"Sentences of Pope" forming part of our "Laws," Report, Vol. I,

p. xviii.

Appeals said to be only mairimonial, Wood, Q. 805 ; Rebutted by Stubbs,

Q- 1123.

Appeals said not to lie from Diocesan Court, Qq. S34, 836. (Compare Report,

pp. XXV, xli.)

Appellaiio ab Archiepiscopo in Reformatio Lcgiim implies previous appeal to

Crown, Jenkins, Q. 2895.

App3als rendered rare by High Commission Court, Phillimore, Q. 1431.

(Compare Rothery, Vol. I, p. 188, ii.)

Heresy ?iot tried in Court at all, Report, p. v ; so Wood, Q. 825 ;
yet two

cases before Chancellor given, Vol. I, p. 68.

Nor in Diocesan Synods, Canon Bright, Q. 5433.

4.~INC0NSISTEN0IES OF PRIEST-PARTY.
>

Admit that Canons I and II sanctioned Delegates, Body, Q. 3707.

Appealed to a Jew, in Prestbury Case, Girdlestone, Q. 4292. (Compare

Brod. and Fremantle, p. 158.)

Appealed to Privy Council in Denison case against the " Spiritual " Court

proposed by Commissioners, Girdlestone, Q. 4176.

Appealed to Privy Council in Exeter Reredos Case, Q. 3099.

Approve /ms/o« of two Provincial Courts :
—

Hubbard, Q. 3468.

Egerton, Q. 3345.

Beckett, 5608.

Condemn Judgments rather than Court .—

Hubbard, Q. 3512.

Oakley, Q. 2449.

Compton, Q. 2768.

Beckett, Q. 5504.

MacColl, Qq. 6541-4, 6576.

Preferred L^v-Delegate to the two Archbishops, in Gorham Ca3C, Ffoulkes,

Qq. 2234, 2329.
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Refuse to obey Bishops " personally "
:
—

Mackonochie, Qq. 3438, 3450.

Bodington, Q. 4126.

Green, Qq. 5976.

Say there has been " no Court since Reformation "
:
—

Body, Qq. 3546, 3649, 3570.

Littledale, Q. 4865.

Mackonochie, Q. 6105.

Cf. Phillimore, Q. 6948 and Tait, Q. 3547.

Cf. Tait, Q. 3547.

Miller, Q. 5241, a.d. 1745.

Shelley, Qq. 3142-5. 3158-

Heygate, Q. 4587.

Church, Qq. 6947-8.

Wood, Qq. 870, 971.

Want Court " not simply of Man," Body, Qq. 3570, 3649.

5.-THEORIES AS TO "SPIRITUAL'*
COURTS.

I. Bishops alone :
—

Bright, p. 257.

Compare Stubbs, Vol. I, p. 45, col. i =
Archbishop in Synod, not Synod : so Report, pp. v and xvii.

Bishops as " Experts " ;

—

Littledale, p. 227, Q. 4845.

Wilkinson, Q. 1832.

Liddon, (?) Q. 7351.

Bishops not as Experts :

—
Phillimore, p. 57, Q. 1351.

Lord A. Compton, Qq. 4429, 4454, 4457-

Bright, p. 258.

Presbyters to vote as co-Judges :
—

B. Compton, pp. 120, 123.

Littledale, p. 22S.

Presbyters not co-Judges :

—

Wood, p. 33, Q. 889.

Bright, p. 257.

Trevor, p. 373.

Presbyters, their Assessorship :
—

" Ancient and Catholic," Lord A. Compton, p. 210.

. .- Yet mischievous, Littledale, p. 229, Q. 4894.

Diocesan Synods not Primitive Court for Heresy. Bright, p. 257.
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Synods not Courts :

—

Wood, p. 28, 36.

Phillimore, " doubts," p. 51 ; cf. 56, 57, S3 (where 23 Henry VIII
c. 9, is misrepresented).

Synods only from IVth Century :
—

Jenkins, p. 127.

Bright, p. 257, Q. 5433.

Compare Pusey on Councils, p. 282, and on Royal Supremacy, p. 54. <
Synods = Counting Noses :

—
Berdmore Compton, p. 124, Q. 2845.

Courts not Synods :

—

Ref. Legum, p. 23-

Stubbs, p. 48, Q. 1092-3.

Ffoulkes, p. gg, Q. 2265.

Droop, p. 114.

Elected Bishops " essential " ;

—

Phillimore, p. 82, Q. 1911.

Mackonochie, p. 283, Q. 6132.

To be ultimately " Pan-Anglican," Oakley, p. no.

Convocation, viz.. Upper House :

—

Stubbs, (?) p. 50, 51.

Miller, p. 249.

Convocation, both Houses :
—

Phillimore, (?) p. 84.

B. Compton, p. 120.

Shelley, p. 137.

Littledale, p. 230.

Church, p. 350.

Convocation, Qy. as to Lower, Wood, p. 39 ; but see 44-ii and 46-ii.

England, " unique," B. Compton, p. 120.

All coercive jurisdiction illegitimate, Mackonochie, p. 284 ; cf. Jenkins,

Q-2g3i-

No appeal to Crown, Wood, p. 35.

The " great thing " was to avoid Crown, Jenkins, p. 127, who propose

a Congregation of Rites, p. 128 ; cf. Espin, Q. 703.

6—COURT OP FIRST INSTANCE.
" Forum Domesticum " = no "forum " at all

:

—
B. Compton, Q. 2719.

Girdlestone, Q. 4174.

Secrecy objectionable :
—

Tristram, Q. 3263,

Girdlestone, Qq. 4069-77, 4212.
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UnJer Act of 1S40 the Preliminary Committee :
—

BAD. Lee, p. 17-20.

Acquitted a man in gaol, being a " spiritual " person, on ground

of no" prima facie evidence," Espin, p. 22.

Ditto, with three Assessors under Sees, xi and xii, dead :
—

Moore, p. g.

Cf. Denison Case, ibid.

Espin claims three cases, one of which appealed : but he sent up

his o)i!y Ritual case, p. 26; cf. Report, p. xlvi.

Bishop's Court unpopular till Chancellor appointed, Phillimore, p. 55.

Bishop's " Personal " Court disappeared in London, since a.d. 1303, Tristram,

p. 140.

Bishop's " Personal " Court shirked in U. S. A., Vol. II, p. C23, and

xxvii.

Bishop without Priests at " his own peril," B. Compton, p. 123.

Bishop is " protector oi the clergy," Report xvii, xxiv ; cf. p. 22, Q. 597 ;

Hence "secrecy," Lee, p. 15, Qq. 325, 383, 423; Trevor objects to this

secrecy, p. 375.

Bishop is "Inquisitor Natus," Stubbs, Vol. L p. 29, col. ii.

Bishop "works" Ritual " according to his discretion," Hope, p. 309.

Bishop has no "discretion" except in things doubtful, Girdlestone, Qq.

4046, 4204, compare Bishop Selwyn, p. 176, col. i.

Lay-Chancellor permissible

:

—
Hope, p. 308.

Church, p. 349.

MacColl, p, 312.

Clerical Chancellor removed by the Crown, Lewis' Reformation Settlement,

pp. 386, 390, and Report Li, 4C.

Lav-Chancellor not permissible :
—

Heygate, p. 215.

" Would be disobeyed," by Canon Lati', p. xix ; Report, pp. vi, xviii.

Laj'-Chancellor may excommunicate, Report, xxvii; cf. xx, and Vol. L P-

26-ii.

Laj-Chancellor may " ]'isit," Phillimore, p. 55.

Registrars' Blunders

:

—
Tristram, p. 141 and 143.

Oakes, Q. 5882.

Girdlestone, p. 186, 192.

Valpy, p. 290.

Howard, p. 381.

" Great people," Beckett, p. 263, Q. 5614.

Veto "Unconstitutional," Blakesley, p. 60, " NuUi Negabimus " Reduces

National Church to Congregational Sect. Inskip, p. 218.

" Unprecedented," Lord Cairns, p. 302.

Illegalities /'^rsr5< in eight cases, Valpy, p. 291 ; Girdlestone, p. 171

Howard, Qq. 7702-3.

" Saves us from everything, ' Church, p. 351.
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Yet he admits " it does not matter much," Q. G913.

Dangey:)HS : Girdlestone, Qq. 4147, 4152, 4158.

Abus3 of Veto, evidence excluded by Commissioners, Girdlestone,

g. 411G with 4166, 4333-4.

Unknown in Isle of Man, Gell, p. 320.

Veto should be subject to Appeal, Droop, p. 116, Q. 2645.

Veto can be appealed from in Scotch Episcopal Church, and non-existent

in many Dioceses, U. S. A., Vol. II, 621.

" Frivolous suits," not known to

Blakesley, p. 70.

Bouverie, p. 240.

Girdlestone, O. 409S.

New scheme not to apply to Diocesan Court in Isle of Man, I-15-ii, or

Channel Islands.

7.-C0NV0CATI0N.

Not " Spiritual," Milton, p. 67.

Appeals to. Historical Genesis of, Stubbs, p. 49.

" Not a Court of Appeal " ruled in Whiston's Case, Valpy, p. 303.

Combines Legislative with Judicial functions :
—

Littledale, p. 230.

Liddon, p. 365.

Per contra, Seely, p. 250.

As Legislature, Co-ordinate with Parliament, Littledale, p. 233.

Consented to Bill of Attainder of Ann Boleyn, Bouverie, p. 242.

Archbishop's Jurisdiction reserved by 23 //. F///, c. g, without Reference

to Convocation :

—

Valpy, p. 298.

Droop, p. 115.

Doctrine of Coke Examined, Droop, p. 115; compare Stubbs, Vol. I,

p. 45-ii.

Convocation not in Repyngdon's and Hereford's Cases, Droop, p. m.
Not in Lord Cobham's Case, Jenkins, p. 135.

Not Seat of Jurisdiction when Sitting with Archbishop, Stubbs,

Vol. I, p. 45-ii ; Jenkins, Qq. 2866-7S.

{See Synods.)

Holland in his " Summary," p. 199, says Convocation " as a Court

of Law" has been "practically disposed of by the Com-

mission, in spite of Dr. Phillimore's earnest pleadings."
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8.-CROWN COURT OF APPEAL.
Bound by the Bishops ?—

IVi- -Hubbard, p. 152, Q. 3525.

Lord A. Compton, p. lyy, Q. 4390.

Trevor, Qq. 7518, 7540 (p. 373).

B. Compton, p. 118.

Cowie, p. 214, Q. 4538.

Liddon, Oq. 7335, 7341.

(This view finally rejected by Commissioners, Vol. I, p. 14-1.)

No—Oakley, p. loG.

Mixed Lay and Clerical :
—

"Best"—Egerton, p. 147.

Tristram, p. 140, Qq. 3248-9.

B. Hope, p. 308.

Beckett, p. 260.

" Worst
"—Liddon, p. 3G2.

Trevor, p. 373.

Phillimore, p. 61.

Cowie, p. 213.

MacColl, pp. 312, 315.

Church, p. 348.

Appel Comiiic d'Abiis not analogous to Appeal but to I'lvliibilion :
—

Phillimore, p. 58.

Church, p. 349.

Compare Stubbs, Vol. 1, p. 39-i.

Appel Comme d'Ahus rejected by Commissioners, I-13-i; cf. 14-ii.

Appellatio ab Archiepiseopo in Reformatio Legiim implies previous Appeal to

Crown, Jenkins, p. 126, Q. 2895.

[Appeal to Crown only open to Defendant (Ainslie, Vol. I-i6-i).]

Dean of the Arches should be one of the Quorum. Tristram, Q. 3224.

9.-CR0WN.
" In Commission," Theory approved by :

—
Dibdin, p. 371.

Archdeacon Harrison, p. 253.

Rejected by Milton, p. 34, Q. 913.

Heard Spiritual Appeals direct from Bishop's Court (up to .\.d. 1636), in Isle

of Man, Cell, p. 332.

Person of King :

—

Cowie, p. 214.

Church, p. 348.

This View out 0/ Date, Wood, p. 43, col. i.



Pivsona Mixta, belongs to the 5th Century :

—

Bright, p. 259.

Ez. gy. Czar, p. 364.

Persona Mixta, Maintained by Mihon, p. 66, Phillimore, p. 81.

Pnsona Mixta Rejected by Dibdin, p. 371 ; Heygate, p 216.

Meaning of " Pci'sona Mixta " Unknown to Stubbs, p. 48.

Source of Authority of " Spiritual " Court :
—

Ffoulkes, p. 97.

Egerton, Q. 3408 and 3422.

Bouverie, p. 242.

Compare Lambe, Dean of Arches (a.d. 1636), p. 190 in Vol. I.

Not Source :

—

t<-'^ B. Compton, p. 123, Q. 2833.

tcJ Body, p. 154, " not of Man ;" (/. p. 156.

Heygate, p. 216.

-^J Mackonochie, pp. 280, 2S4-5.

Church, p. 350.

-Trevor, p. 377, Q. 7610.

i'c J Phillimore, p. 55, Qq. 1304-5, 1419 ; Stubbs (?), Vol. I-40, col. ii.

Unhnoii'ii zchetlicr Source or not, Stubbs, Q. 1103; cf. Espin.

Qq- 657-s.

Does not Appoint all Secular Judges, Phillimore, p. 401.

lO.-PRIVY COUNCIL.
" Admirable," for Legal Questions, Oakley, Q. 2411.

Not disapproved by Egerton, pp. 145, 146.

" Oh right lines," Archdeacon Harrison, p. 253.

Approved by Ffoulkes, Q. 2297 ; Inskip, Q. 4660; Bayley, Q. 391 1 : Beckett,

Q. 5644 ; Bardsley, Q. 5706; Gedge, Q. 3735 ; Girdlestone, Qq. 421 1,

4300.

Better than Delegates, Milton, Q. 157S ; Fremantle, Q. 2032.

" Collective judgment," Best :

—

Reeves, Q. 6802.

Tristram, Q. 3253.

Phillimore " does not much care," p. 56, Q. 1330.

Prolocutor doubts, however, whether this applies to Bishops,

Q. 4456 and 4458.

Objections to, are really to Crown :
—

Wood, p. 31, Qq. 845, 870.

Phillimore, p. 55, Qq. 1304, 1419.

Objections to Privy Council were really against their Judgments :—
Hubbard, Q. 3512.

B. Compton, Qq. 2768, 2716-7.

Oakley, Q. 2449.

Beckett, O. 5504.
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Judgment in Essays and Reviews approved by Canon Jenkins, p. 130,

Q. 2969 ; and MacCoU, p. 311, Q. 6464.

In Ridsdale Case, "strongest Court that ever sat," Dr. Tristram, p. 140.

In " Purclnts Case," their timidity mischievous, Beckett, p. 265.

" Too lax L'itli heyetics," Cowie, p. 212.

11.-REFORM OF COURTS.
A.—PROCEDURE.

Civil Procedure :

—

Droop, p. 117.

Girdlestone, p. 189.

Valpy, p. 238.

Beckett, — County Court, pp. 262, 264.

Clergyman should be dealt with as a Trustee, Valpy, Q. 5070 ; Girdlestone,

g.4216.

Non-appearance = Judgment by default, Girdlestone, Qq. 4232-50.

Execution to follow Judgment as of course, and not as now by extraordinary

processes, Girdlestone, Q. 4261.

Injunction to abstain from wrong-doing to issue from Court :
—

Girdlestone, Qq. 425-iGo.

Tristram, Qq. 3309-10.

Process to be served, not by Bishop or Registrar, but by Parties, Girdlestone,

Qq. 4167-72 ; Valpy, Q. 6253.

Rules and Orders need improvement, Girdlestone, Qq. 4214-6, 4261.

Costs, Security for, to be furnished by both sides alike and onl\- when
ordered by Judge, Girdlestone, Qq. 4300 to 4318.

Costs may fairly be subscribed for, Girdlestone, Qq. 4305 to 4317 and 4330.

Costs to be allowed where proceedings frivolous, Valpy, Q. 6345.

B.—COURTS.

Graft the Eccl. Courts into Supreme Court of Justice:—
Girdlestone, p. 191.

Baxter, p. 380.

Littledale (as to crime), p. 227, Q. 4856.

Bright admits " Contract," p. 259.
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Bishops, why bad judges, 103-5.
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Burnings, see "heresy"

Canons, English despised, 23

Canons of 1606, 23

Canon Law, how got rid of, 27,

52, 70, 76

Canon Law, Papal, g, 14, 5g

Canon Law derived its authority

from hierarchy, 26, 71

Canon Law may be revived by

Clerical Judges, 11, 52. 98

Canon Law held binding on Laity

by Clerical Judges, 13

"Canonical Sanctions," 58, 64

Chancellors removable by Crown,

46, 56
" Church "—clergy, 13, 20, 49, 95

Clericalism attacked by Hen. VIII,

18 «., 30, 34 11., 64, 77, 95

Clergy did not lead Reformation,

Commons share in Legislation, 87

Confirmation of bishops, 36

Convocation not consulted, 56, 73,

81

Convocation not leaders of Re-

formation, 29, 72

Coke cited, 55

Cosin, Dr., cited, 55
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